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·'!'he diagram is really .a. pic.t ur.e of the. human mind, seen

from the point of view of different levels.

At the centre 0£ the circue

is the s-<>urce from which all our engrgy comes - the- 'inner glory' from.

In the central area everything- is- blis-s - on

which the mantra originates.

the next level (level 2) a.re man's-· b:igher centres=, which - if' you remember -

have no negative side.

But . on. .levels

3, 4 and 5 are th~ differ.ant- levels

on whio.h our o r d ~ func~ions work - levels which depend on the amo,mt of

attention - the-- .amount of_ energy. which reaches them from _the centre. ·
.(Not~: the three · segments of' the cireJ.e represent man's three kinds of'

funo-ti.on - -movemen:ts and. sen.s.a.tions . on. the right, feelings and emotions
on the left, and the thinking :f'unction at · the base·.) _
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In the dqs of traditional methods and schools the idea was ~o work
on these three lowest levels and learn to control them at will.
It was
considered that without this discipline and preparation - a process, by
the wq, which might take a lifetime - there would be no hope of getting
through to the central area..
But with the meditation we go about it
differently.
We ignore the three outer areas - just leave them to
themselves - a.nd a-imply repeat the mantra.
Little by little the rhythm
of' the mantra attracts our attention to the centre.
Wb;y does the mantra do this?
We were told it i~ because the mind
is- attracted naturally toward.s the place of greatest happiness.
This
simple statement has: tremendous implications.
It implies--, not only that
somewhere within us-, a great store of happiuess- exists, but also that we
can f"ind it naturally', without the ef'f'ort and struggle whicth since time
immemorial have been c:onnected with these things.
But wha;t actual~ happens?·
When we start repeating the mantra it.
s-eems· at first to be flat and dull, but as we continue it beoomes: more and
more attractive, more delightful to repeat.
Eventually- it becomes too
fine for the mind to £ollow, and s-o it transcends.
This cthange in the
quality o'i" the mantra. means that the mind is receiving- it in a purer and
purer form, nearer and nearer to what it really is.
.And this in itEr
turn means that the energy from the centre is.filling the mind more and
more.
So the effe~t of doing the meditation is to change the quality
of energy in the mind - not just one part of the mind, but the whole mind,on every level.
And this in its turn has a vez-y definite effee~ on the
wey our f'unctions work.
Consider for a moment how our functions work in the ordinary wq.
On
level 5, everything happens mecllanically- - m:, attention is required.
On
the next leve-1, level 4, our attention is held~ what we are doing - we
enjoy it, and the work gets done much better.
But on level 3 our attention
is- held b;r something higher than 0tzrselves.
Take,
for. inatanoe_,
. the work .of an artist, ·a: poet or at rmutici:an, . when he is
truly- inspired.
His achievement, his- succe-ss or his failure is neve:r- a
personal matter - it 01>mes from-somewhere beyond him.
And the energy,
th& inspiration he gets can have tremendous- power over h!s attention~
sometimes involving days or weeks of' very oono~ntrated vork.
What an enormous difference there is between these three levels!
And
yet they all come from the one mind.
As far as- one knows it is not the
strucrlure· which is diff'erent, it is simp~ the level o-r energy.
In terms

of the diagram it is a question how much of the very subtle energy
from the centre is present in the mind as a whole.
But what happens on level 2?
On level 2 ar& man's higher centreg,
and these are utterly different from our ordinary fun~tions.

In the

first pla.ca they hav~ no negative side - everything is positive.
Secondly, they exist on the level of ecstasy - that is the point which
alwa.;y~ gets mi~d, for no des~iption can convey it.
The meditation
can help us to understand what this,. means, for it is the same· eos:taa,:, ·
the same-bliss whio-h belongs· to the mantra - but i1r this case not
attached to any object, for the mantra belongs to area I, and area I is
above the level of functions altogether.
Area I is· absolute blis~, absolute o~nsoiousness.
That i~ why, in
the technique of meditation, we kee~ experience within the compass of
the- mantra.
When experience is attached to this object or that, as it
is· at all other times, it is no longer absolute, it is r.e·lative.
Any experienee outside the mantra is relative, and it can easily

b& mistaken for the real thing.
Even the experience of th~ mantra
itself i~relativ~.
Only when it transcends is the abs~lute level
of e::rperienae reached.
Like a pure sound, which when it is so pur&
that it creates no disturbance, cannot be heard, so is the mantra when :
it transcends.

The purpose of meditation is to change the quality of energy in
the mind - the whole mind., particularly the functions we use everyday.
It is not to escape from our everyday functions, but to transform
them, so that they work in the full light of the energy from the centre.
Tb.is transf'ormation is brought about by repeatedly- reaching the
c~ntre and coming back to ordinary levels again.
This ha.a the effect
of infusing the mind with higher energy - it is in fa.et psycho-transformism
in the true sense of the word.
It is not easy to see what this process really mean& - it has a much
deeper significance than one thinks at first.

One is inc-lined to

concentrate on the incresed efficiency and alertness of the mind which
results from meditation.
But in doing so one overlooks something mueh
more important.
The key to the real significance of meditation lies
in the quality of energy which belongs to the c:entre.
The energy which o·omes from the centre is aosmio

it is way, way

above all the ordinary energies one uses in life.
It is the light
referred to in the opening verses of' St John1 s Gospel - 'the light
shine-thin darkness, and the darkness c-omprehendeth it not'.
Thedarkness is the outside part of the o-ircie - the everyday fu.nO"tions with
whiah we stumble through our lives.
But the purpose of' meditation is
to bring the light to the darkness.,
The question is, what effeo-t
does that have?
When we were given the meditation it was said that when the process
of in.f'using,, the mind with higher energy from the c-entre was c-omplete,
that would be crosmie consciousness.
And contrary to all o-11r previou~
thinking, cosmic C'Onsciousness (which is another name for objective
consciousness referred to in the sys-tem) was not considered to be a
special state-, · it wag c-omddered to be a oondi tion in whiah our everyday
life could be lived.

What would it mean to live one's life in a state- of oosmia.
e-onso-iou.sne-as:?
misleading-.

I think, pos-sibly, the high sounding words are
I think it would mean remembering the universal nature

of' things-· all the time - being always aware of the grea-t self who
created the universe.
The universal nature of' thing~ is bliss - it
is the same biisg as that whio-h comes from the half hour.
So perhaps
it is n-ot so very far awa;r after all.

This is a new way - a way of understanding.
What do you mean by a

wa:y

of understanding?

I mean a method, a system - one which is aimed at increasing man's·
understanding.
What would such a system be like?

It would include two things - work on knowledge and work on being.
Understanding depends on both these things - it is like an arithmetic·
mean between them.
You mean, the one cannot increase without the other?
Yes
enough.

knowledge by itself is not enough, and being by itself is not
Both are needed in the right proportion.

Then what is it that makes them increase?
That which makes our being develop and grow is the meditation.
But you say this is not enough?

No, it is not enough - knowledge is needed also.

You have to have

the right knowledge in the right order, and you have to study this
knowledge and check it in practice.
Then what is the right knowledge with which to begin?

I would say it is the idea of different levels.
What do you mean by different levels?
When one is doing the meditation one actually experiences different
levels - one experiences this through the quality of the mantra, whi~h
starts on a gross level, when it is first· repeated, but becomes more
and more subtle as the half hour continues, eventually bec·oming too
subtle for the mind to grasp, when it transcends.
But why does it become more and more subtle?
It depends on· the level of mind which is receiving it.
content of the mind can vary tremendously in level.

The energy

When the mantra

is received by a gross level of mind it seems flat and. dull, but as it
is received by finer and finer levels it becomes more attractive, more
delightful to repeat.
But what makes it go in that direction - what does it depend on?
It depends on the fact that the mind goes naturally towards the place

of greatest happiness.

- You mean the place of greatest happiness is where the level of the
mind is highest?
- Yes, and that is where the mantra comes from.
an enormous store of happiness exists.

Deep down within us

6.
Can you explain where these different levels of mind are situated?
- It is difficult to follow it physiologically, but we can make a

diagram to explain the general principles.
- You mean the highest level of mind is in the centre of the diagram,
and the lowest level at the edge of the circle?

At the
centre is the source from which everything comes - the 'inner glory'
In the central area everything is
from which the mantra originates.
one - there are no divisions, for it is above the level of functions.
But in the outer part of the circle are the functions we use every daJ".
- Yes, each of the concentricr rings is on a different level.
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7.

Then do the functions we use every
Yes.

day

work on different levels?

On level 5 everything happens mechanically - no attention is

required.

On the next level, level 4, our attention is held by what we

are doing

we enjoy it, and the work gets done much better.

But on

level 3 our a.ttention is held by something higher than ourselves - it
comes from above us.
You mean in creative work?
Artistic inspiration, for instance - it has

Yes, that's right.

tremendous power over our attention.

And great discoveries too - you see,

this area is under the direct influence of the central part of the diagram.
Then what d.oes the central area contain?
Level 2 is where man's higher centres are.
What do you mean by 'higher centres'?
There are three higher centres - the sex centre, the higher emotional
centre and the higher intellectual centre.
Does everyone have these higher cent res, or do they have to be acquired.?
Everyone has them, in fact they are said to be fully working in us, but
ordinarily we know nothing about them - except perhaps the se.x: oentre, but
even that is seldom experienced in its real form.
- In what way are these higher centres different from the functions in the
outer part of the diagram?
- They a.!'e utterly different.

To begin with, they have no negative side.

Our ordinary functions all have a positive and a negative side to
them, but our higher centres a.re always positive - it is difficult to
realise what this means.
- Is that why we experience that extraordinary happiness during meditation?
Yes, it is when the mind reaches this area.
beyond. · it, on level I.

But there is a further area

This area is above the level of functions - it

is pure consciousness.
What do you mean by 'pure consciousness'?
It is not generally· realised that consciousness can exist without functions
just as functions can exist without consciousness.
on level I, there are no

In the central area,

functions, there is only consciousness, or as it

was once described., 'awareness of the awareness, not of any object•. *
- And on the outside of the circle there is no consciousness, only functions?
- Yes, the outside is in darkness, the centre is in the light.
When
we do the meditation we turn toward the light - we leave all our functions
behind us.

*Maharishi

8.
- I agree with you, that is the right knowledge with which to
begin, but what c-omes next?
- One should. understand how the opposite process works - how the energy

flows outwards from the centre during one's d.aily life.
- You mean that du.ring the half hour we go inwards to the centre, during
the day we go outwards to the circumference?
- Yes, you can think of it that way.
as the treasury and the market.

It was described, originally,

During the half hour we draw out

some money· from the treasury - from the bank - during the day we spend

it in the market place.
- Then how do we spend it in the right way - how do we prevent it from
getting wasted.?
- There is no need to worry about that.

This money- is a special kind

of currency· - i t ~ only be spent in the right wa:y.

How can that be?
The energy which comes from the centre cannot be wasted - it is
inexhaustible, like the ocean.

The idea that we have to save energy

comes from a different method, one in which we learn to control our
functions.

In this method we go straight to the centre· instead.

- But couldnt the energy from the centre be wrongly used?
It is above the level of evil - so it cannot be wrongly used.
Why is that?

In the central area evil does not exist - it has not yet begun.

Only

when creation reaches lower levels - when movemen~ and actions begin does the possibility of evil arise.

For then there are two sides to

everything - positive and negative, good and evil, happiness· and suf'fering
yes and no ••••
- So provided we get the right energy from the meditation - energy from
the centre itself - there is no need. to worry about the wa;y it is used?
No need. to worry - it will tell you what to do - in fact, you will
find it is already done.

I
9.

- I would think perha.ps the most important thing is to learn how to
recognize· this energy w-e get from the med.i tat ion?
- Yes, you are right, al though the energy
itself does this for one.
How do you mea.n?

One cannot help noticing it - it has a particular quality of its own.
Then how would you describe it?
- Words are- difficult.

I find the· only word whio-h describes· it is- 'bliss 1

but others may prefer to call it something else.
-

And. you say it comes to one

during the d.ay?

- Yes·, it is unmistakeable - it comes up from the centre of one's being-.
Do you think other people have it?

- Yes, everyone has it, to a greater or lesser extent, but many are not
aware of it.
- You mean it is there all the time?
- Yes, it exists in. everyone, but it is only when one feels it oneself'
that one notices it in other people.
But when one no longer feels it, what can one do?·
Nothing.

After all, one cannot expect too much.
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lO.
Tell me, why have you divided the circle into three segments?
Because the human mind has three parts.
- Then what are these three parts?
That on the right is the mind in control of our movements and
sensations, that on the left is the mind. in control of' our emotions,
and that at the base is the mind in control of our thoughts.

Each

of these three minds is essentially different - they are like
different worlds.
- But surely the mind has many more parts than this - surely it can
work in a great many different ways?
- That is the interesting thing.

Each of these -three segments

has its own structure - but within each segment the mind. can work on
many different levels.

If yuu ehange the level of energy, the

kind of work which the mind can produce

will

be

utterly different.
- Can you give an example of what you mean?
- Yes, the emotional mind, for instance~ the segment on the left.
level 5 it works mechanically.

On

These are the emotions and feelings

we have every day - likes and dislikes, sadn-ess and joy-, anger and
irritation, jealousy, even hatred - they are all mechanical.
- You mean it is mechanical to hate someone?
- Yes, that is why Christ said. 'love your enemies'.

In order to love

someone you ha,te you have to be on a different level - you cannot do
it mechanically.
How can one get onto a different level?
Through the meditation.

The meditation can change the level of

our emotions - that is the extraordinary thing about it.
And what about the next level - level 4?
On level 4 is a deeper kind of emotion - religious emotion, genuine
love for other people, dedication to some social aim, and so on.
And level 3?
Level 3 is creative emotion - artistic inspiration, for instance.
When it is C'Onnected. with the right technical ability it results in
works of art, poetry or music.
And level 2?
Level 2 is the higher emotional centre.
How would you describe it?

ll.

- Everything is on the level of ecstasy - but connected with one's
personal life, one's aim, one's relation to people very close to one.
Subjective realisation of truth, not objective.

Objective truth

belongs to the higher intellectual centre.
Then where does the higher intellectual centre come, in the diagram?
It is in the lower segment of level 2.
- You mea.n it is in the same segment as our thoughts?
- Yes, but from all accounts it is utterly different.

When one

und.erstand.s the meaning of the universe, whether one exists in it or
not, or when some great cosmic truth is revealed to one - as it was to
Jacob Boehme, for instance - perhaps it is iromething like that.
- Then is it alwa_ys beyond the personal level?
- Yes, it belongs to a different scale, a different cosmos - one in which
personal questions· no longer exist.
- And so that means that the remaining higher centre - the sex centre must be on the right hand side?
- Yes, it is connected with the physical body - with its movementg· and
sensations.

But one has to remember that on this level everything· is

much more connected together - not in separate compartments, as on lower
levels.
Then what is there on level I?
Level I is cosmic consciousness.
What is meant by cosmic consciousness?
We were told it is the ultimate aim of the meditation.
I wonder what that really·means?
We were told, if you remember, that every time we transcend during
meditation, a little of the very subtle energy from the centre is infused
into the gross level of' ordinary life.

When this process of' infusion is

complete - when it has reached saturation point - then that will be
cosmic consciousness.
- So cosmic consciousness is something we can have during: our everyday life?
- Yes, that is the idea.

It means that little by little· our actions will

come under the influence of the meditation.
That doesnt sound too impossible.
It is by no means impossible.
Already we begin to find that certain
things could never have happened without it.
beginning.

That, at least, is a

12.

Suppose we take the diagram on a different scale - the scale of the
whole solar system, with the sun in the centre.

As the sun's

radiations flow outward.s they penetrate deeper and deeper into succ-essive
levels of the solar system, until by level 5 they can penetrate no further.
What are these different levels - how can we understand- them?
In the solar system there are three quite different worlds, just as
there are in man.

In the right hend segment is the world of nature,

in the segment at the base of the d iagra.m is mankind, and. on the left
hand side is the plan&t earth.

Each of these three worlds is nec-essary

for the fulfilment of the ~olar system.

In: order that the earth can

evolve as a planet there has to be organic life, and in order that organic
life can evolve there has to be man.

Influene:es are reaching these three worlds all the time, from the
sun in the centre.

In area I there is nothing but the diree:t influence

of the sun, but as this: i:nfluenee· passes,, o'U~!f~S; through area 2 it- ·ismodified by the effec:t of the planets.

The planets were once described

as glasses, or screens- of different c·o lours.

the earth·, it c-olours, it- diff'~ren-tly.
in each segment

As ea.ah

But the:

planet passes

effec.,t is very different

and it is different again on each successive level.

On level 5 the effect of planetary influences is entirely .lla-phazard.,
If we look at nature, for instance, in the right hand segment, we s-~e
nothing but the struggle for survival.

Every species of animal and plant

is feeding on every other, and in the death of' one living creature, is the
energy on which. another creature d.epends.

If we look at mankind on this

level the picture is not very different.
Everywhere there is violence
and suff'ering - even more suffering, perhaps, than there is in nature. For
man has the possibility of transcending suffering, but on this- level he
cannot do eto.
Oru lever 4 the preture is, very dif'f'erent.

On this lever], s,tt1lL ll02?':e

on leve-1 J,,, the du--ecrl- influence- o:f' · the sum is_, mueli nea;rer.

We a.an. see

it everywhere, a.round us in the beauty of nature - im her colours· and scents

and sound't:r, and her extraordinary va:riei;y" of f'o:t"tl't.

- And in man. too•,

we- notice-, the sun's inf'luene.e - in the spontaneous · happiness o:f children:,
in the love- people have for each other-, in kind-n.ess and

~~

of

af:ffeetion"-. none of' these things- could exiri without the, sun'al' radiance every-1:lii:'ng: comes- front, the sun.

l3.
On leve1 3 it is· no longer mankind as

is,. indiivd.diual man.

a;

whole whieh eonC'erns· us, ii

The- influence of -the- planets on: indi vidua1 man; is

someithing,: quite d,if'feren."t :frrom· t-hrir in;fluenae on mankind as· a whole.
are nesponsible for his ffateo.

Th•

Theo reason why our emoiiional litre,, and: m8Dl1!

things- a.bout us are, as. they are, is no1. a matter of. chance, it depends on
t-he influenae of th& planets.

Our- f"ate is· generally,· eonsidered -to be

inescapable,-, but aetual]zy-, it is, quite poslrlble for man 'fro b:ecome :f:rree from

e:ert'ain aspects· of· i t .

If' we' c::ould reach level I we should be: abov-e -the-

inf'luenee of the planetS' - we tthould! be under the direct influence of t:he
sun.

Level. I is· where:· all maJB.~• a, possibilities· ar&.

On level 2 c:ertain,

of" theae poS'sibili tiea are• actualised, depend'.ing; on whica pl~etary

inf1.uene.es· a.:ffect him, , and theee, work themselves out in his- life.

But

level ll is· free :from all this.
It is where -that part of' US' exists which
is- immortal, which is~ above• the influenc-e of' life and death.
But on our own Ereale the· lev&ls

That is, all on a very big scale.
0£·

energy are t-ha, same' - it is, t-h& s'allle sun which' i ;s. radiating energy

:fr-01.111

the· c.ent-r.e, and as this energy £"lows outwards int-o our different- :functions

it is mod'if'ied in various wayer.

On.1 level 2· are man:1 s higher c-entr-es=, and

although thes=e control and inf'luence our f"une:tionsas= a rulle aware of t-lleire:x:is-tence.

m

ma.n;r ways,. we are not

Actuallzy:· they are fully working· in us

all the time,,,_ but we canno:t hear what t-hey are, saying,.

Or perhaps i:t is

just that we never listen - :for the· meditation is c:ertainil.yra waq of
r-eac:hi~· the~

and: that . is perhaps, its, most important f~t-:i.ion.

By trans-forming the leve·l of'' energy in our ordinary functions the
meditation makes· tt p0ssible :f'or them·, t-o work more closely• under the
influence of' our higher eentr-es..

This- shows itself' in a great

lllaJzy'

di'fferent- wrzys - more obviously';, perhaps,-, in the ef'fect it has on our
emotional life,, but als,o in our ability to think - to s--e:e, trut-h..
ire.a l_ purpose of t-hought ia iro discover truth -

The

ob,j-ecnive truth about- t-he

woPld,a.nd the me~i?l€behind:' its outward appe-aranc.e.

If we had a g-limpS'e

of this· truth,. even for a fraetion of a secrond,.. all our- thinking would
change-.

But even ordinary levels of' t-hought can be tremendously

rewardillg:", if they are- ori.entated

towards the centre of· the eire-le - even

on level 3 we sometimes get glimpses of' truth, and these glimpses depend
ver:, much on the , preparatory work done by level 4.

Level 4 is good

logioalJ thinking - and this in it-s, turn depend.son the ll'out-ine operationsof leve,l

5, whieh should be e-onfined to ree-ording and analysing.

So eae-h level in the d:iagram has a right fun.et ion, and each level is a
puil~ing together - a synthesis - of" everything collected on the level below.
All this goes· on in the lower segment-.

But with the left hand segment -

l4 . .
with our emotions - the pattern is· no·t so c,lear.

T1ie fact· bt that mos-t-

of our so-called emot'ions- are nothing: of t:hekind,· ospec;rialll~ if t-hey
c-0nta..in a negatj.ve element, an element- of su.f£ering·.
They are• not:
really em_o -tion -

they are

thoughts and feeli:nge..

imagina1;ion, ;,:. a kindi o-£:· ~ie,;,,ul)': betwaen our
If we · could cut the- connee,t ion between our

feelings: and ou:I' thoughts we should :tind out- somet-hing · rather surprising -

m

we should d!is:c:over that ~f'er~- is, unnaereas:a:ry -

exist.

fact" JJ it- d!oe-a n.o-t:

There, are fee-Ii~,, mosti_r on the pbysia:al level, and there·

are the though.ta irhic-h accompal\Y them:..

Separate];w, neither ha-ve mue-h·

importance - it is- onl;r when ffiley g&'t tied up together that su:t:fering·
c·omes- intro be-izig - and t:his suf'fering: is not re•l. - we• a:re muck better
of"f' without- it:.

This- d.is-ci::overy leans• one to an even more surprising conclua:iion, - real
Physic.al. f .e elings o:a:n be• negative· - real. pain>,;

emotion is po:s i tive·.

for instancre,- or phyei.c-al fear - but that is some,th±ng: qui ta, different,.

Emo-t±.on comes, :from- al1l01'ther

plao-e, - and it has no traoe of anything

negative,.
If'

W1iJ

w-e might dii:;:e~er,, .

could free ourselves· from -~uff'e-Pi:ng,,

perhaps:,, that real emoti'o n, c:an be-· elassi.f'ied according· to i t-s purity.

Very diffiC11lt tQ put into words-, but on level 5 emotions are mu.c::.hl.ess
pu:rE!'

than on level 4 - -mucli mor-e-, n:r.bted.

On lev:e,l

4 one s"Ometimes

meets· with pure I'eligiouS" emotion, or real dedication to s-ome social a;im.
But on level 3 t:he emotion e:omes from beyond one,- as· with ereative
inspiration, or religiottac revelati:on.

And on level 2 is· the

k.md: of emotion, . which. is, on the level o'C ecstasy.
lower ~

hi.gltest-

Bu1t unlike the

-, - whieh is· concerned with objective- truth, it fa concelnted

with oneaelf', with ;ne,•a-

own

lif".'e and the people

What is- real emotion all about?

very

close to one.

Actually,-, it is ~onnact:e d wi t-h

Our identity i~ the one thing about us· which, never C!th.anges,

our ident:ity.

a-11 through our lif"e.

But it- can develop and grow stronger, and. i:t

through the medlitation one begins- to feel it-, a,11.d. at t:he same time t:o
become aware
of ±t: in other people, thaft will be' ~1::
-~nmtion.
_ -~ ·---~...

.

.·

,••

lastly;

-

·-.

there is t.he right hand segment, which ine:ludes all our
It may not be- entirelY7 obvious, but all the
m:ovementB' and s-ensa.tions-.
And

movements we make have to be accompanied by sensations, or they would not
b& eontrollaltl.e.

Some, of e:ourse, are au¼c,manc, , which means they

never rea.eh the c:.-entral headquarters- of the brain, but they are there jus-t
the same-·.

These · aut--amarltiic moviements-, are on level

we are aware of. our movements·, and enjoy· them.
is not-

~

5:.

Bu1r on level 4i

To be more preeise, it

who are aware of' our move~nts,.,. ii; is the· movements themselves

whiah have:- more awareness· in them · - morec- light f':rom the centre-.

This

intrins-icr awareness, which ,.i is one o'C the ef:feotS' of the med.i tat ion,

makes, our movements more controlled, more precise, and usually more
graceful.

But on level 3' our movements a.re inspired,. as if they

c-ame f'rom bey.ond us - as, :for instance, the movements o:f a great
ballet dancer, or the hands of a great sculptor.
And on level 2
is the inspiration which make~ such things- poss:ible
provided, of·
c-ours,a,, the right training and technique- are- available.
Wby is man endowed with the-s,ec t:hre~ di:ff'erent kinds of' funcrtion?

On t-he outside of' the circle they are like thl:ree different worlds so mueh so that people cannot unders.tand one anot"her-, for- in each of

But the nearer we
get to the crentre t-he more they baC'Ome alike,, and at the centre its-calf
these, threce worlds the language is, diff'erent-.
they are one.

And thee aame thing is tl"Ue of our eneirgy..

We maka-

the mistake o-f" thinking ther-e are different kinds o:f' energy - physical
energy,, emotional energy and so on.

But raa:llyc there ia only., one,

energy - the energy which c:omes f'l>om the centre.

As t-hia, energy :flows

outwards· it manif"est~ in di:f:terent. wa;,s and on dif'ferent levels, s ·o we
think the energy itgel:f' ia' different.

But like the light which comes

from the sun, its rea;l na"tur8' is always the same•.
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As we have s·een, man's inner wo:ttld is, contained within the three
segments o:f the diagram.

Everything-· that he is, from his lowliest

thoughts to the liigheert possible level of his experienc-e, is conte,ined
within thes-e three, segments-.

On the right hand s-ide is: the 0,antral.

nervous system, responsible r-or his voluntary movements a;nd s-ensa:tions,
at the base of the· dia.grarrr is· the o·o nscious mind, s ·o-ealled, res:pons-ible

for all his· thoughts, and on the left hand side is the autonomic nervous

system, whie-h controls all the inner workings of- the body, and is als-o
the o:entre· of his emotional life.
It is- not generally realised tha-t each of these three segments- has,
its· own time - a time s-o complet-ely, different- :from the next tha-t it is
difficult to· imagine how there can be any e-ommunieation between them.
They are·, quite li teral~'t· different time-worlds.
Our ordinary sense of time is governed by t-he lower s-egment.

in this- segment- t-hat we know t-he time.

this time s-ens-e disappears.

It is

When we go to sleep a-1; night,

What actually, takes- its- pla;ce?

Some ot-her

sense of time - a much more aoouratec one in fact - as· we dis-o:over when it
wakes us up a:t precisely, t-he right moment- in the- morning.
This would be the right hand segment.

But there is- a still further

time sense - that of' the le:ft hand segment.

This time sense, is mu.eh

more elusive-, and yet in

Moments in early childhood

are a-s vivid for it

a;s

a; wrzy-

it is nearer.

yesterday.

They never seem to fade, in fact the

Where does this time sens~ belong·,
whole of our li:fe is always there.
and how can it- be found?
In ordinary life we know little or nothing about these different
time-worlds·.

But; those who are able t ,o reach them assure us that they-

stand ini a matherna-tical ratio, one to, another.
They are
said to be ±m Jrelation to ea-eh other as pne t-o thirty t-housand.
And
this ratio als-o· applies,, believe it· or not, to the larger worlds outs-ide
us.
Nature·' s time is· thirty thousand times larger than ours, and
planetary time is thirty thousand times larger again.
The fact that each segment of the diagram· e:x:ists in a c-ompletely
different time world has tremendous implications.

It explains, firS'tt

how infinitely:, mor-e powerful the sensory world of the right hand segment

can be than our ordinary thinking~mind,, and secondly it shows- us how the
left hand segment - our emotional world - is· way beyond the- reach of either.

Our emotions, ao.tualJl.y work a:t' sua-h enormo'Wt speed t-hat evecyt-hing,.:
has· happened long;, before the thinking· mind knows- ~liing; about it..

Yret

we S!till gp on believing t-hat somehow or other our emotions are
eontrollaible-.

Our mov:ements a.re, to some extent o·ontr-o lla;ble,, at least

t:n the s-ense- that movements-· c_-an be learnt.

But onc:e- learnt they:, work

on their own at- such a speed that we d.o better not to, int-erf"ere wi-th
them.

All_ t-his- points to the: fact that t-here is something,- wrong: wit-h

the idea - a very common one - that we c a n ~ our :f'unc.tions under
control.

The truth of the matter is we can do nothing· of' the kiruH

The- meditation goe-s about aill this in a di:f'"ferent-. ~ -•
It works
on the prineiple, first, that there is nothing; we can do, and seoondl;yr
that- there exists deep down within us: a mind whieh contP"ols all t-hings a mind whie:h ia inf'inite~ more powerful than the ord:inar,y t -h ink:ing mind.
little, by li-ttle, t-o this hd.gher mind-, things: will

By linkinit ours-elves,

c.:ome right natUJrally ... ii-hey will eome right- o:f t-hemselvas.
But thia process, has to follow a certain order, and it has t-o go,
by degrees.,

The wa::, in,which it goes is indicated in the following

diagram:-

-
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As we have already said, both the right hand segment of the circle

and the· left hand segmen"lt a.re not withirr our direct control- we have

virtually no c-ontrol over our emotions, and only, a limit-ed ecntrol over
our moviements-.

The: idea of reaching- the centre, of the circ-le by a

direct ef'fort of' will is therefore out of the- question.

But it: s ·o

happens, t hat there is- a small ga;p in the, gates- to the kingdom of heaven,
- a tiny crack through which it is possible to enter.

This gap

consists· b1 our ability to learn c·ertain inner movements - in otli:er

words to repeat the mantra-.

When the· mantra is repeated it sets up

certa;in vibration.sin the central area of the eirc-le, and these

vibrations radiate outwards in a:11 direations.
Wha.-t is the ef:fee-t o:f these vibrations-?

At firs-t, they are·

experienced only• as· a word, whic-h is: where the spiral starts, in the
lower segment.

But a.s the attention is drawn inwards· along the

spiral, they begin to be experienced as a rb,vthm or pulse.,

This

rhy'thm is very attractive to the mind, and' it carries the· attention:
along· with it.

As it continues round the right hand. s·egment, the

level of" energy becomes finer, until by· the top of the circle it has
reached the threshold between level 3 and level 2.

On this leve-1

the vibrations from the mantra have such a strrongpull, and are so
delightful t-o the mind, t-hat the attention rollows them still further,
into the left hand s-egment-, · and e-ventua,Ily to the c_,entre its:elf'·.

Somewhere, along the line t-he· mantra transcends - whecre, ~actly--, it- is
diffieult t-o say-'1'1 for it varies· for different-. people and at di.fferent
times.

Now there is- no need t--0 f'ollow all this during the ha-lf' hour once the-· mantra has· been started it will ta.keus along· the, spiral
of its, own accord.

But we c-a.n study the e-f'f eet of the spiral on

our li:f'e from day to day,. for in eac.h part of the spiral there is a

corresponding outward effect.

This effect is obviouslydi:fferen-t

for different people-, for some have been doing it longer than others.
At first the mantra will be working mainly perhaps in the, right hand

segment.,

This' will mean that a great many things we do during the

day will seem easier.

At times our movements will be different - they

will be more graceful, more controlled, and our work will be quiekel!'
d.one.

That unpleasant ha:bi t of' di. thering, between, one action and t-he

next will disappear, and we will f ~ind ourselves· doing our work in the
ri.ght sequencre.

But- sooner or later-- the mantra

will

begin t:o hav.e

its ef'feet on our emotional li:fe.

We will become awa:re, more and more,

of a great store of inner happiness, which we never knew existed.

li".a.IW

of' our unpleasant feelings a.nd moods will disappear, and our attitude
to life will beo,ome more positive.

But more important them this,

sooner or later this place of inner happiness will become a centre to
which we can turn - a referenee· point for all our actions •
.As the mantra opens up more and: more connections with the left hand
segment, this referenee point grows, in importance.

It is a kind of

coming home to ourselves - to what we really are.

In thes-e times, .

when man has, no o.eliefs, no relig.ion to which he can turn with axr:,convietion,. suc:h a referenc:e point- has enormous value, for it can show

us, always, wha-t is right for us to do.

But the spiral goes- further

than this - it can take us beyond the personal level altogether.

In

the last seet-ion,,. as· it transcend:s · into the mmtra1 area,, its
effect will be- to bring us truth - truth about t-he world, and the re-a:l
meaning behind its, outward appearanc:e.

It is, this- last part of the spiral whie:h brings an expansion of our
being.

Just as the right hand segment brings an expansion of our

awareness in action, and just

a;s

the left hand segment brings arr

expans-ion of our emotional life - our inner happiness - so the last
part of' the spiral brings an expansion of our whole being.

Those

who invented the sys-tem must have known a.bout t-his:, for t-he-y formula-ted
c:ertain cosmological ideas, - ideas which are much, much bigger than
anything:

we ar-e eve-r likely- to meet in ordinary life - ideas whiel't

can lift us fronr. t-he personal level into the universal.

The-se very

big ideas are a framework into whic-h the mind can expand, for when being
d.evelops, the right knowledge is- needed to go with it.

But already

these big ideas of the system have bec-ome outmoded., and a new formulation
is needed, in line with cont-emporary thought.

The question is, how

can this reformulation be done, and what form should it take'?

-

- - - - ~- - -·-·-·-·---·--··
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When we do the meditation we go inwards· towards the eentre,.

But

during the da.,r the eneTgy is rlowing outwa.:rds - it is :flowing outwards
a:long· the same spiral in the opposite d:ireetion.

Let us

tl!'j"'

'to se&

what actually- happens.

Everything comes- in its- origin from the c-entre of the· circle·.

Energy-

is f"lowing outwards from the centre- all the' time, like the radiations f'rom
the, sun..

First, these radiations bring light to area I - the' liighe-r

mind within us- whe-re• all our lif'e is regulated.

They thew pass on t-o

the higher emotional world of' level 2, where they are· sorted out and

certain dec:is-ions taken1e

Next, they continue round the spiral to the

right hand: segment, where they are· translated into a;o-tion - eonv:Eri:-ted into
the right fX-equenc:ie·s for levels 3 and 4;

Finallyr they find their

waw to the- lower segment, are• r-educ:ed in frequency- onc.e again,. and. end. up
in the form: of certain thoughte- . on, level:. 5.
You see·· 'the d if":ficu.1ty - the thought 'I am doing · it"' c,o mes last - i 1;
cromes af'ter the a.c'tion has taken place!

No wonder we were told tn the

system that man cannot do - that everything happens.

But what can be

the purpose of" the, lower s,agment - what is it actually :ror?

It is a

refleetor - a very wonderful instrument capable of re:fle-c·ting everything-

tha;t takes plane within the circle.

Like thos•e enormous· parabolic

re:flectoTS' used by; astronomeTs it can pick up vibrations of di:f:ferenrt
wave·l:engths.

But

the reflector has to be tuned.

In the ordinary way · its range, of'

frequencies is very limi t ·e d - for various reasons it only · refleci;s a sma.11

part- of the c::ircle, and the trouble is· we think this is all we are.

And

s-0 we begin to analyse, to construct various theories about ourselvea, to

indulge in various· disciplines.
on the surface of the pond:..

This is all on one level - it is alll.
By diving deeper- we c_a..tr make the r-efleetor

more sensitive, more receptive to higheT f'requenoies - and this is what
the meditation does.

By drawing the attention: inwards along the spiral

it gradually· accustoms the mind -to higher and higher levels of" energy.
This prac'"tie-e ta.lees- the plac-e o:f all the disc,iplines: we used to do before.
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Now when we do the meditation we turn the reflector inwara.s, but

during the d:ay we turn the reflec,t or outwards.

During the day we do

not turn it :first one way and then another,

a;s

flow or energy-, and e-on:fuses the mind.

You remember the story about

Lot's wife, in tb.e, Ol<i Testament?

Lot was :fleeing- with his family from

the burning cities of' Sodom and Gomorrah.
by, the Lord

this upsets the natural

But in spite of being. warned

not tco do so, his wife 'looked baek from behind him, and she
So during the day dont look back - go

bec:ame a pillar of salt.'
straight ahead!

The analogy of dipping the c:loth in the dye may Illftktr this a,learer.
If you dip a piece of white cloth in a yellow dye it will take on a yellow
cx:>lour.

Then if you hang it out· in the sun the c:olour will gra.dually·

fade, but some of the c:olour will remain and the ra:,s of the sun will
fix it-.

Then you dip the cloth in the dye once again and the aa.meo thing
In time the cloth will become

will happen - and. so on, d.a.y after day.

a full yellow, and this yellow colour will be fixed - it will not fad.e
t'!';rr;y more.,

This analogy is a very exact description of the meditation.

see that there are two points about it.

You will

First, the eloth has to be

immersed in the dye·, long enough for the dye· to circ:ula:te through it.
Sec-0ndly, the cloth has to be liung out in -the sun in ord:er to be ftxed.
This fixing of the d,ye refers to what happens during the da:,.,

When we

get up from the half hour and start the day's work, the influence of" the
meditation will be: with us for a c:ertain time, but sooner or later it
will fade.

But a certain amount of' •its

this residue will beeome- permanent.

will never g-c:, a-wa;r.

in:tluenee will remain-, and

It ma._v not be very much, but it

And as we continue with the· med:ita:tion day after

day, it will gradually, increa-s-e.

So we have to gu straight ahead during t-he da.;r and let the influence of'
the meditation fade.

And then we have to do the same thing again the

next day, and so on.

This is quite unlike· an._y other method we have,

tried before.

But it is· a perfectly, natura.l thing to do, and it is the

only" way the energy from the half hour ce,n circulate, and bec-ome fixed.
So when things· ge-t difficult during· the da:,, dont look back on yourself remember Lot's wife •.

If you go straight ahead the med.itai;ion will come

to your rescue·.
There is an old saying that man c-onsists o:f -four things - a cart,. a

horse, a driver and a maste-r.

If ;y;uu apply this to the diagram you

will see that the master is at the C'entre of the circle, the driver is·
immediately under him

in the lower segment, the horse· is'. in the ler-t
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hand segment and the ea.rt·· is on ·the right-.

But the old s -a ,ying goes on

to point out- 'that the driver is asleep, and he cannot hear the master's

voice.

In other words he is down on level 4 or 5 in the lower segment

instead of. level I, and does not even remember t'hat the c:entre exists.

Because he ha-a- fallen off his S'eat and dropped the reins t he hor.s'& has
got out- of' crontroT - it is pa.nicking· and running awaJT with the c.art, which
is· in grave danger of bree.king up under the strain.
Now many d.i fferent remedies· ha:ve been suggested for this s-tai;e of
af'fairs.

Mosi; of them start from below, by working on the cart :first.

Then the horse has to be· trained - a long and. diffioul t task - and :finally,,the driver has to be woken up and returned to- his proper place,.

Alli this

takes a cronsiderable time - even perhaps several lifetimes - and. generallyc
a good deal of suffering too.
different way.

But the metlitation goes about it in a

What does it actually d~o?

wi_ith the· mas.tar.

It unites the driver

Once the influence of the master is· f'elLt, the

driver takes up the reins.

Feeling · the driver's, influenc:e, the horse

starts pulling on the shaf'ts, and so the cart goes, merrily, along.
Y,o u

see- the point - in this method no spec1.al disciplines are required.

If -the technique is carried out c,orrectly, the resi; will follow naturally-.
This is a very great advantage, for practically, all the disciplines, one

hears about today come in their origin from schools and monasticorganisations· of' the pa1::rt, and were originally intended. to be carried
out under special conditions.

In the modern conditions of lifa they

can have a wrong effect, as- they be-J.ong · to a dif''f'erent wrq - a wrr:, of .
retirement :from the, world.

Thia- method does not- in:\l:olve retirement

f''bo•the world - it is a. wa,y of livd.ng · more truly, in the world - o£.
living one's, life to the full.
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WlELS OF MATERIALITY l/l-10

2/l-5·

l., c late 70s-early 80s
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In order to understand the ai.gnif:ioanc.,e of': the meditation, and
mar~ things: e,onnec.-ted with it, we have to raali~ that the-, world in
which we live e.ontains clif'Teren-t levels: of materiality ;... levea which

c~"'t be clJa~f''ied and ac:curate-.ly defined.

But before we embark on suoil a. c:lassif'ication, we have, t--o get nidl
of the idea that aome things: are material and ot-hem: nc,t.

Actu.all,lf

everytihing is material - that is t-o S'a.Y, it has ma:terial substanc:e
whether i tc is. a thought", or.· an emotion, or a· drop of water, or

a;

It is in f&-ot only beaaus-e of our-- limited viewpoint
that we: see certain things, as material, others, as non--materiall-, . and
on a-' ~mnie soa.le· there: ia- no such dis-tinctien.
Now auppose we s:ay- that the highest matter-we Olm aon~ive-piec,e of wood.

. has; a level of one, or- unity.

Matter on 'this level... the le.v&l of

the: a.bs'Olute - c;onrla-ts, we are toid, of ifuree: elements·, but: theae.
three element& are one and indivisible.

Oh the nerl levol there

will be three separate elements:, and matter on this leve~ will therefone

have the number twee- in our elasnification.,

On the next level the--

number of elements_, will be doubled, for there- will be a. furthen t:lme:e

elements generated· on thiS" level, a.a lfflll a&' t:hose on. the level a.bove,-and the number will therefore be s:ix.
B;r the same neas:oning the,
number on the next level will be twelve,. on the next leve-1 twenty-four,

and so on:.

(s:ee table )

The numbers in our o~assification will therefore indio:at& the
number of· elements,, or- 'a-toms' of which a partio:le of matter -

a;

particle crontaining all the cha.racteristic:s of° matter- on t:hat level actually e:onaists.

On t'he higheS't level in the table a particrle-

of ~tter ~onsists of' one 'atom', and on the lowest level it: annsists
of 307 2 'atoms·'.

Clearly, the lower the level in the tabla, the

denser and heavier the quality of' matter, and the more intractable

its nature.
Now although such a o--1aasifioation cannot be related directly
to soient-ific knowledge, for science has:no means of measuring manyof the higher level~ it contains-, it: is of grea~ help t:o us in
understanding many things-aonne<rted with man's,psyehology and higher
funcrli ons·.

Firs'.fi, we .must realise -that ea-on level in the table

ine--lud:~sc a great many di:fferent substances~ of' whieh t-he exampLes: give-n.

are only an indic:ation.
Secondly, it divid~s, na:tura-11.y · into- t-hreeparta, physical, subtle and aaus.al...
Physic-.ai matter in thisa:e11B8 includes.i all substances which are a-olid: or liquid, v.iaible
a.."ld" tangible in, the ord.1~ w~.

Matt-er.- on the· subtla, avtl.

inalud'es a-ir and. otner.· ga;ses at its lowest axt"reme, andJ ,a.-t: the
higheat extreme it· erlends to the worm o-r thought a_,, feelings and
scena'1.t'ions-.., and inel.ud'es: ma.ey of-' our.· instinctive· reaa.ti.ona·. .

The

subtle level is therefore a kind of bridge between the hidden wo~ld
And man,. who- stand.a-:
of ea.uses: and the V-is:ible world or·matter.

as- it were on this bridge-, :finds hirmrelf"'unable -t:o deaide whicrh of
these two worlds is trhe rea.1 °on-e·.

(

caua.a!

world

I

(
(
( 3
(
(
( 6
(
(

)
)
)

I2

( 24
(
subtl~
world

(
( 48
(
(96
(
.

(
(

~

highetr· mind
positive emotion

instincta, feelings, sensations
i;noughts., impressions

hormones

I92

air

384

water

(

( 768
phys.deal (
(
world
I536

~

(

mrlter too fine to be absorbed

3072

f.ood

organic matter e.-.g. wood:.
inorganic: subs.tances:

Bu-vwha.t does the oausal world contain?
The lowest" level.of"
This is the level. of' matter
matter it contains is on level I2.
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used by our higher emotional centre - in; other words it is tile, level!
of ecs:ta.sy or bliss, positive emotion, emotion which cannot turn
negative.
And this, :fact in itself". ca.n tell ua· a great many things :i t · mm tell us- that the ao.tual substance of t-he c:auaal .wor-l:d' is b:l.£se •.

And that is:, something we can rec:ognise - it is aomet-hing we know about,
from the meditation, to a greater or lesser ciegree.

The nerl level the causal world aontains is level 6.
This is
the level. of ma-tter used" by th& highel' me:i:ital centrce.
And where.=aa
level I2 relates-- t:-o our own inner world - to ours.elves: - level 6
relates t:-o the outer world - the univers.e to whic-.h we belong.
When
the meditation trans:oends we sometimes- feel this, - a.a" if':• the mantra
passes-- from the individual into the universal - ac.companied, p~rhaps,
by- a sense of expansion and relief.
But above this level it is very difficult to des:cribe the caus-al.
world in any terma,, for- level 3 and level I are too fine.· in aubstanc-e
to be o.-ontained within the human organism.
Yet in a strange way we.
know that they are there - we know that higher influences exist whic-h
wee cannot pos.aibly define.
And perhaps, it is-- better t-o keep them
in t-his simple numerical f'orm, for all the d:escriptions· whic.h man
baa ever attempted: suffer :f".rom one limi ta:tion or- another.-.
On the other hand we know- something about the difference between
level 3 and level I.

Level I is unmanifeat

it contains all

posribilities or· all universe~ - but level 3 is the aO'.'tualis.a.tion
of' a particular universe, the one in which we 11.ve.
And so the
laws under which we live begin on level J.
Level.. I, which ia
the divine level, is free from a:ay laws-.
Now when we cfo the meditation, what is it that actually· happens:?
As we have said bef:'&re, we start from where we are - and where: we_
,
a.r8 ia; usually a.bout level 48 in the-, table.
Lev.e.l 48 ref'ers· to;
impressions- which are f'la.t and unernot.iona.l - the, kind: we -use- al1
through the day for-- the ordinary purposesc of li~e.
But the· mantra
cromes: - at lealrl in its- origin - fi'om eromewhere high up in the:, oa.usa-l _

world, on a level far higher t-ha.n we can rec-.ognise.
Asc we e:ontinue
to repeat iv, we begin to get an indication or· that bliss- which,. a-s:
we saidJ earlier-, is a.harac_teris1:ic of the causal level.

This eould

Matter on this lev81 is vecy delightful, vecy
attractive to -the mind, a.nd the· mind, f'ollows it naturally-.
As a

be about level I2.

-··-

---· · -

.. • · · --

-

- --

-

- --
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result, the flat and unemotional impressions ef' level 48 begin to
change thei1r quality - they move t~o level 24.
From level 24 the,
mind can ree.ognis:e even higher levels - posably level 6 •. In thisw~ , . gradually the mind beeomes:- more and more familiar with t :he,
c.ausa;l. world - it begins t ·o know it· better - to reeogniae the,
particular flavour which belongs to it.
And s-ooner or· later it may
even experience something o:f level 3.
But eventually ii:he:· mantra
transcend•, and' the· mind'. becomes, united wit-h the e-ausa1 level.
So
we begin a.gain - but this tima per.haps- fr-om a livt1e higher- up
the ge:a,le •••.•.•
The real object of med'i tat ion is· union with the causal' level!.. For
the causal level is of" quite a di:f"ferent order from the suot-I.e level it belongs to the sixth dimerurlon rather than-t;he fif"th.
Everything:
on the subtle level is repetit-ive - it· happens, again and again.
And
man cannot really change anyithing from this: lever- he can only s-hitt
things a.round a bit:, aer it were-.,, and substitute one evil :for anot-her.

But on the causal level everything is quite new - i-t nevw happened
bef·ore·.
And that ia wey the meditation itseU-- is., nev:er- the aame,,
from one haltt· hour t:o another-.
For- on the level of. ::vhe absolute.,,.
whenever- the · mantra is, repeated, new world's:,, new univers:es- e:ome:· inito
exiatenc.e at every moment:, and each of thes:e wor1.d.s is: d'i.ff:enent:
f"rom the next: •• •·•
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The table o:f d.ifferent levels of materiality C'lears up a. great

many problems ab'Out the reality of the world.

For- man., in the ·

ordinary way, believes only in the reality of the physical wor-lcr.
Existing as he does· in- the subtle worlcr, he cnnnot really see it,
for to ~o so he would" have to see himsel:f.

And if' any influences

reach. him from the causal level, he is inclined to dismiss them-as

illusion,. or- very soon to :forget them, for he does not know that the
causal world' exists.

Cionversely, spiritual teachers throughout-

hia-tory have c:onsistently maintained that the pbys-ical world is an
illusion, and that the only real world is the c-ausal..

But' we sea.·

from the table of materiality that both of' these views a.re wrong:.
Everything is- material - every-thing is rea½ it" e:x:is:ts.

And! tne:

on:ly illusion lies: in ou:rr wr-ong· way or· t:hinking.
But the prine,d.ple advantage of this approach is, t-hat it enables
t-o be much more prerise in our

instance:,.

language.

W!t-

Take -t-he, word 'God', for
0

When a· man, speaks of· God, whrl d'oeS? he I!eallyr mean?

Is he

spea.lcing· of"• level I, or· leve-1 3,- or 6, . or- I2, or- e:ve-n perhaps, 24?
Clearly, , God can be: d'if:ferent-, for different pe-oplo•..

And' the s-ame

with other· things , - with the word: 'love', for- insta;noa,, or· 'fait:h'.

That is why we try t-o avoid using these words, and keep to t·he tableinstead.• .

Let us try t"o establish what each of these leve-1.s· inc-ludes.

The·

lowest level, 3072, refers· t-o matter which is e.ommonly considered t ·o
be inorganic - matter belonging to. the field of inorganic.- chemistry,.

the world 0£ inorganic~ molecules.

Matter a.-s it- exists on the moon

is 3012 - the nerl level, I536, c-ould only exist on' t'-he moon if • life·
had been present, which as far a.s we know is not s·o.

1536 is not

living ma-tt'er, but- it c:ould' not- exist without- living matt'er.

It

includes, a' vaat range: or~ materials· on the earth's· sur:faoe, such a-s wood
and cx,al.. and oil and many other substances- based on or_ganic mol~les,,

s~me of which are of·' course invented by man hims-elf.
Living matter is

768 - animal and plant tissue,. for instance - and

its- chief'' charac~eris:tic is vhe fa-et t-hat it is, croll1nlar,- and· suf':Me:ient-ly

fine in struc:ture t-o be eaten by man-.

be eaten by man;

Not- t-hat all: living matter aan

and of course some men prefer gomewha~ finer &1i'u£1" to
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eat, such as gluc:os:e, or alc:ohol, , or honey, £.or instance, which
are proliably· 384.

Conversely,, most animals:· eat somewhat e:oaraer

matter than 768, and baot9ria can ~eed on I536, s:ome even on 3072.
Level 384 als-e net'ers:, to:- matter wh..ich has: been au:ffie:i.en:t-ly
prepared by the digestive processes to be able 1to enter the, biood'atre:am.
Level I92, in this c-ont:ert,, refers· t-c, the variGUS' dige~ive juic:ea,.
and n:eymee: which attack the :food, 768,

:fine matter :f"rom cx,a,rse..

denaer- matter

am:r

break: it

crown,

s--eparating

So we begin to r-ealiso t-h&tt in- order tha:t-

be· converted' int-o fl:ner- matter- - in order t:hat 768
cr.a.n be· ca:onverted: int:o 384 - an GVen higher- level of matter has- t-e:
lie pre:seri·, the enzyme· I92~
This- is 'time, of' all rare-fying proc:ess-es-:
of 'f:!his kind,. o:n 8V8l.'Y' level in the table, as· we- shall. prem.m.t:],W see ..
It is· one,· of" the. meanings of' that sa;y-ing in the New Testamen:t, 'For
Gan

0

u.nto everyone that hath shall be giv:en, . a.n.d he shall have abunclanc:w;
but f~om , liim that ha'th no.t shall be taken· aw~, even t:ha,t which. ha. hatfu'.

But t ·o l!etulrn to the tabite;

level 384 refers,, af· c.ours-e-, . t:o: many

other- things - t'o water and liquids generally-, but· not- t-o water -wapourol!' gas,.

Water vapour-,

au-

and gase-s of' various-: kinds:, are on level

Level I92 is, the air we breatn&.

I92.

And j-wrt as: tb.e f'ooci we

eat is c:omr.ented int-o higher: aubstance& byr t-he pJreseno:& of· enzymes,,
s,o-

tb.e air- we, breathe, c:an

be,

~vel."t"ed int-o· verr,y ltigli levels: m"

materiality - level. 6, and: possibly· even. le-v.!01'. 3. -

These very liig!i'

levels, rum only be ertra-c:ted from air- undttr certain c,irewnstances- c:ireums,tancea which depend on man• s, love,l of c:onseiou.sness,, andl otme·

again on the right- 'enzymes-:' being,, pres:ent.
The firlrl a:t-ep in the: transformation of' air- is, ftom I92 t-o
Level

96 is c-onnecrled with ltormones, endoe.1"ine se~etionB',-

96.

and ma.D7

very subt-le matters· on the b:orderline betwe:en matter and enell'gy •.
Level 48, on the other hand, . is- no longer material. in t-he- ao-c:ept.ed
sense, and belongs, t-o the wor-ld of neuro-elee%ric-a-i impulses, radio
wa.ves,, and e-le<rt1ronios· gener ally.

In· the liuma.n organism i 1i

refers:, vo t:he entry of' impresrions - flat impress.ions-., , without- muc-h.1•
depth of· meaning - the kind that al"e flowing into· the n~us: syS?tem
and bra.in a-11 ti:lm>ugh t-he

day.

LevelJ. 24, on the ot-her· hand, is just about as dif£:e rent fr-om leve-1.

48 as living_· ms,tt-er is firorn dead} matte-r.

It opens: up a· whole: new

worldl of' expenience - mor-e· vi'V'id: sensations·, creeper-- andl more vi tall
Wc!YS

or·· thinking

a.n<t feeling, more subtle instinctive: reactions..,

In, fact, it- really· doe-a· f'eel as if• things:- hacl CX)me to life, and t-he

wov.Id' had: sudd:enly become more meanin.g:ftll.
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But-:how oan level 48 be transf.ormed int-o level 24?

Is there

an,y w~ of making~ the• world' more meaningful~ of· raising · 1tha, level

of our impressions--?

Ohe.-e· again, the sama principle applies - l ievel

48 can only be cronverted· into level 24 by the presence of· a highe-nsubstanc.e - level I2.

Level I2,, if you remember, isc matter used by
the higher emotional. centre
posit'ive emotion,. or- bliss:..
If we
already have this· substance available i"n us, the eonversion off: 48 fnt0;
24 will take plao.e naturally.

But· we ha,ve,. to ac-c:umulate a suffic-±ent:

quant'i ty of I2 f"or this· to happen, and it has· t-o be available in t .he
right plaoe.

Without the meditation this is· not

~

easy matter.

Level I2 is usually very much mixed in with lower substances, wit-hin
the organism - s.ubstances on the ordinary level of instina:tive and
percSonal feelings - - and" s.o: it tends to beG::ome dissipa:ted in over.-

exoi:l;-a;,ble states or· negative emGt-ions.
in

a;

But, when it is· experieneed

pure f'o:rnn ; it'- is s-omet-hing c.ompletely di.fferenv..

The interesting

thing: about- the meditation is · tha.t it seems, able to ex-tra.-ot level. I2
in a. pu;ne form,

ana:

1

at the aa.me ti.me ito a-eanmulate it· in tha righit pl1ace,

But how is: 24 c:onverted int-o level. I2, and what would t'his' mean?
It would mean tha-t the higher· emoti.onal' c:entr.e would' be :f1tll:y wo:uking:
in us· - and, when this happens, i t· is, quite impos-sible t ·o be negative
0

about' anything.

But' in prao1:iaal terms this oan only e:0me a-bout:

if ma·tter on level 6 i&- available.

Matter on level 6 is cronneeted
wit'h many things on a very much larger seale than ours-elves,. , Some-1dmesthe events of life bring such things, - as when someone very e-los-e t:o

ua· i1:t dying, or we find ourselves- in a situation of great danger-.
The very bigness of the situation arousoes something quit:e new in us, s.~methil'lg ex>mpletely f'":iree f.rom negative a:ssociations·, and £'.ull of a

strange new cx:,nfidencro.

The meditation is, a way of preparing f'o:7!'

:these times, so that when they cx,me upon us: we know wha.t to do.
There, remaina, one fu:nther step - the eonv.ersion of matter on leve1
I2 into matter on level 6.

For- level I2 to be o.-omrerted' t ·o leve:l! 6,

the pres:encre of? level J ia,, nec:e1:JSary.

But if' level 3' is too ftme to,

be eontain:od wit'hin the b-ody, how can it- be made: avaiJ.la.ble fort-his
purpos-e?

If we nmembe:r· that level 6 ia eosmio eonsc:iousneS'S', and!

that level .3 is-· iihe univers-al. matter of which the crosmos, is? mad'e, we
mq perhaps be on the road· to finding an answer-.,
t-hink a;bout it until we meet' again •• •.

But why not-. lets
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Although man m.zy- possess these different levels- o:f materiality
within him - and to s-0me t:11rlent he does possess them a ll, even the v ery

highes't - y&t the fa-et that they are not properly or ganised makes, them·
useless t ·o him, and in some ways, even harm:f'ul..

Yet it is· possible

for them to be o~ganisad, and to ac.t together harmoniously, and t his
is really the aim and purpos~ of· our· work.
In most of us the physical body i :S well organ.is-ad, a-t lea"St in
good health.

But t ·o have a· subtle boay· whieh is well orga;.nised, c.nd:

acts together· as it' s:hould:, is · something of' a· luxury..

When the,

centurion in the New Testament said' to Jesus,, 'speak the word only,

and'

my

servant shall be healed.

soldiers under me:

For I am a; man und·er authorit"J, having

and I s-ay to this man, Go, and lie goeth; and to

another, C:rome ' " ancf he c-omet-h; and to my servant, Do this·, and he doeth

it.'

••• he was referring (in one meaning at least) to the organisation

of the sub.tle. body, Hhio.h in his c:as~ was und·e r the control o:f higher

inf'luenc.es-.

And' normally it is · the lack o:f this· very thing- whic-li

causes us so much su:f'f"ering.

For i:f you look at the t~ble o~

materia.li ·Hes,, you will see tha-t the subtle world inaludes within
it both man,' s psychological life, with a.11 its, thoughts and feelings--, .

ideologies and aspirations-, arur the much more hidden voices of'· his:
real nature.,

Sometimeao - in some people - these two parts· ar:e in

harmocy with each other, but more often they a.re at loggerhead~.

And

as· a resu.l t of this, inner c-onf-lict the physical body is overs.trained,

ps.yaho-physical illnosses, arise, and man lives his lif'e in quite

unnecessary d1stress.
In animals· sucro as the cat, whose psychology is vecy d.iff:eren't
from ours, the subtle body is very highly deve-loped.

One of the

func.-tions of the subtle body is to c·ontrol and t'o co-ordinate the
ph,ysi.cal bod:y . ,

And i:f you watch the movements of a ca.'t, and study·

its· behaviour - how it cares for its physical body, how it· eats, or
refuses t-o eat, how it always:- knows just what t _o do, . and how,, for
instance, it is able to becrome-- in.visible - to appear, or not to appear,

a,s it thinks fit - then you will realise whe.t the subtle body is e,11
about, at least in one respect.
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But in ma:n the subtle body ha;a another :r-unction - a function

It is- a way in which higher

inf1.uenc:.es can be received f'I!Om the causal level, a.nd given outward
:form and e:x:pres-sion.

But' this: c-an only e:ome about- if: the subtle

and al t ·h ough there ·a re· rna;ey- sys:tems: whicll

body is- f"ul1.y d>eveloped·;

are aimed' ai. developing· the subtle

oody,

the trouble, i s:- tha.t most

of' these systems: work· on the a:ame, level as the subtle body itaeli,,
In. fttc.t', this is, one- of'
and therefore c:annot achiev&very much.
the grea~ secretg about· the meditation.
Forth~- meditat i on work""S
from tbe highes-t level d'ownwards,, whereas t-he great ma jority o:f otherme-thods- do the revera-e.
They endeavour- to reaah higher levels· by
struggling to overaome obstacleS"' on lower· leveis, and t-hat is- why
ma.n.'s· evolution has, bec:ome associated, qu.itec- wrongly, with the
neu-es:s:i ty :for· ef:f"ort andi atruggle~

the evil will grow s1;ronger.

If you strugg.le with evil..,

And sooner or- later the struggle willl.

be all there is, - even the memory of. what one is- struggling for will.
1::ie lo:st:.

A:fter all, C'hris-t was pointing this out when he said,

'That ye :v.es--is-t not evil •• ••'

whic-h is ®mething th.rt almost alJll.

of• his followers have f'orgotten •.

So we have only to do the meditation.
centurion, we shall have? fai t-h.

And then,- like the,

For- fai t'h is, about- J..evel I2 - it i s '.

the- energy used by man.' s- higher- emot-ional centre-.

t:he m$di tation:, there is no ·n$ed :1;:0-~;worey a.cy more.

And n:ow we h ave
For-

if' t-he

tecmnique,is right, it will cutt thr-ough all t-ha, symptoms- of" distress
which are gping·on in the subtle body, and ca:rry us· straight pa-at
them into

a;

much deeper part of the mind on the c:aus-al leve.l.

The

interesting thing is that on this leve-1 the causal body, whicb , we
always, thought- had t-o be s-pe~ially :formed·t' already exists.

It is-

a.lr-ee.-dy there, . fully working in us·, s:ai'egua:rding ou:r fate- and

protee<ting our being throughout" eternity.
is it· watching over us-,

as well.

out-

Not just in thier one lif-e

in all pas.t lives, and in all future ]ives

The only trouble is:, that we, who spend most of our· time

wor:rying over problems, on the subtle level, know n othing about:- a.lll.
this-.

A.."ld so we are incd.ined ·t-o take aoiiions·, . or make dJecisd.ons,,

whici::h a:re-· not in harmony with what the causal bocl,v intends.
Butif we do t'he meditation regula:rly, sooner- or later this will c-hange.
We shall becrome more and more awa:re of the existenc-e of the causal

body, and ' it will begin to work mor e and more- in t he light of'
everyday.

And so eventually we s-ha-11 be united with it-, and t-his

union w-ill' be permanent.
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And so, really·,. there is no need: :f'br' struggre-.

There is need:

onJ.:y for underst a:.."ldingt and' f'or ensuring that the method we are,
us·ing is c:orree1dy done.
0

If:' it' is· C'Orreetly done, it will bring-

us to the Pealisation t-b.at over and above the causal body· a. still
further body exists- - the di vine b-ody .,

infinitecbeingof whic:h we form part.

Theo di vine bod:y is that
And yet we a.re, that inf'init-ec

being,' - there is no duality between it and ourselves·.

There is an idea in the system we inherited from P.D.Ouspensky
which can help us a great de~l to understand the meditation.

ma:ny

According to this idea, the world in which we live conta.illB:
different levels of materiality - levels which a.a.~ be classified quite

simply, and accurately defined.
There are, of course, many such
classifications on the physical level, but the point a:bout this one is· tha."t:
it includes everything - eve-.7-thing, as it was said, from mineral to Go~.
In other words it implies that everything, however elus:d.ve or intangible,

all our thoughts, feelings and' higher emotional states, actually possess
material substance, in the same wa:y that water andi air pos:.sess material
substance, and it is only because s·cience has no way of measuring them
tha~ no such oJ.assification has existed before.
(see diagram)
Suppose we say that the highest possible level of matter whiah man is.
able to ~onceive has a level of one, or unity.

Matter on this level

consists, we are told, of three elements, but these three elements are
one and indivis:i.ble.
On the nert level there will-be three separate
elements, and matter on this level will therefore have the number tb.r.ee in
our clas-si:fication.

On the nerl level the number of elements will
doubled, for there will be a further three elements·generated on this
as well as those on the level -above, and the number will therefore be
By the same reasoning the number on the nerl level will be twelve, on

be
level,
six.
the

next level twenty-four, on the nerl level forty eight, and so on.
The numbers in the classification will therefore indicate the number
of elements, or 'atoma' of which a particle of matter - a pa.rticr-le

containing all the characteristics of matter on that level - actually
consists.
On the highest level in the table a · particle of matter consisi;s
of one 'atom', and on the lowest level it consists of' 3072 'atoms'.
Clearly, the lower the level in the table, the denser an~ heavier the
quality of matter, and the more intra.ctible its nature.
Just as the amount of light we recreive from the sun depends on the
density of matter it has to penetrate before it reaches us, so the level
of our consci.ousness depends pn the densi-ty of matter in which it manifests.·.
At the top of the table there is pure consciousness
consciousness without
functions - and at the bottom of the table there is no consciousness simply functions working on their own.
Contrary to ceriiain theories:,
there is only one consciousness.
The idea of different levels o~
cronsciousness arises simply because- of the different levels., of matter in
which this one consciousness manifests.
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As we read

in St John's Gos-pel,

"•••• the light shineth in darkness, and the darkness com:prehendeth it noit'

What · we are after du.ring the half hour is consc.iousness, not

By observing different fun<rl;ions of the

impediments to consciousness.

mind and nervous system - still more by trying to c~ntrol them - we are
taking ourselves away from consc~ousness, into a different world - a

This is a different activity - the meditation iS:
not concerned with doing
with acquiring certain powers - it is c.oncerned
world of doing.

1

Other methods start with the cuntrol of

quit~ frimply with bein~.

funations, but this method goes siiraight i.o the t ·op, to the source o:f
c:~ns c:io:i.,,.1:1_nes s •

consciousness

I

without
:fu.ncrtions

functions

)
)

)
3

matter too fine to be contained in the organism

)

6

universal oons:c-iousness

I2

happiness, ·ec:stasy, bliss

24

instinci.s, feelings, sensations

48

thoughts.~ impressions

96

hormoneff

I92

air.

384

water

768

:food

I536

organic: matter, e.g. wood

3072

inorganic· substances

without
cronsci.ousness
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So when we do the meditation, what is it that actually happens?
We
s:tart from leve.l 48
- from the ordinary level of mind - good state
or bad it makes no difference.
Deeper parts of the mind contain much
higher levels - 24, I2, 6 and even 3.
Like the harmonics of a musical
note,, it is these higher levels which determine the quality of the mind,
but in the ordinary wa;y we are not aware of them.
A musical note
without harmonics is very flat and dull, and so it is with level 48.

But

a:s we repeat the mantra it brings aertain of theae. higher levels to our
awareness, and it is this which makes the mantra att~a.ctive to repeat.
If you think about it you will realize that there is no queation 0£'
ahanging our ordiriarJ state of consciousness when we do the m-edita1ion.
On the contrary, we remain exactly as we are; but the .crons:o:iousneEra of ·
our: ordinary state is increased, and its- quality ia ·t~ans:f orrned.
This,
process-: of transformation i~ a perfec:tly natural one, whic:h. talces, plac:e
in other parts of the organism, particularly in breathing and in the
as:s:-imilation of food.
Just as f'.ooa·, when it enters the si;omach, is:
acted on by various enzymes, which transf:orm it into higher levels: of ·
ma'tter, so the crontent of the- mind, on level 48, is acted on by higher
levels of energy contained in the mantra, particularly level I2, and' s:o
converted into level 24.
At the next step level 24 is converted into
level 12, by the a"Ction of level 6, and so on.
One is tempted to ask, if this is a perfec.tly natural proc:ess, why
isnt everyone doing it?
The reason is that something is missing
without the technique of meditation there isno way of bringing the right
energy to the right place.
It is the mantra which carries thia
energy, . end :provides the enzymes required..
And it.. is this w.hiah
transforms the content of the mind, freeing it from impurities· of various,
kinds - negative thoughts, illusions, unpleasant sensations - and at the
same time making everything become alive.
When -!;he alchemis1.$ used..
to speak of transmuting base metals into gold, this is what they meant.
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(alternative preamble to 2/1)

(see

2/5)

To return to the diagram/we had last time.

When you start doing

the half hour you change quite suddenly from going round the circle~
going inwards along the radial line.

What makes you ahange?

At firsi;

you have to find S'Ome way of remembering, but sooner or later s:omething
reminds you - it gives you a pull.

If you cant do it just then it

pulls even harder - it wont leave you alone.

Once you have made a

connection with the centre, that pull will always be there.
But wey is the pull sometimes s:tronger and sometimes weaker - why does
it vary?

That is something one does not know.

It may jua1i be that the

0

mind does not refled it so clearly, for some physical reason, and when
this happens, the mantra will eventually clear it..

Or it may be thai;

it has work to do in some other part of the house - clearing out the cellars
for instance, and that is why it seems so far away.

All of which goes

to show that the meditation does not follow the ordinary laws of c:aus:e
and effeat.

One cannot persuade it or influence it to do this or that,

nor can one prepare for it before one doe~ it.

One starts, from where

one is - good state or bad it makes no difference.

And sometimes, when

one least expeC$S it, the door to the kingdom of heaven opens, and in
one goes ••••
Many people will tell you something different.

They will say that you

should hold something in mind while you are doing it, or t:ry to influence
it in one way or another, ol" do something:during the day to make it go
better.

The fact ia.-, there are many system$ ofl·meditation which advoc:ai;~

this·kind of thing, but those who practise them never get any distance
down the radial line - they stay on the surface - the circumference 0£
the circ~e.

We were told that the followers of Buddha did precis:ely

this - after Buddha had died they misinterpreted what he had told them, an&
For one reason or another they never
began to do the meditation wrongly.
got

very deep - very far down the radial line - perhaps; about half way.

And when they got there what did they find?

Nothing.

So they began to

the ultimate aim of lif'e was nothingness:,
preach that the real meaning
And this idea has dogged India ever sincre, and haa oaused
Nirvana.
a great deal of harm.

There is an idea in the system we inherited from P.D.Ouspensky
which can help us a great dea~ to understand the meditation, and if the
e
· mistake.
follolf's of Buddha had known about it, they would never have made this/
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How much is actually known about man's higher centres?

In the

system it was said that there are thr-ee higher centres - the sex centre,
the higher emotional centre, and the higher mind.

When they are

working at their proper speed, the sex centre and the higher emotional

l.:evel I2), but the higher.
leve_l 6).

centre both us:e the same level of energy (
mind. uses an even higher level of energy (

Perhaps the most important thing to realise- robout the higher aent:re&
is that they have no negative side.

Our intelleetual apparatus, :for

instance, thinks in terms of 'yes' and 'no', and our emotional and
instinctive functions respond in terms of pleas-ant and .unpleasant, plea;sure
and pain, fear, desire and so on, but the higher centres only res-pond to
what is positive - to happiness, e:cstasy, love _and delight, pure know1-ed:ge
and und'.erstanding
exist f,or them.

and the'· oppos:tl.t-e- s:id)e- of· these quali tie:s; does no-tIn this c:onnection it is important to re--alise that
0
•

everything we call 'emot_ion' in the ordina;ry wa:y is· s-omething quite,
d!iffer-emr - it has nothing to do with tfrl.e higher emotional eentre, if only
he cause it is capable , a-t am::,- moment,. of beeoming neg at iv&.
emotional cremlme c:an never become nega-tive

0

-

The hig}ler

either i~ is positiv& - much

m-or.:-e postt-ive than anytning one ever th~ught- possible, OJ! it does not- exist.
Much Leim is known about i;he lii.gher mind.

But whereas the higher

emotional centre is the ins:trument of individual or pers'Onal truth, the
higher mind is ; the instrument of universal truth.

0

It c:ould be said, for

instancre,. that- the e-osmological teachings of the system - the· law of three
and: the law of· S:even, the ra;y of CTea-tion, the doctrine of cosmoses:: - a:11:.
these great formulations of truth must have come,, in their origin,. from;
hig:h.er mind, but

inaight

into

t 'h e liigher- emofional c:entre.
0

to each of us personally.

man's, inner nature must have come f:rrorm
The higher emotional e.entre is very close

It is our guardian angel, and is always, -ttrying,·

to help us, but we cannot hear - or we do not lis:ten - to what it is s,aying.
More than anything · els-e, it is connec;ted with the meditation.
That is in relation to

experiEmce. Physiologically, we know very

little::, except: that obviously, thEr sex centre has its, centre of' gravity
in the lower part of:· the body, the highe-r emotional centre in 1:he he:art,
and the higher mind in the head."

But when we study man's: higher c_e ntres

from the point of view of· energy, the pic:ture is very diffcerent.

Judging;

by certain things said by the Shankaracharya, there is· a perpetual flow
of energy du.ring meditation through each of the higher c:entres·, and ea;ch:
of them has a certain part to play in the way the meditation works-.

-

- --

--

-

- ·

...

.

-

-----·-··-~ -
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If you look at the diagram you will see that the flow of energy moves
from lower and denser levels, to higher and more subtle levels o:t:
ma:teriali ty.

It starts at level 48, which is that of. our ordinary

intellect, and passes down the spine to level 24, where a big store of
energy

ex.ists:.

It then expands, through the various plexus-es and

up through the sympa:theti~ nerve , to level I2, the highe-r emotional c:e-nt:r e.
From here - it eventually travels,, stilL higher to level 6, thee- higher mind!.
Prrobably, somewhere around level 6 the mantra transc:ends, but the extent
to which these higher levels are within the range of our experiencre'varie:s
a great deal, for different people and at different times-,.
Now it was always said that our higher centres are fully working in
us all the time, but we have no cronnection with them.

Strangely enoug)i

this si;atement, al though it cromes :from the system, is more in- line=- with
the meditation, for it means that everyone has the highest possibilitie:s,
already in him - he is born with them, and they do not have to be create:t'L
by his own efforts, as we were- onc:e led to believe.

And unlike our

lower functions, which are generally uncroordinated and of.ten chaotic· in
the way they work, our higher centTes work perfectly, without our knowing
it.

To put it in another way, the kingdom of heaven is: within us.
This may, perhaps be an important key to unders:tanding the medita:tion.,

For whereas other methods-- tend to conc-entrate on the e-ontrol of' our
funo:tions, the meditation simply leaves them alone, and c~nneQts us with
our higher centres.

Our higher centres work in the £1111 light of_·

c::onsc:iousness,, and they work in perfect harmony.

By c:onnecrling us- with

them, the same harmony can be introducred into our daily life.
This:, of course, is an oversimplified statement.

To b:e put into

direc.t contact with our higher a-.entres is actually out of the:-- ques:tion,
for the rnin~ could not take it, one of the reasons b~ing the enormou$
difference in their speed.

The me:d'itation overcomes this dif.f'ic.ulty

in a very subtle way - it works by degrees.

Gradually it accusi;orns-,_

the mind to the levels of energy belonging to our higher c-entres
in doing so it never goes further than the c:irc1l!Tistances- demand.
has a twofold effeo:t.

0
,

and
Thie;

It ensures that the method is perfeatly safe -

safe enough for each individual to practise on his own - and it means:,
that when the circ:umsi;ances ffemand it, the meditation will always a:x>me t :.o
one's help, however much one is 'up against it'.

3/4 ,

Bu:li to return t ,o the diagram -

.irr

order to understand the significance of: man's higher centres,

one has ~o realise that each of them has its own sphere of influenc:e-.
We have be:en told that man contains four different bodies - the physical
bod.y, the subtle body, the causal body and the divine body.

It is: man's;

higher centres which c:ontrol and influenc.:e these different- bodies - tihe
sex centre, with the moving and instinctive centres, controls- thaphysical bndy, the higher emotional centre a:ontrols the subtle bod.y,
the higher mind. c:ontrols the c:ausal body, and the three higher centres
working together as one, c~ntrol the divine body.
The sex centre, as we know, has a very big effed - and a very
benef.icial one - on the well being of the physical bndy, both on the
scale of mankind as a whole, and on each of us individually.
0

But it:

may not be generally realised tha-t the higher emotional c:entr..e, working
through the sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system, has:an equally beneficial effed on the well being of our emotional and
psyc.hological life - our subtle body - for it aats as a balancing force-between the sacral an~ cranial divisions.
The higher mind must pla,y an equally important part on the a:ausal
level - a part which is universal rather than personal.

When in man's

history, for instance, _a great teacher appears-, and is able, with a few
realised men, to create a new method suc:h as the meditation - a metho~
which is known, at that particular time, to be nec:essary for mankind
then one can SaY with assurance that this is the work of higher mind'
work on the crausal level, for it is creating new caus-es amongst us · all ..
But the divine body, unlike the other three bodies, is above the
level of actions.

It is the place where things are conc:eived, bef.ore:-

they c:ome into being.

And like the Holy Trinity of the Christian

religion, on this level the three higher centres work together as one.
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The meditation has two aspects.

There is the meditation itselr-, and

there is what happens du.ring the d'a y.
is very important.
is

The relation between these two

If we understood it we should know what the meditation

f.2!:.
When you do the meditation the mind bec:omes united with higher levels,.

This means that everything you do during the day will be affected in one
way or another by these higher levels, depending of course on the kind or
work you are doing, and the energy reached during meditation.

The

important thing to realise is that this effect of the meditation on yorm
work during the day is bound to take place.
do about it -

There is nothing you need.

in fact, it is rather important not to do anything about it:

or you may get yourself in the way.
We were told originally that if we did the meditation regularly, s-ooner
or later we should attain crosmicr consciousness.

This a_oes not refer t ,o

a particular state reached during meditation, it refers to something which
would always be with us whatever we were doing.

One can understand it

in terms of the table of materiality - if we take m:,smic consciousness, to
belong to level 6 in . the table, then every time we do the meditation it
is quite possible to reach this level, if only for a few moments.

The

effec.:t of this will show itself in one way or another during the day.
And even though these moments fade, there is something whien remains something which c:an build up over a long period into a deep realis:ation
of the universal nature of things

so much so that eventually this--

realisation will always be with us.
This does not mean that our daily life would change outwardly - it
simply means that inwardly we would know truth.

And when people try to

explain what truth is, and tell one about it in so many words, one will
know they are wrong, because truth does not come to one like that, it
comes from the mantra.

And the same thing is true about level I2.
And when one d.isc:-overs throug,h the

Level I2 is the truth about ones~lf.

mantra what is righ-t- for oneself and what has to be done, it is so
completely opposite to what one thought and what one had heard about from ·
ot·h er people,. and so refreshing and new, that one finds oneself doing it
anyway, and nothing will make one c:-hange

0
•

But level 24 is different - it is matter on the instinc:tive level - the
level of matter which runs· all our instinctive mechanisms, our inner and
outer movements, our intuitive former of thinking.

One can always
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recognise the difference between levels 24 and I2.

Level 24 incrludes·
a ll our instinctive emotions - even very high levels of emotion - but

level I2 is of a quite different order

it is not like emotion as we

ordinarily know it, more like ecstasy, or bliss.

It is not generally realised that everything on level I2 and above is
working perfectly in us all the time, but in the ordinary wa:y we have no
connection with it.

The reason we have no c:onnection with it is that

levels 24 and 48 are in such confusion.

Many systems and teac:hings

realise this, and they try to get things in better order by _
disciplines of various kinds, which usually produce even greater c:onflic:t.
But the med~tation works in a different way - it leaves all disciplines
behind, and simply conneQts us with higher levels - levels we rrannot reach
in the ordinary wa:y.
One tends to think of the meditation as a process on the sa~e level
as our impressions, but actually it is nothing of the kind.

Impressions,

at level 48, are functions - they work with neuro-electrical energy.

But

the meditation is croncerned with consciousness - with the circulation of'
the light.

As such, it enters the system at level I2, and acts on our

impressions as a catalyst, purifying and transforming them first of all,
and eventually lifting them from the personal level to the universal
from .l evel I2 to levels 6 and 3 - and so to level I where the mantra
transcends.
If this process takes place during meditation, what effec;t will it
have during the da:y?

From experiencB one finds that much of the
It is difficult to say
c:nnfusion on levels 24 and 48 is resolved.
exactly how it is resolved, for each of us is different - each has his own

problems.

But the most general effec~ it has on all of us is happines~.
Happiness may not be the only purpose in life, but it is a very gpod.
Suffering is not neo:essary
criterion of'. what is going on a.uring the day.
The more our.
for man - it is not something we were born to possess.
happiness increases, the more we know we are on the right road - it's aa
simple as that!

4/3
NOTE ON THE DIAGRAM

From certain points of view we can regard man as a factory - a
factory in which different levels of matter are produced.

These

d.ifferent levels of matter are extracted from the raw material he
takes in from his surroundings, that is to say, from the food he eats,
the air he breathes, and the impressions he recreives.
way the output of the factory is limited.

In the ordinary

The food we eat can actually

be converted into comparatively high levels in the region of level I2,
but the air we breathe and the impressions we receive do not normally
go higher than level 48 or sometimes 24, so that a great many higher
possibilities are left unrealised, particularly those belonging to our
higher centres, which work with levels I2 and 6.
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If you look carefully at the diagram, you will see that there are
four production lines, but the fourth line is missing, amongst the great
majority of people. ·
experieno:ed.,

This means that although higher levels--m~ be

they tend to be spasmodic and unreliable, and cannot be,

produc:ed at will.

The meditation, which was of o:ourse unknown t'o

those who invented· the system, is a simple and natural wa:y of enabling
these higher levels to be reached.

Just as the first line is helped

at level I92 by oxygenation of the bloodstream, and the sec:..ond line is •
helped at level 48 by the entry of impressions, so the third: line· is·
helped at level I2 by the presence of the mantra, to which the mind is
attracted.

The more the mind is attracted to the mantra, the higher

the level it reaches, and so it eventually transcends.
During the day the influence of these higher levels will have its.
effect on the levels below.

The presence of the mantra will influen~e

our impressions, our impressions will influenQ~ the air we breathe, and.

the air we breathe will influence the content of the bloodstream,

So

the meditation can have a very big effect on the organism as a whole.

It

enables it to work in the light, instead of in dark.~ess.

)
)

I

)
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To return to the diagram we had last time - the diagram o:f man as a
factory.
The important thing about this diagram is the fourth
'production line' - the one that starts with the mantra at level I2.

This

fourth line is the crira:ulation of the mantra, and it is only concerned with
consciousness.

All the thoughts, feelings and sensations· which are going·

on when we are doing the meditation are in other production lines, not this
one, and during meditation there is no need to concern ourselves with them all we have to do is to follow the mantra.
The meditati~n influences these other produation lines by bringing the

light into them - it in:fluences them from above.

After meditation, and

during the day,at different times, one bec.omes aware of this influence.
may

One

feel ma.ey things - a sense of well-being, or a strange new happiness,

or a freedom from worrying thoughts, or better a-ontrol of our actions.

But

one never knows beforehand what the effect of the meditation will be.
Let us consider how the factory works, in more detail.

The actual

process of production is very important, for it can help us to understand

In each step there has to be a catalyst.
For 768 to
be transformed into 384, a substance on level I92 has to be present.
For
384 to be transformed into !92~.a substance on level 96 has to b~ present,
the meditation.

and so on.

These substances are well enough known - they a.Te enzymes o~

various kinds in the digestive system.

At certain points these substancms

are missing, and.have to be supplied by the next production line - in this
case the production line of air, which oxygenates the bloodstream at leval

I92.

On higher levels the substances are not so clear, and some are very

intangible, particularly in the sec:ond produa.-tion line - the production line
of air.

For this line to move from 48 to 24, some substance is missing,

and has to be supplied by the third production line - that of impressions.
What this substance is we do not know - we only know that the air we breaths
contains many finer substances which are not usually absorbed.
When we come to the third production line it is now clear that the
substances needed are supplied by the mantra.

Try doing the meditation

without a mantra and you will understand what is meant - one cannot get
further than 48 or 24, or in other words one stays on the surface o:t:t-he
pond.
to work.

The mantra is in fact the aatalyst which enables t.he third' line
For the third line to move from 48 to 24, the presence of the

mantra at leve.l I2 is .needed.

The mantra, at level I2, works- on the

G.ontent of the mind at level 48, and transforms it to lsvel 24,.

Again, the
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mantra at level 6 works on the content of the mind at level 24 and
transforms it to level I2.
level I2 to level 6.
is transformed.

And at level 3 the mantra transforms

Gradually in this way the a.ontent of ~he mind

Conscci.ousness is separated out and the mec:hania.al

content discarded.
But what are the indications that consc:iousnesa is present?
that we experience blias, or happiness.

Simply

Every time the mantra is

repeated a little more blis£ is produced, and a little unhappiness and'
suf'fering taken away.
pure awareness.

Eventually the content of the mind is pure blia1:1-,

When this point is reached the mantra transcends.

One of the most conv.-incing and rewarding things about the meditation
is the possibility of becoming free from suf'fering.
Suffering is not
necessary for man - it is not an essential part of his nature, and

however much he thinks otherwise, he is better of"f' without it.
The.
idea that man has to suff"er, and that suf'ferillg' is a nea.essary feature
of his development, is a wrong idea - one whiah seems to have arisen from
the monastic tradition, or from early Christian teachings.
Strictly,
the causes of sufXering are never outside us, only within - that i& what
we keep on forgetting.
In t ·.erms ot the factory, suffering- arises through
wrong func;;ioning of levels 48 and 24 - wrong o:onne<rlions between the
mind and the instina:tive parts of the nervous, &ystem.

Once the a.ontent

of the mind has risen to level 12 and above, suffering no longer exists.
By finding these higher levels more often through the medli.tation, i~
becomes possible to bring about a change in level& 24 and 48.

Their

negative content begins to disappear.
When we first came across the meditation in

I960,

the fact that

suffering is unneo-essary for man was one of the first things-, we were tiold,
and this aonfirmed, in a remarkable way, the things we had learnt from
our own system.

The philosophy behind the meditation was expressed in
the

the following sentences - sentences which belong to/spirit of the holy
tradition to whioh the medita'tion belongs:"Life is· blia-s.

Essentially it is not a struggle.

Man was born to enjoy.

Certainly not to suffer."
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As we discussed last time, the fourth production line in the factory
may be compared to something we used t-o c::all the 'fourth room'.

It is

interesting to go back to what was said about. this originally.

It was,

said that man may be compared to a house of four rooms, and that he lives
only in one of the r.ooms, the small,est and poorest of them all.

He does

not suspect the existence of other rooms, nor does he know that they ar~
full of treasures.

When he does learn of them he begins to look for the

keys of these rooms, and especially the fourth, the most important room.
And when he has found his way into this room he bec:omes the master of the
house, for only then does the house belong to him, wholly and forever.
It was said that the fourth room gives man immortality, and all
religious teachings strive to show the way to it.

There are a great many

ways, some shorter and some longer, some harder and some easier, but all
without exception lead, or strive to lead in one direction, that is, to
immortality.
What is meant by the fourth room?

And what is meant by 'immortality'?

The fourth room is virtually the same thing as the fourth produation line
in the factory, but in the ordinary way the door to it is 1 ocked.

The

meditation is a way of opening up this room, and it is the mantra which
unlocks the door.

The fourth room is that place in us where immortality

is - it is where the whole of our life is enfolded in each moment.

Everyone

has a fourth room, and in this sense ail men are immortal, but they do not
know it.

What good is it to be immortal if you d.o not know it?

That

is why we have to open the door.
But if you tell people that the purpose of the meditation is to becroma
immortal, they will very naturally disbelieve you.

And the reason is:-, of

course, that their idea of immortality is differen't from ours.

Most of

the people one knows have been brought up to believe in immortality as a
state which exists after death.

But immortality does not exist after

death, it exists during life, .!!2!!•

It may become more real for us at

different times of our life, even perhaps ai; the moment of death, but it
exists within life, not outside it.
In order to understand what immortality is one has to know that
different levels in the factory work at different speeds.
much faster than level 96, level 24 than level 48 and so on.

Level 48 works
This means

that more can happen in a given period of time, or in other words, the
value of the moment changes.

For level 48 a moment is about 3 se@nds.
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It corresponds roughly to the time of a breath.

But for level 24 the

moment - the same moment - contains many hours of experience, and on
level I2 it contains a whole lifetime.
How can a moment contain a whole lifetime?
see the whole of our life in a moment of time.

If this were fro, we should
And this moment would have

a separate existence of its own in eternity, for it would be repeated again
and again.

In this sense it would be immortal.

In fact, for level I2

our life is-- immortal - it is all there at once, from birth to death.

It is

only on lower levels that we experience life as a sequence of events in
time, in fact there is evidence that our ordinary sense of time belongs
only to a relatively small part of the mind - the dominant hemisphere.
Where does the meditation come into all this?

As we have been told.

many times, the meditation works by degrees - it does nothing abruptly.
If we were suddenly to experience the whole of our life in a moment of time
it would be too much for the ordinary mind to grasp - it would be
But it is possible for the mind. gradually to see things

overwhelmed.
in a new light.

As it experiences more, so it begins searching for the

explanation of certain things whiah formerly it took for granted,

And

the more it searches, the more it will remember •••
This idea about immortality.is not just philosophy.

It is something

It has many different sides to it, but
very real - very real indeed.
All of us
perhaps the most important is connected with birth and death.
it is
have to die and be reborn at a certain stage in our existence
The ordinary mind sees
of ensuring the continuity of life.
But the mind
this as an isolated event at some time in the years ahead.
of level I2 knows it all already, for the whole of our life, b.oth past
Nature's

wa;y

and future, are enfolded in each moment, .!!.2!!•

When one realises this,

as one sometimes does, it comes as a tremendous relief.

All one's

thoughts about the past and the future, with all the negative assucriations
connecrted with them, suddenly disappear.
and. future - everything is ~ .

For there really~ no past

It is only on levels 48 and 24 that

these negative associations exist~
The Gospel according to Thomas has - some ve--ry _int-eresting references The Gospel begina-:to birth and death and t :he continuity 6f lire~
"These are the seGret word.s- whi.-ch the living Jesus sp-ake and Did;y-mus
Judas Thomas wrote.

And He said:.Whosoever finds- the explanation of thes:e

words will n<?t taste death."
The man old

ii}

A few verses later one reads; "Jesus s-ai<fu:

days will not het::ritate f..o as1<: a . li ttie child of seven d.ays

about the plac:e of ;Life, and he will live.

For ma..riy who are first shall

4/ll

bec-ome last, and they shall become a single one.".

And then later

comes the quotation we read the other day, which explains much more clearlywhat this last sentence means.
how our end will be.

"The disciples said. to Jesus:

Jes:us said: Have you then discovered the beginning
For where the beginning i~, there

so that you enquire about the end?
shall be the end.

Tell us

Blessed is he who shall stand at the beginning and

he shall know the end and he shall not taste death.

Jesus said: Ble:ssedi

is he who was before he Qanie into being."
One may compare these sayings with P.D.Ouspensky's words on the sam~
subjec;t :-

"The study of recurrence must begin with the study of

cdl.ildren's minds, particularly before they begin to speak.

If ~hildren

c.ould remember this t irne they would remember very interesting things·.

But

unfortunately, when they begin to speak they become real children and: they
forget a:fter six months or a yea:r.

If they crould. do so they would

remember themselves such as they were when grown up.

They were not

children at all;

If they crould

then, later they bec:ame children.

remember their early mentality it would be the same- mentality as grown up
people have.

That is what is interesting."

The Gospel according to Thomas was only discovered in 1945, in Upper
Egypt, and was not published till 1959 - too late-, of coursa, for Ouspensky
to know of it.

It_s origin goes back

as early, perhaps as I40 A.D.

Later on, when Christianity began to develop, the idea of recurrenne seem~
to have gone underground.

What happened?

Where did it go?
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- ·what are the laws on which the meditation is based?
The most important is the law of three.
What is the law of three?
One of the most fundamental laws of the universe.

For anything to

happen, for any event to take place, three different states of matter
have to come together.
What do you mean by 'states of matter'?
Matter - any kind of matter - can be in an active state, or a passive stata,
or a third or neutral state.

In relation to each other, matter in an active

state is highest in level, matter in a passive state is lowest, and matter
in a neutral state is intermediate.

Only when these three s:tates of matte~

crome together does anything happen - does an actual event take place.
Can you give me an example of what you mean?
Well, take the process of evaporation,in the biosphere.

Water - the

water over the earth's surface - is in a passive state, 'radiation from the
sun is active - it causes the water to evaporate - and water vapour is the
third or neutral state.

It forms into clouds and eventually precipitates

over the earth's surface in the form of rain.
And water in. this £form is different from the first?
Yes, it is distilled, or purefied.

As we know, it is essential for plants

It has life giving properties.
- So the whole process is one of distilling - of separating fine matter
from coarse?
- Yes, there are many similar processes, but the point is that it has a
certain order.

It starts with matter in a passive state, and f.bllows with

matter in an active state, ending with matter in a neutral state.
And the end product is higher in level than the matter from which it started.
Yes, but there has to be matter on a very high level in between - what is
sometimes c:alled a 'cracking' agent in certain industrial processes.
But are there other processes which have a different order?
Yes, there are six different kinds altogether.
Why six: kinds?
Because three elements can only combine in six different ways.

You may

not believe it, but there are only six essentially different things which
can happen, in the whole universe.

- What

you say about . different processes is very interesting, but how

does it relate to the meditation?
- The technique of meditation is a process - it is very exact.

The one who

is meditating is passive, the mantra is active, and the effect of meditation
the bliss, or the special energy which comes from doing it - is neutral - it
brings the other two elements together.
come together as one, the purpose

When these three states of matter

of meditation is achieved.

Then do they combine in a certain order?
Yes, it is this which determines the nature of the event which takes place.

One starts by being passive, and when one is passive the mantra comes to one.
As one continues to repeat it, the third state becomes more and more evident
the bliss which comes from meditation grows naturally - one does not induce
it in any way.
Then is there another order which would produce a different effeQ~?
Yes, if one starts by being passive as before, -but tries deliberately to
induce a certain state, by holding something in mind or remembering something,
or making a picture of what one wants, then the active energy required to
obtain it will be released, and·: one will.. find one is left with a; certain .
desire.
This is a crompletely different kind of process, suitable for many
different purposes in life, but not for this method of meditation.
- You mean, with the. first. kind· one has no particular aim in mind?'
- One puts oneself in the hands of the mantra.
One finds out where it is
taking one when one gets there - one does not know beforehand.
You may not
realise it, but the picture we have of our aim is almost entirely false.
Much better to go there instead.
- What do you mean, 'go there instead'?
- Follow the mantra.
Ist.

2nd.

It will take one to what one really is - to oneself.
3:rd.

passive ••••••••• active ••••••••• neutral
pas s:i ve ••••••••• neutral •••••••• active

(purification, distilling)
( 'magio.', imagination)

active •••••••••• passive •••••••• neutral

(creation, building a house)

a~tive •••••••••• neutral •••••••• passive

(destruction, burning a house)

neutral ••••••••• passive •••••••• active

(inspiration, remembering)

neutral ••••••••• active ••••••••• passive

(disintegration, 'CTime')
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It was Mr Ouspensky who discovered, through his unders:tanding of:•
the i:aw of three forc:es, that man is only e:a.pable of si.x activi"ties, or
in other wo:rtds that there are only six ea1,3entially different things that
he o:an do.

He used to s:ay, too, that man is always~ e·onfusi.ng one:,

activity for another - that he thinks he is doing one thing and r.eally· he
is doing something quite dif.f'erent or even opposite, for he has no way of
discriminating between: aci;ivities - no yardstiGic against which t-o measure
them.
This yardstick is the law of three forces - a law which is not generally
known about, although many thous~s of years old.

According t.o · this law-,

every event in the universe depends on the aoming· together of three £orces,
an a;ctive force, a passive force, and a third force whicm is neither ac:tive
nor passive, and often hidden or unrecognised·, but none the leas essential.
for the event ~o take place.

What Mr Ouspensky discovered· in partiauJ.ax.·

was that the order in which the three forces e~mbine is important, for i~
determines the nature of the event which takes place.

And as there are

only six different orders in which three different elements. can c.-ombine:,,
it follows that only six di.fierent kinds of event are possible, throughout·
the whole universe and· on every s:cale.
This application of the law of three forces is quite uniqu~, and it·
must not be c:on:fused with other teachings on the subjec:t, particularly the·
thr-ee gunas of Indian philos-0pby, for instance, which is a quite d:if'ferent.
idea, suitable for a quite dif£erent purpose.
Offshoots of the s:ame
idea also appear in certain mediaeval teachings, such as· the f.·o'lll'" elements,
fir.e, air, earth and water, and mor$ obscurely, perhaps;, in the,music:al
modes.
But the system teaching is different from all of them in one very
important respecrl.
The three forces are not allied to certain fixed stai;es
of matter, they are c:-onstantly ehanging, so that the same· kind of matter
can be embued with one force at one moment, and with another :forCl:! a:t thenert.

Air, for instance, can be active in one combination, passiva in

another, or neutral in a third, and the rapidity with which such changes·
occur would seem to depend on the level of matter concerned.
But what are these si.r different kinds of' even-ta
way of distinguishing them?

Is: there

a,

s-imple•

Perhaps-we should begin by taking them on

the scale of our everyday activities; and in doing so it will soon bea»me
apparent that certain of our activities are predominantly active, other~

_______ _ _ ________
_________ _ _ _ _ __
,,

,
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are predominantly passive or reflective, and concerned with thought" or
attention, a:nd a third kind is neither active nor passive, but depends
predominantly on memory, or . in some cases emotion •.
The interesting thing is that every activity requires a subtle mixture
of these thr.ae ingredients - a mixture whieh obviously a:annot be ehos eni
0

deliberately, for it is beyond our dire<rl control.
the flavour of these

su

Yet if one can get

activitie=s, and is- able t'o sense the d.if..f..eren~

between them, they will becnme an. invaluable guide in all sorts- of
<fifferent ways:.

For one will see. that there is only one wa;y a thing::

o:an be done, yet we a.re constantly trying to do it in a dif:£erent. wccy-,

Take ac..tiona·, for instance.
and cannot B:ee wb;y it never suaoeeds.
Actions a.re of two kinds-.
There are~ creative actions, in which attent.i orr
is:, closely linked to action,. or to put it in another wa;y, nothing:: aomasi
betw~n one and what one is doing.

And

then there are involuntary

actions - actions whie:b. go by themselves, for mem·o ry is in the seaond·
place instead of: attention, and plays- a predominan1i role.

. Neither of:·

these two is wrong, provided it is the right one for the job.
If you
a:re an arrowmaker, the first is the right one, for nothing cornea• between
you and the arrow you are making.
But £or al.]. the roil.tine bus'ines-s ·
-· ·

.

of: the. _d ay, the s:ea.ond, is.: essentiail, for- without- i't 'the: w.ork would

never, be: done.
So there are two kinds- o:f ac.tive work.

And although we. are constantJ.y

drifting from one into the other, they are actually crompletdy differen:t.·,
as one can see f'rom the kind of work producred
there are also two kinds o:r reflec:.tive work.

~

each~

. But

Medi-tation, for instance., -

by turning one's. attention inwards and refle~ting on•the activity of the
mantra, one is doing the meditation - in fact, during the half hour, it
i5:; only this simple thing one has to d'o .
But if one turns one:•s:,
a~tention inwards and· reflects on some emotional picture o~ memory, it
is another activity altogether, more akin to prayer or contemplation.
This activity, which is c:onstantly being C'Onf'used with the medita1tion,
produces· a different result altogether - it leads to uns:i;a.ble ens-gy, quite
unlike the quiet energy of the meditation.
On the ordinary level of life
it is the activity by which desires are created, and all f ·orms of
imagination depend on it.
The remaining two activities are those which a.re predominantly
emotional, or in other words they both begin with the thir~ force, which
is ~~nnee~ed with emotion, or sometimes memory..
The firsi; is one of
the most common, and in its wrong place a most unpleasant activity, ~o~

,,
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it depends on the accumulation of negative emotion ..
When negative-·
emotion is allowed to build up, either in each of us individu~lly, or on
the scale of peoples and nations, there C"Omes· a point when a cromparatival.y
small action - a cmance remark, or an accidental event - c-an suddenly•
release the emotion, just as an electric spark can ignite an explosive
mixture.

All of us have seen this· happen again and again in the world

today, and it is only when one .i a nble to t'hi.nk of it on a muah larger
scale that one is s-ometimea, able to realise what is happening.
For jus.i;.
as everything c·omes into being, so eventuall~· it · haa ito. b,e . destroyed • .
The sec:ond activity which is predominantly emotional is, one 0£:the,
highest forms- of activify man c-an achieve, for it is the essential -thing:
in all forms of creative art

the c-onc-eption which lies behind iii: and

provides the energy required to aarry it out.

The main characteris-tic·

of this activity is that it comes f'.rom beyond one - it is not onehr own
d"oing.

As Rembrandt used. to s;zy, he had no idea. how his greates-t paininngs

had c:ome a-bout.

But the same activity appears in other :forms, sue:h as:

enlightenment, religious revelation, and all great discoveries- depend: on it.
When, at a c~rtain point during meditation, the mantra transc~nds - that is
the same triad.

For it is at this point that one is united with the souree.

The next point about these six activities - a most important one - is
that each of the thr.-e e forces is different in level.

The highesi; in

level is the active force, the lowest is the passive force, and
intermediate-- in level betwe.en them is the third force.

It follows - that

if the three forces combine in a certain order, there is:, inevitably a
change in level.

It is easy to see how this change in level occurs,,

for activities which begin with the active force must end on a lower level
than they began, for there is nothing higher in level than the active force
And activities whiah begin with the passive forae must end on a higherle-vel than they began, for there is nothing lower in level tnan the passive
fore~.

But activities which begin with the third flare& may be either

ascending or descending, for one kind ends with the active f .orce~, the other
with the passive.
This in itself is a very significant discovery, for it means that i:f-'
we wish to c:hange from a low state to a higher state, we cannot do so by
being active - we have to choose a pas-sive way, or an emotional one.

And

aswe have no dired control over our emotions, it follows that the only
way is to be paS:Sive - which brings us t ·o the medi ta-tion.

If: we are

completely pas-sive during meditation, the mantra will act in us,, and the
right emotional state will follow..

But if we are active, either in

thrusting away thoughts, or in holding attention on the mantra, the,
meffi tat ion will not work.

During the day is the time to be active, and

if we allow our attention to flow naturally into whatever we a.re doing,
once again the right emotional state will follow.

Action is a movemezrt

from unmanifest to manifest, as in the creation of the universe, but
meditation is a- return from manifest t:o unmanifest - a return to the
sourn-e from which creation came.
So there are three things we have to get hold of, in order to
understand this idea of six activities.

The first is· the nature of'

each of the three forces, the second is the six different orders in which
they can combine, and the third is the relative level of each force, an~
the fact that some combinations are ascendi.ng and: others descending;.
A certain amount of dull routine work seems to be unavoidable in the early.·
stages, for learning how to use this idea of six activit'ies is' not' unlike,
learning a new language.

Once the language has been learnt we can

apply it to diI£erent examples, and the more the b~tter.

It is

particularly helpful to find examples on different scales·, and in doing
so one makes many new discoveries.

An example which appears to have
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one meaning on man's scale may seem to mean something quite diff~erent on
the scale of organic life, but when one looks de-epe:r one ~ees it is the
same thing.

And each of the great laws of physics is· related t:o one or

other of these six triads - a fact which could bring unity to scientific
thought, if only it were understood.
But perhaps the most important reason for studying this· ide~ of six
a;ctivities is a more immediate and practical one.
for a way to the kingdom of heaven.

We are all searching-

And in the world today there are

many hundreds of"" esoteric and· rel:igious-c organis:a:liions, some of them neal
and many others false.

How can people discriminate?

If they really

·avoid year~
Is it possible, through this idea

want to find the wa::, to the kingdom of heaven, how can they
of unnecessary effort and suffering?

of six activities, to aut out all the unnecessary rigmarole which ha~
grown up through the · c."'Elnturies around the idea of esoteric'.i sm, and simply
by us~ng the right triad, to go straigh~ to the kingdom of heaven instead?

of' the law of three forces
It was Mr Ouspensky who developed this idea/in its application
to human activity.

He maintained ( with that extraordinary clarity
which is characteristic of his thinking} that as everything depend.a
on the interaction of three forces, there can only be six ways in which
this interaction can occur.
These six ways depend on the order of
the three forces - as each of the three forces can be first in order
of action, or second or third, the number of combinations is limited
to six.
It follows that in the whole universe - and equally within
the field of man's activities - there are only six different things
which can happen.

He told us repeatedly - and showed us by his actions - that the
difference between these six activities is distinct and inescapable
'
as distinct as the difference between p]vsioal materials - but in the
world toda;y this difference has become obscured, and that is where all
the trouble begins.
We use one activity and call it by another
name.
We think we are doing good when we are really causing harm.
We commit ~imes in defence of a righteous cause, we try to achieve
one thing and it turns out to be another.
Un:f'ortunat~ly, the same thing is true of the meditation - we can
begin to do it wrong, when we think we a.re doing right - which explains
why the law of three forces is so important for us to un.d.erstand.

What are these six activities, and what is the real difference
between them?
are.

First, we have to establish what the three forces

It is mainly a question of energy levels.

The first force

is highest in level of energy, and therefore the most active, the
seru,nd foro& is lowest in energy level, and therefore passive by
comparison, and the third force is intermediate between the other two.
Think of temperature, for instance.

Matter at a high temperature

is active. and energetic·, matter at a low temperature is passive.
between these two states is an intermediate level at which an

In

interaction can occur.

This intermediate state may appear to be the

cause of the interaction, or the medium in which it occurs, or in some
oases the result, but without it the interaction could never

happen.

Now some processes begin with a high level of en8rgy and move to
a lower level, other processes do the reverse.

It follows that some

of the six activities a.re ascending in character, others are descending.

Activities whic:h begin with the active force are bound to be descending,
activities whic.h begin with the passive force are bound to be ascending.
An 1m.porta.nt thing to remernb,r - how often do we realise that in order

to reach a higher level we have to be passive, not aotlve?

This applies, of ooursa, to the meditation.
Whe~ we do the
meditation we have to be passive.
We simply take ourselves as we
ar& - good state or bad it makes no difference.
Into this passive
state is introduced the mantra.
The mantra is active - it is way, way
above our ordinary level, and is able to work on our passive state and
purify it, by separating the fine matter it contains £rom the coarse.
Little by little the fine matter is absorbed into our being, · and the
coarse matter is eliminated.
By the end of half an hour th~ level
of our being has changad - it contains a greater percentage of fine
matter and a lesser percentage of coarse.
Sometimes more so, sometimes
less, but virtually always some change occurs.
As we go through the dq we may not notice it particularly,

change in level is bound to have an effect on what we do.

but this

The fine

matter from the meditation will beoome the active force in another

combination - that which begins with the a.ctive .foroe and is typical of
all good creative work.
So we have arrived at two quite distinct processes or activities.

The one

begins with the active - force and ha.a the order of forces

adive - passive - intermediate, the other

begins with the passive force

and has the order passive- - active - intermediate.

~otive - -passive

intermediate

(creative work)

passive - active

intermediate

(meditation)

But there is a third combination connected with the meditation - a
very important

one.

We were told, if you remember, that when the

person who is meditating, the mantra, and the object of meditation oome
together as one, then the purpose of meditation has bean achieved.

Th.is

'coming together as one' is the combination whiQh starts with the
.
.
·. •. ( union with · the _source) ·
1ntermediate foroe, and has the order 1ntermed1ate - passive - aotiv&f
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What is this intermediate force - and why, when a combination starts
with it, should it have thie unifying effect?

In the holy- tradition

to which the meditation belongs it is said that the Self - the Atman contains three attributes - absolute, consciousness and bliss.

Absolute

is active - it is the 'word' referred to in the first chapter of St john's
Gospel - 'In the beginning was the word, and the word was with God, and
the word was God.•
Consciousness is passive - it is that whic,h is aware
of the word - which fellows the rhythm of the mantra.

And out of these

two comes the third attribute - bliss.
When the absolute creates, he repeats the mantra and worlds come into
being.

A hundred thousand worlds come into being with every repetition.

And at every repetition bliss is produced - the worlds he oreates are

filled with bliss.

Th.at is the activity of creation - the order of

forces active - passive - intermediate.

But when we do the meditation

we start from where we are - from our own level of consciousness.

We

use the order of f-oroes passive - active - intermediate.
By following
the rhy'thm of the mantra we recapture that bliss - the same bliss that
belongs to the original creation.
Little by little we store up the bliss
within us until it is overflowing.
When it is overflowing the third
combinatio~ begins to work - the order of forces intermediate
passive
active.
And so we are reunited with the source.
But~, if the world is full of bliss, and we have only to repeat
the mantra to recapture that bliss, is life so full of suffering?

We

were told by the one who gave us the meditation that suffering is
unnecessary - that it is not an essential part of lif'e.

So whero does

suffering come from - how does it come about?

Now Mr Ouspensky used to tell us that thes8' three combinations we have
been discussing have thei~ origin on the highest level of creation - that
(see 3.2a)
is, on level I of the diagram/-out that the nerl three do not come into
being until tha level below.

Instead. of being directly under the will

of' the creator, they act under their own will as we11.

Like an architect

who hands his· drawingfil to the contractor - the contractor, within certain
limits, can ac~ on his- own, and of course he sometimes makes mistakes.
the next level

On

- that of subcontractors and operatives, control is even

Eventually one can imagine a state of affairs in
more remote.
whioh the architect's drawings have been forgotten altogether ••••

But what are these further three combinations, and how do they
fit into the scheme of things?
If we take the activity of creation,
for instance, the combination active - passive - intermediate, somewhere
along the line this activity will challge - it will change as one gets
further awe;y frem the centre, and the creative impulse begins to fade.
We shall then have the ~ombination active - intermediate - passive.
Like a whee1 whio·h turns on its axle, this activity goes by itself,
under its own momentum.
For the inteTmediate force is in the middle,
instead of at the end.
Then the combination passive - active - intermediate, the ac~ivity
associated with the meditation.

This activity can change very easily

into the combination passive - intermediate - active, and this is an
important difference.
The meditation may appear outwardly to be the
same, and may lead to various kinds of experience.
deep - it remains on the surface $f the pond.

But it never goes

And the reason is that

we are trying to think - to hold something in mind - or else to recapture
a mood, a memocy · ot where w~ are going.
And: so we remain where we are,
on the thinking· leval.

Ma.n,y forms · of meditation and c-ontemplatio~,

and ma.DY school methods use this· combination, and it has quite definite
eff'ee-ts, but how ean one tell the difference?
I:f one carries out
the tee:bnique correctly, sooner or later one will know.

Thenthere is the combination intermediate - passive - active.
This combination belongs to the meditation, as we have already described.
But it is also one of the highest forms of activity- known to man, and
lies behind all great works of art, all religious revelation, all insight
into truth.
But there is another c-ombination which begins with the·
intermediate force - the combination intermediate - active - passive.
This activity. is of quite a different order.
It is desc-ending in.
character, not ascending, and it is usually associated with destructive
proceuses, often with violence.
Usually- it occurs when high levE:tle.
of energy require an outlet - when they build up into an explosive
mixture.
The ~use which sets off the explosion is the active prin~iple
in the middle place.

So suffering can arise in three di:f:ferent ways - and only three.
But
suffering need not arise, for these three combinations each have a proper
:function, a. proper place.
In the long run the meditation will see to
this - it will ensure that all six combinations work in the right
relation to eaoh other.
But first we have to get the meditation
right - and then- everything else will fall into place.

aotive - passive - intermediate

(creative work)

passive - active - in.termediato
int-ermediate - passive - active

(meditation)

active - intermediate, - passive

(unconscious ac·t ions)

passive - intermediate - active
i~termediat~ - active - passive

(imagination, magic)
(crime, explosions)

(union with the source)

- ------ --

-

-

-

~ - - - --

- -- - - -- -- - - - -- - - - ~

INTRODUCTION

One of' the :first things we were told, in t'his system, was
that' 'man cannot do•' .

It was said that man thinlar he is- d'oing -

that he is· aohieving this- or that - but in reality everything happens.

Everything happens in just the same- w~ that it- rains, or.· it

snows:,

or t-he sun shines ... . .. "
Like- many things/ we were t'old, about that t-ime,. thia s-ounded
perhaps. a bit' gxd.m.

And yet, what a wonderful stimulue · to though~!

If" everytc-hing happens,. gow doea- it happen?.

How a.an we d.iscrover the

real diff~renc:e between one kind of' event- and another?
one t'hing happen- in this- wa;r, another- in that?

Why does

And above all, c:t0uld

we perhaps-· learn ~ow to control events, . or &t least t-o know what the·
results· o:r· our- actions· will be?The· law

of

three ~orae~, which is the subject of" thes:e- papers, is

in fact jus-t' this.

It is a way of' Jlllderstanding how t-hings, happen an objective method of'· studying t'he world.

Aooording to our system, eveey event in the universe oan
be attributed to the interaction of three elemental forces

an

active or positive force, a passive or negative force, and a
third or neutral force which is neither active nor passive.
It is on the interaction of these three forces, and their
relation to each other, that the infinite variety of the
universe depends.
Unlike certain other teachings (such

as

that relating to

the three gunas, for instance, or the mediaeval idea of the
£our elements) the three forces as desc:r;-ibed in our system

are not oonsidered to be fixed states of matter possessing
certain attributes.

On

the contrary, arcy- state or any

level of matter can become activated so that it takes on the

oha.raoteristios of one or other of these three foroee.

On

the highest and most energetic levels, this activation of matter
is ·flexible a.nd constantly changing, so that matter of a.

particular kind may be acting in the capacity of one force

a.t one moment, and in the next moment it toa.Y

be

acting in the

oapaoity of another.
On

lowe~ and leas energetic levels, matter may become

activated by one or other of the three foroea for comparatively
long periods, in which case it may be indistinguishable from
the force itself, at least for a certain time.

But there is

never any permanence about this relationship, and the situation
is always subject to change.

This flexibility is one of the

most important aspects of the system teaching, an aspect which
appears to have become lost or distorted in other version~ of

the same idea.
Now a.ooortil'lg to the sy,stem teaching, none of the three

fo:roes alone is oapa'ble of producing action - it is only w:hen

the three forces combine that an event takes place.

And it

is the order in which the three forces combine, taken in conjunction

with the level of matter in which the;r opert.\te, which determines
the difference between phenomena - it is these two factors a.lone

which control the na.'IM.re of events.

What axaotl;r is meant lo" the "order in which the tllree
forces eonbine"?

Clearly• the idea. o:f order can "be ta.ken in

tiff'erent wa::,s.

In a wide range of examples it will refer

quite simply to sequence, i.e. to which of the three forces
marks tlte beginning of an event, whicm is predominant during

the course of' the e-P...at itselft and wMea marks the ending.
But tllere will be other examples in which the orc!.er of
forces refers, not to their sequence but to taeir relative
emphasis or conoentration, as for instaace with chemical compounds
or the reiu:tion of different materials in a chemical process.

And in other examples it rD13J' refer to their spatial position,
as in the oase of the lever, where it is the position of the
fulcrum which determines the difference between one kind of

lever and another.
Now in all these ea.see it is tile changing relation between

the tlu'ee forees which is significant, whether this :relation i$
,

one ot~ empllasis or order, in spa.ee or in time or in any other

sense.

Ana waen we come to consider

the number of possible

relations, we :find to our surprise that this number is limited

Three ili'fe:rent elements can only combine in six
different wqs - tlds is a. ma.theatical la.w from which there

is no escape.

Consequently there can only be six different

basic oom'bilaations, and :from these six combinations every event
in the whole universe is derived.

These six combinations can

be expressed ver;r simply as :foll.ow:u- (where the numbers I, 2 anti l
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refer to the active, passive and neutral forees respeetivel.;r).

I - 2 - 3

2

I - 3

3 - 2 - I

I - 3- 2
2 - 3 -- I

3 - I - 2

In the first en.raple, for instsm.oe, the active ~oroe
marks the beginning of a.~ event, the passive foroe follows, and
the neutral foroe comes last.

In the second example, the passiv&
the .active foroe follows

marks the beginning ,

and the n~utral :force comes last.

In the tld.:rd example, the

neutral force fflarks the beginning, thepas~ive force :follows and
the active :force comes last, and so on.

:But there is another factor wMok has to be taken into
account before we can understand what these different combinations
This factor is the level of' matter in whieh the three
And llere there is a simple rule to help us -

the active :force is ldgheet in level, the passive :force is lowaf'St,
and. the neutral :force is intermediate.
It follows tut in ever.r combination a. change in level
ia involved, for the force which comes last in order is different
in level :from the f'i:rst.

Sometimes this eb.Mg9 in level is

ascending, sometimes deocending, but alwa_vs without exception
a change in level occurs•

And of the sb: combina. tions already

described• three will be descending and three will be ascending,
in the following orders-

tiescendin➔

I

-

2

3

I

"!'"

l

2

3

I

-

2

2
2

asoandingl

3

-

I

3

3

I

2

-

I

What, exactly, is the difference between ascending
and desoending processes?

.. We know that everything in the

universe -comes from above - that it comes in its origin from
a single eouroe.

And as we have just disoovered, every event

that tH.kes :place in the universe implies a movement in one of
two directions - inwards towards tho source, or outwards and
further away.

In the outwards, or dosoending direction lies

increasing complexity and differentiation, -in the inwards, or
ascending direction lies unity and integration.

Both directions

of -movement a.re_ necessary for the full realisation of the universe •
.

. .
'

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

And so the infinite variety of the universe depends
'

.

on three simple things - the nature of the three forces themsel~s,
the order in which these three forces combine, and the level of matter in which they operate.

The number of forces is never

-more than th:ree,. the number of wa:J"B in whioh they combine is onlJ'

six, and fundamentally there are only two directions in which
they move - outwards from the source, --in the direction of
-increasing density, or inwards towards the source, in tho
direction of increasing unity.
• And out of these few simple elements everything
in the universe is-derived.

Two ve-q big and illportaat processes are gobg on
continuously throughout the wdverse.

On& is concerned

with the creation of matter, tlle otlaer ie concerned with
its regeneration.
The creation of matter eoaes about tkroup tla.e combination
I - 2 - 3.

The regeneration of matter eoaea about through. the

combination 2 - I - l•

:But tlle creation of matter and its

regeneration. begin at the point where tke pla.n of the universe
has already been. conceived.

'l'h.e conception. of tlte universe

is a third process - it comes about througli the combination
3 - 2 - I.
Every artist knows the differenee between the conception

of a work

or

art and its execution.

The oonee:ption of a work

of a.rt is a single aet - it happens unexpectedly, and s.l,m,ys

from a plaoe beyond oneself.

:But the execution of the work

itself" is a different matter - it ie a process whiell takes time,
and is often vepy laborious.
Tae e:x:eeution of a work of art ie ·really two things.

First,

it is putting tldags dO'Wl'l on tke canvas - creating tlle work o:f'
art itself - and this comes about throug}i. t.1\e combination I - 2 - 3.
Secondly, it is

a

process o:f selec·tion

of getting back to

the original conception.

It is this "getting back", this renewal

of the ·

original moment of conception, whion

comes about tl\rough the combination 2 - I - 3.

Without tMs second combination w11&t would ha.ppem?

The

creation of the universe would depart f\lJ'.'ther and further from
Gradually, over the

millenia,

all eonnaction with

tlae creator's will would disappear, and the universe would become
more and more sterile and meaningless.

Tha. t is why these two

processes must go on simultaneously.
But how is it that the order of forces determines the

difference between one kind of process and another?

In the combination I""" 2 -

the order really imply?

inst&nce, it is tke active force which comes first.

Ylhat does

3;

for

Thist at

least, is clear enough - in the process of creation, aotioa is
the most essential tldng.
heaven and tlle earth • • ••• ,. •

the £ace of the wa. ters ..... •"

"In tae

beginnag

God created the

and tlle S:piri t of God moved upon

Without aotion t without movement,

nothing can happen.

Then the passive force whieh comes snood - this would refer
perhaps to iJ'lertia, to resista..~ee which has to be overcome.

For

the passive force ie lowest in level of the three forces, and
when it is overcome in the process of creation, good results will

follow.

Action, resietanoe, result - does not almos~ all h.u.ma.n

achievement :fall into this category?

Yet the outcome, the result

is lower in level than the point from which the eo-m'bination started.
What exa.otly does this mean?
When God created the heaven and the earth all possibilities
lay before him.

But as each part of the universe was completed,

to that extent did t...lte possibilities become more limited.

Finall.3',

when the universe laJ" in its finished state before him, no further
possibilitiee renained - all choice of aetion had

disappeared 4

l!..nd. so the universe eventua.113' passed awa:y, and. a. new universe, full

of unrealised possibilities, was begun•••••

And so, too, with ~ll human achievement.

Sooner or later

it is finished - sooner or later a new achievement is begun.

But

that which is good remains - it remains to influence and regenerate
ea.oh new endeavour.

Like the phoeni:::, it rises from the ashes -

the fine is se:para ted from the coarse 40

IJ'his is the meaning of

the second combination - the combi?lation 2 - I - 3•

The meaning of the combination 2 - I - 3 is expressed in
the stocy of Noa.h.

On -a. big scale the -story of Noah -is the

story of evolution - of one eivi11s-a.t101'1 giving place to another.
:But Noah and hia wife were saved. - a.nd with them a sample of

eve17thing good 1n the civilisation that was passing.

And the

real point of the stor:r ie this - that the old civilisation ha~
to be destroyed - it had to be destroyed in order that
Only b. this wq could a new

goodness might 'be released.

civilisation be started on a higher level than the old.

It i s

precis ely this breaking down of the l,aser elements, in order
to release the finer elements, which 1e-obaracteristic of the
combination 2 - I -

3• · ·

:But there 1s no need to look very far a.field to find examples
of these two ooabina tions.

us,in nature. -

The7 are goiag on eve:JzyWhere a.rOUDd

On the one hand everything

in nature is perpetually

New kinds of animals a.nd plants

grO't'Jing and clifferentiaUng.

are being developed, and .those which met already are spree.ding
and expanding into more and more remote areas of the earth's
surfa.oe.

'!'.hie is. a descending process - the combination

r-

2 - 3~

lmt parallel with this process, and close-~ interwoven with it 1
is a.- continuous pl!ooeas of selection.

Everywhere in nature tha.t

which ie old and useless is being deetr07ed, and that whieh is

new and valuable is left.

Without -this procoas, whioh has a.n

ascending direction, the whole po~t of evolution would be lost.
For it is the combination 2 - I - l which enables the ascending
line in evolution to be maintained., and leads in the end to the
crea tion of man and the angels.
l:lut where does the combination 3 - 2 - I have a pla ce in

all this?

How was the -idea of' aan or organic life conceived?

Or is oonception itself" a. continuous process?

Probably, t he

oombina tion J - 2- I is not a continuous process - probably,

unlike the other two oombinatioas, it is a. discrete event

whieh happens only once.

-Like the. cr.,"sta.llisa.tion of a

saturated ~olution, or the fi:rl.ng of a dye - proba.bl;y this is
how it happens.

And when there is a sudden change in the

eourse of evolution - when suddenly, out of nowhere, a new
s-peeies appea.re or a new oirlliaation begins, wo can be
reasonably certain this combination is a.t work.

For -the

third force - ..the neutral -force - is nearly always hidden,

and so we -never see how -it begins - we fbld quite suddenly
that it has happened. '

And when it happens, a period of intense creative
activity follows.

For the active force with wh1oh thie

oombination ends is on a. very Jd-gh level, and iteelf initiates

the creation of ne« forms.

Gradual~ theee forme begin to

-develop and expand. in different directions- and. gradually ea.oh
1n i ta turn beooaee outmoded.

cycle ends.

And so, eooner or later, the --

-:But f1"0ll-ite completion that whieh is good

remains - it remains to mark the -beginning of a new concepti011 a -new world, when the old has passed away.
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"Another parable put he forth unto them, sqing, The
kingdom of heaven is likoed unto a ma.nwhioh sowed good seed.
in his field;

llu.t while men slept, ,bis eneJl\V came and sowed tares

among the whea. t, and went his wa.7 •

J3u t when the blade was sprung

up, and brought forth fruit, then appeared th• tares also.

So

the servant of the householder oa.me an-d said unto him, Sir, didst
not thou aow good seed in thy- field?

:from whence then lla.th it tares?

Re said unto them, An enemy bath done this.

The servants said

unto him, Wilt '\hou then that we go and gather them up?

But he

sa.id, Nay; lest. while -ye gather up the tares, ye root up also the
wheat with them.

Let both

grO'ff

together until the harvest; and

in the time of harvest I will eq -to the reapers, Gather ye together
first the tares, and-bind them in-bundles to burn them; but gather
the wheat into

Tff3

barn." -

What does this strange parable mean?

Wq should evil be

allowed to increase - wq should. it not be eradicated?

And what

is this .special time - the harvest, the 'end of this world' t when

evil can be destroyed?in an ordina.17 moral sense.

it.

Clearly, we cannot take thi3 parable

There is sotnetldng much deeper behind

Cl~arly', --too, the ma.in theme of the parable is the combination

2 - I - 3, the separation of -:tine matter from coarse.
combinations are included also.

But other

ln faot, the whole parable is a

beautii'ull.1' olea.r and simple expression-of'-eosmio laws - la.we which
occur throughout the universe on ever7 possible soale.

The growth of the wheat anu. the tares, for ineta.nce - this is
an expression o'f' the combination I~ 2 - -3•

Growth is a descending

prooee&, -and as eveqthing grcms and develops, evil increases with
the good•

Sooner or. later the eyole comes to an end, and then is the

.But how is evil destroyed - how

time for evil to be destroyed..
does destru.ction take pla.ee?

'l'he process of deetwction - the

«binding them in -bundles to burn them" - is a. combination we have
not yet diseussed, the combination I - 3 ...; 2. •

It used to be ea.id that the oembine.tion I - 2 - 3 meant

"building a house", and the combination

I-

,3 .;_ ·2 meant "buming

And a clearer -Vla'J' of' patting it ie diffieul t to find.

a hou1:H,~1t.

In the combination I - 3·.... · 2 you put a matoh to tbe curtains, and
the house goes up in smoke.

· It is only .too simple and easy!

And when the house has -been bumt to the ground, nothing ii! left
but dust and ashes.

For the combination ends on the lowest possible

l evel, .and the prooess is -therefore descending.
But the thing whioh .c:J:\riette parable shows us so clearly ie
that the destruojion of evil is. only possible at a certain time, a
certain point in the cycle of -events.

Ordinarily nothing can be

done, for struggle with evil onl;r increases evil.

But if we can

learn to be pas-sive, to accept, sooner or la.ter the time will come
when evil cen be elimina 'led•

And- then it will -happen naturally,

without any- struggle or conflict.

-

"Then shall the righteous

ehi:ne .forth ae the sun in the kingdom -of' their father•

Who ha th

ear& to hear, let him hear•"
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

'l'he combina. tion I - 3 - 2 oa.n be taken very simpl,J" - it is

not cli:ffioult to understand.

Once a i'1a.me hae be$n put to.the fire

it burns until the :fuel. is e:xhaueted.

a.it change the order of the

first two forces and we have the -.oombination 3 - I -

2.

This

combination ie esaentia.ll.J' different - the flame is introduced a.t
a certain point after the process has begun.
:ignites

an

Like the spark which

explosi.ve mixture, the active :force enters at a certain point,

comes in contact with a. medium, a state of -affairs which already exists•
This medium -- the neutral force with.wldoh the combination starts - ie
often unseen and unknown, and it is orily when the s:pa.rk ignites it
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tha. t we a re aware the. t something has happened•

And when it

happens, -it is essentially violent in oharaeter,.
Imagine a countr.r in which the inhabitants are contented
ant peaceful.

An enem,y

deoides to destroy it.

])it

i ns tead

of invading openly, he eends in specially .trained agitators-whose

'l'hese agitators sucoeea, after a -

- presence is not detected.
--nUt11ber -of

years, -in so poisoning the minds of the people that they

-a.re seething with hatred and -dieeontent.

--And then, perhaps by

aooident, ·the king of-the country, ie assas1nated.

This aotion.

:performed by some innocent madman, ia the signal for civil war
and --destruction -of sueh tlolence tha. t the eountr;r never recovers.

And so the enenzy- sends in his · occupyi.ng forces on the pretext of
res ·tar!ng peace•

This example is only too familiar.

It is going on everywhere

in the worla tsd.ay, and of course it is crime - crime on a bi g scale,
the scale of ,goverttmente and nations.
for this combination of forces?

~t what-ie the right place

Does it occur in nature, for

instance, and has it a place in the world of -atars and galaxies?
Possiblq it is connected, not simply with the -deetruotion - the
running down -of ene-rgy in the -uni.Terse, but w1 th -its d.ieintegra.tion.

And certainly there are -various phenomena in nature, suoh as great
ea taol.ysms, earthquakes, plagues and floods whem -the orea tor reshufne9i-:-

all -the cards -and a new begimdng is ma.de •

•

•

•

•

•

.

.

.

•

•

•

The two oombina:tdons we have been discuseing both end with

the :passive foroe, and they are both d-esoending in character.

There

-ie one further combination we have not ;yet disouesed, the combina tion
2 - 3 - I..

This combination is the emnt
... opp.0... ite.

It i -s ascending
in character, and ends with the highest in leyel of the t~e forcem.
111

One -i s tempted to _compare the two combinations -I -

3-

2 and

2 - 3 - I, and -to draw conclusions from the fact that one is the

mirror image of the other.

-.Certain~ if the energy of the universe

is able to run down, to exhaumt itself, there must be a we::, of
getting it back - and this in spite of the second law of thermodynamics!
The combination 2 - J - I is just such a -way - a. way of tapping new

sources of energy, ot opening up :fresh supplies of aotive and
sometimes

vers

powerful fuel• --

The most charaoteri&'tic tldng about the combination 2 - 3 - I
is the active force with which it and:h

This active force is vecy

3-

unstablet and le-au v&r:, quickly' back into the cwnbination I -

2.

And so a eyole is created - energy is consumed. through . the combination
I - J - 2 1 energy i& renewed. through the comid.nation 2 - -3 - I.

Bvecywhere in tlle universe tlaia oyole iB being repeated.
The combination 2 - 3 - I has something unrealt something
unlawful a.bout it.

How oa.n inert matter be converted back into

energy - energr--0:f' a higlaer level than the a.gent-that produces it?
In one sense it is magic, h another sense it is nature's 'f/ra3 of
erea ting new lieeiree.

Perhaps 1n this latter sense it is e&eier

to understand it.
When a herd. of .male buffalo, grazing quietly in the prairie,
picks up the soent of a fem.ale. herd in the

wuli,

up and away aoroae the prairie in pursuit•

suddenly they a.re

Desire has been created -

inert matter has -been oonvartetl in-to aetiTe and very potent energy - the
second law of thermodynamioe has been ~:futed!
And so, too, with all action and e:ffort on our part.

degree of effort depende on the strength of .our desires.

these desil'$$ a.re rea.J.,

i!

'l'he
And if

they are natural and able to be realised,

nothing in th-e world oould be bet-ter•

:But man 1--s able to create

for himself unreal and ima.g:lnary desires, and often he spends years
of his life chasing an empty dream•
The meaning of the oombination 2 - 3 - I is of particular interest
Almost all wrong

in connection with religious and eeoterie work.

work seems to be connected with this combination.

the results are mistaken for the real thing•'
unto thee any graven image''.

this means!

-- And inevi tab~

"Th.ou _shalt not make

:But how little we understand what
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Al.~ this raises ma.ny questions, particularly the

question whether wrong aetione - wrong oonibinations of forces which
produce violenee, evil and auf~ering - are a neoeseaI7 part of the

plan of creation, and if not how they arise• Now there are two great principles which underlie all truth the first, that ever,rthing in its origin comes from above, t-he second
that everything which comes from above is good.

- It follows that

wrong combinations -of forces in the world a~ound us cannot have existed
in the origin of- creation, they -m11st have arisen at some later stage
in its development. - ·

And if we study the six combinations from this point of view,
we shall find something very significant.

IJ.'hree combinations are

above the level of evil, -and three combinations are not. -

~e

combinations I - 2 - J, 2 - I - 3 and l - 2 - I, which we called

•creation','regeneration• and -•eonoeptionJ are above the level of
evil.

They cannot be put to any wrong application, and their reeulte

produce nothing -but good. . 1'he other three combina tions are not

a.bove the level 0£ evil.

If they are subsidiary to the first three,

and work under their control, they are nece1u1&.27 and good, but sometimes

on their -own they are not.
The reason for this di£ference is inherent in the meaning of
the combinations them.selves.

'l'he combination I

2 - 3, for instance,

is the process of creation, the combination I - 3 - 2 the process of
destruction.

.But above a certain level in the universe there is no

dea. th ..., nothing is ever destroyed.

So tlle oombina. tion I - .) - 2 begins

on the level below; at the point where time, and the c7cle of life and
death come into existence.
· And the same with the combinations 2 - I - J and 3 - I - 2.

The regeneration of life is proceeding oontinuousl:f, parallel to the

process of crea tion.

And so the combination 2 - I - 3 exists

above the level of evil, on th.e same level as !!he oombina. tio:n
I :... 2 - 3•

·· Dut the disintegration of living matter - the

combination 3 - I ..... --2 - a.rises on the level below• fol' it is only a.t the

point where death anddeatruetion -begin that the need a.rises -for
organised matter to be decomposed - disintegrated into the basic
components of which it consists.
And again w1 th the combinations 3 - 2 - I and 2 - 3 - I.

combination 3 - 2 ... l e:dsts

011

The

the highest possible level - it is

the procees by which the will or the creator is 8%!)ressed

original eonception of tlle universe.

1n his
-

··-

- lllt the combination 2 - J - I

exists on the -level--bel.ow, i'or it is the -p-rocess -by which separate

wills are created - separate d&aires ,b elonging to the beings he

creates.

·And ii' these separate wills a.re in tune with the will

of the creator, nothing in the world cou.ld be better. . .But sometimes

they tend to ooni'-liot with the creato~•s will, a.nd it is then that
suf£ering .and -violence a..Ti.se.

So when we a.re considering the meaning of these different
combinations i -t is important to take into account, .not only the

relative level of ea.eh oi' the three forces, but also tlte general
level of matter in which they operate. ·. And as we ha.ve

mentioned b&:fore, the higher the level of matter in which thq operate, the ·more -flexible the -nature o:f the three forces - the

more rapidlJ they change from one combination to another. Now .suppose we imagine a. level of matter so high, so Er.ibtle

in its nature that the change from one comhination ·to the next oeeurs
at a speed which is infinite.

In suoh a case matter will no longer

appear to become activated• first by one _of the -three forces and

then by another •

.It will appear to be activated by all or any of

the three -fo2"Ces instantaneously.

- In :fa.et, the number of possible

combinations will be infinite, for time will exist no longer.
This state of a.f'fs.:irs i -e p_ossibly the nearest approximation

our ordinal"J intellect ean make to the idea of the absolute - - the
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level on which orea. tion actually begins•

approximation

Nor is this

so far removed from the truth.

For when

we measure the rate of growth o'f various -living organisms,
we - -find that the nearer we _.approach to the moment ·of their

conception, the faster this-ra.-te becomes.

In the case of

a cldld growing in its mother's womb, for instance, the curve
of growth -ascends more and more steeply the nearer we get to
-its origin•

And the form of the curve is suoh tha.t, the oretically

at least, in its origin it reaches infinity.

:But 1:f we ask

ourselves what a.etually "8kes place in thie moment when growth
begins, we :find we a.re unable -to answer.
It would appear,

then, that

the general level of matter

in which the three -forces operate plays a very important pa.rt
in determining the na"1l?e of events.

On the highest level -

the level of the absolute - the nature of the three forces and
the way in wkioh th.ey aombin& is lte;yond our understanding .

On

.the next level tileT combine to :form throe out of tlle six poss ible
combinations.

Only on the third le.v el do the remaining three

combinations come into existence, a.nd with them the possibility
of evil arises.

:Below the thi.rd level no further combinations a.re possible,
for the number .is limited to six.

:But the nature of the six .

oombinations continues to change with each succeeding level, as
the matter in which they operate becomes more and more dense •
..With eaoh succeeding level the meaning of ea.eh eombina tion booomes

more and more fixed and-unchangeable, until finally a.11 ohoioe
and a.11 varia Uon disappea.ra. -

Suppose we consider the different levels described in the
last pages . in relation to ~•s psychologr.

Above a certain

level - ·a.'bove the level o:f thought a.s we-ordinarily know iii..,. ie
a state, or a. series of ·eta.tes, in whica the aetiol! o:f tne three
f'o:rces ie quite unlike anything we ordinarily e.1::perience •

And

however diff.ioult it is to convey what this state is like, we ea,n
at least be certain of one thing - the action o:f the three :forces

on this level -is entirely positive - it is :free :from -negative

w1: good.
oom'bina:Uone -i ~ 2 :.. J,

influences of eve27- ~ d and it produces .nothing
in :f'aot the level on which the three

It ts

2 - I - -3 a.nd j - 2 - 1·· are worki~g•

011 the ol'di.nar;y level of thought and experiemce we a.re not
as a x-ule a.ware of the existence o:f sueh a high.er state of'
consciousness - still less a.re we aware of the existence of a
still higher level above it• • · -For on the ordina:cy level 0£

thought the other three combinations lle-pla,ying their pa.rt, and
these three combiaations oceup;y- the field of our experience.
Desires are being o.rea. ted, --snergy is being expended in fulfilling

these desires, activities &f -va.rious kinds a.l."e undertaken, pleasant
and unpleasant 6%periances •come our wq and so on. ·- Little if
ar:cy- room is le:ft :for other things+
--Yet even on this, the level o'i' relative ccmseiousness, the

three f oroes move wi tll considerable speed and :f'lexi.b ili

v•

To

one who is able to-o'bsel.""f'e it, the effect is like that of a
ka.leidosoope, in which arrangements of pattern and colour appear
at every moment•

And this, in fact, is -what actually happens -

a.t every moment a. new combination ia appeuring - -nothing remains the

same for more .than a. second or two at the longest.
The eff'ect o:f all this aoti vi

v

is to produce psycho - .

i

peys ea1

I
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reactions of various kinda on the level below - the level of
the endocrine .. systems, and as a reeul t certain subs ta.noes are

secreted in the bloodstream.

~ese substances are of aver:,

high ordei- of intelligence and sensitivity', in fact the;r are

probably the highest level of matter, as distinot from energy,
which the bo~ oonta.ins •

Yet the speed a. t which the;r work

is infinitely slower than tlaat -o:f the pqehic functions on the

level aboTe.

Instead of $8Conds or minutes, their effects

ean be measured in hours•

Consequently they pla;y- a lea.ding

role in setting the mood or the tae of
~

Ollr

experience from

today.

We can think of these su'bsta.nces as a kind 0£ solidified

version of the six different oombiaations which occur on the
level above.

Suppose .a.-pa.rtioular combination persists for

a certain time on the level above, a corresponding substance will
be produced on the level below.

Certain of theise subatancee

have the power--or a.rousinc tl:le organi$I11 to activity, others have
the power of suppressing it and slowing it down" . We may suppose

that a-third kind has the power o:f' drawing a. balance between the

-other two.

:But h.O'l!I' a.re 'these substanees aotuall,y related to the six
combinatioas?

One is tempted to assume that it is the force

with which ea.oh combina:tion ends which dewrmines the nature of

the substance produced i.e. those combinations which end with
pusive force produce a. euppreseing-substance, those combinations
which end wi-tll active :force produce an activating mt"betanoa and
so on.

And as there a.re -two combinations whioh end with passive

:force, two which end with a.etive f'oroe and two which end with

neutral force, we should expect to find siJ£ different substances,
eimilarl.7 divided into pairs•

-.

Certainly the erlstence o f ~ of these m.tbsta.nces ie
clearly enough established.

earlier example, got the scent of a-female herd on the wind, tlla

combination of' forces ·which exoited it into e.otion was the

combination 2 - 3 - I.

l3u t simul taneoue'.cy' .eer·tain hormones

will have been secreted in the bloodstream of the buffalo• which
will arouse his ma.ting instinct, and control his behaviour for
the next few hours• •

These •p articular hormones will be

oharaoterist.i o o:f the combination 2 - 3 - I.
the same qua.11

v,

the same ta.ete.

They will have

·Other hormones will be

associated with other combinations - consider~ for ~ l e the
combination J - 2 - I, which also ends in active force but is
oompl~tell' different in quality.

Now tllese subs tanees in their turn have an effect upon

It is well knownt for inetanoe,

the pqsieal levels below them.

that the balance of the endocrine glands plqa an ➔tant part
in determining, not.onl.7 the characteristic temperament of each

individual person,- but even hie pqsical build a.nci outward
appearance.

At ea.eh succeediag level these tendencies become

more and more fixed, until at the lowest leTt>ls i t ~ well appear
that nothing oauld ever be cbanged •
. .And what indeed ea.n be changed?

We ha.veto remember

the.t even on the lowest levels no particular f'o:roe is ever
peZ'fl18.1'lQnt~ identified with the same substance - that is a
principle on •Which the-whole theo17 depends.
this ve'I"3 fact lies -our salvation.

And perhaps in

For on the highest levels

of man•s ~erienoe the three toroee have tremendous power - power
to -do nothing but good.

-And when they are able to circulate,

this goodness affects the whole organism• for when the actual
•·Ord~ of forces ig changed on higher levels, there .1s every reason

to suppose this change is transmitted to lower levels also.
A11d so in the end we may discover

that even the moat perma.nent

things a.bout us are after all able to be changed.
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If man could understand the law of three forces - ii' he
oould see theee ·six combinations at work - he would know how to
change himself - 1hat is what one is ·tempted to believe.

:rea.111' quite like .that..

yet it is not

And

It is not man

who is able to change things, :for e"l'er)"thing comes from aboT~h

A.n.d as everything that comes from above is good, it is a. q_uestion
o:r uniting oneself; with this good, and then the right forces will
work.

There is in fact only one wq in which man can change himself,
and surpr:isingl7 enough it does aot req_uire e:f:fort or struggle.

tirect attempte to change thbgs .., to eradicate unplea.ea.nt features

and wrong teadenciee iD. our liTes througa•e:ff'ort and struggle - lead
only to the creation of other UJ'ldesira.1,le :features in their place.

Bu.t U we know the right.oombinatioa of.:fo:rces, all the e:ffort and
struggle 'becomee wmecassar7 - we oo get straight to the .goodness
instead.

And then a. real ollange ean happen - it will . happen

na.tural:17, for 1t comes, not from ourselves 'but :from aboTe.
But what is the right comld.na.ti~ of :forces?

great question ..

!hat is the

Kan has struggled for thoueands of years to change

himself' - in soh.ools, in monasteries, alone, or in organisations
o:f different kinds.

Re has und&rgone great 1:1Uffering, taken

awful risks., given up eve:cythillg he possessed, eve..n his life.

But

llow much o:f all thie was necessa.r,r? · · If he had known th& right
combination of' forces, how much might have been avoided?
ever., now and then, when the

'ffa:T

And.

is faund, how does it all come a.bout ?

'l'hat,. surely, is the real point about the law of three
forces - it can show us the wa;a- to the kingdom of heaven.

But

it shows u.e too that there ie ort1,- one wq to the kingdom of
heaven - ther& is

onq one order of forces which will get us tllere.

And as the kingdom o:f' heaven is above us, the order of :forces will

be an ascending one.

So there are only three combinations from

whieh to ehoos~, the combinations 2 - I - J, 2 - 3 - I and 3 - 2 .:..- I.

Wba.t do these three combinations mean?
--

Consider first o:f all the oombina.tione 2 - I - 3 and 3 - 2 - I.
When. a man goes on a long journey in sea.reh of his beloved, there

comes a moment at long last when he finds her.

he holds her .in his a.rms, is one thing.
her is another.
united with

01.ll"

Thie moment, when

'!'he long jaurney to find

It is through the oonibina.t1on

J - ·2 - I

that we are

:But the wa::,,·the long journey, comes a.bout

beloved•

-nb.:rough the eombina tion 2 - I - - 3.
-2 - I - 3 we manufacture the ma. teria.l - the kind of en erg - needed

for ths combha.ti.on

-::r-

2 - i to work.
-

-

'l'he combination 3 - 2 · - I is not under our direct control.

If

we discOYer the meaning of the oombin&.tion 2 - l - 3 e.nd learn how to

:rn~t it into practice, everything else will follow.

It is this

combb.a.tion of forces on which the method of meditation we have been
gi vem depends •

•

•

•

:But how do

•

•

•

we put

•

•

•

•

•

•

the combination 2 - I - 3 into p:raetiee,

and how does it differ from the other -combination which etarw with
passive force, the combina 'lion 2 -~ · j - I ?

This is perhape one of

the moet important of all questions in relation to esoteric methods, for
-al though the combination 2 :...

3· -

I has a right pla.oe in connection

with esoter1eism, i~ is often wrongl.7 used.

-And when it is wrongly

used it leads to oonfliot and sui'fering.

The most-important difference between these two combinations
is concerned with their level of origin.

As we have a.lrea.d1' discussed,

the combination 2 -- I - j has i tis origin above the level on whioll
movements a.nd functions begin.

But the combination 2 - 3 -- 1 does

not 8%iet on this level - it belongs essentially. to the level of
functions thelllselvea.

-And taken in relation to l1JaJI. •s :psycholog, the

combina.tion 2 - 3 - I always involves thinking - holding

130me

i:n the mind, or tr;ring to oall to mind :what it is one wants.

concept
:But

I
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the combination 2 - I - 3 does not involve anything like tlw.t.

It

And above all it

is work on consciousneee, not work on funotion-s •

is concerned with bein.s - not wltk what might be, only with what is.

It a man thblks too mob about his beloved along the v7a:J", he
will e:rea. te a. tsl.au~ picture in his mind of what she ie likth

And

then i:t he finds bar ha will sq " this is not the one I was seeking -

Yet if' he does not laaow of her already,

how oan he take the right road?

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

One of the surest wqs of distinguishing between these two
combinations is by mean.s of the force with which they end.

~e

oombina.tioit 2- I - 3 ends with tae neutral or third foroe, the
combination 2 - 3 - I Qftds with th.0 active :force.

On

the level

of man's pqcholos:, the active force implies exoita.ble energy o:r

one kind or another.
the combi.na:tion

I - 3-

Tlds excitable Em.era leads verT easily into
2, when it is burnt up in uncontrolled

-a.otivities of various kinds, and laada sooner or later to the oppoai te
-

.

state -of depression.
different.

:But. tlle oombina.tion 2 - I -

.

l is quite

It leads to ba.lattee, 'better distribution of the ene:rgies

within ua, grea:ter harmony of beiag, and pa.rticularl.;, the ability to

fiad and to depend upon

OUll' own

inner

oonviotioni1 ♦

The a.bili:fcyr to :find something :real in ourselves - something

to which we can tum throughout our life - is perhaps the most important

of a.11 a.ims in oonneotion with esoteric and religious -teaehintJh
how

~

Yet

How ·ma.t'l7 provide --inatee..d a.

teachings actually provide tlu.w?

picture, an ima.g~ to -which we can turn - aomething which belongs -only

to the realm of thought and memor.,, and is not rea.ll;r our mm?

.And

even when real ex:periertoe comes, as it does to all of us, how manyteachings provide a. wa;r of :repeating this aperien.c• a. t will - of
keeping it a.lwqs a.live and active within um?

•

•

•

•
•
•
Yet the combination 2 - 3 - I has a right function too, for
...

. .

--

it is through the a.geney of this combination that the active principle

is released., and if this active principll!'> 1e brought to the right
plaeet it will enable tile combination 2 - I - J to work.

There is

an &Xa.Ot parallel of this on other levels within the h\U'!'la.n organism,
particularly on the level of the digestive process.
When the desire :for food is created within

tuJJ 1

iaaliva:ey juices,

enqmee and other 1mbstaneee a.re :produced within the bod,y, and these

enable the digestive processes to work.

Now it is the creation of

the desire for food, and the ensuing release -of these active substances,

which comes about through the combirlation 2 - 3 - I.

ihe actual

digestien of food - the breaking down of the substances we eat a.nd the

e:x:tra.etion of filler substances from them - is achieved through the .

combination 2 - I - j.

So both--0ombinations a.re necessar.r, and

the :function of one is interlocked with that o;f -the other.

Now there a.re ma.n.7· esoteric and religious teaohings which
endeavour to provide man w1 th 1he desire for higher experience.

B;y

teaching him how to prq1 1o meditate upe the idea of God, to retum

again and again to certain thou.gate and ideas, the,- create desire

within him.

:But thq oanaot in-thi• "118.7 produce the aotu.a.1 e:x:per1ence,

and that is the whole point•

l,ike a thiaty man - however much one

speak$ to him -of water it will not sati.sf)' his thirst.

Aad if there

is no watert what indeed. could be woraef
In the s.ystem -of medita.ticm we have been given this point is
0

abundantly clear. .

We do not prepare ourselves be:foreh.and by thinking

or this or that.

We do not &Ven conBider what kind of experience we

hope to e.chiev.e.

We just sit d.own and start to meditate.

And

presently the mind gets a little taste or a perfume of higher experience.

In this wq oe-rtaia enZ1JDel!I a.re released within us, and likfi\ a bee in
see.roh of honq the mind is looking f'or mo:re and more..

And so little

by- little it travels towards the source from which higher experience
come:!! ♦

At no point-in 'the process does thought or memo:ey eome into

it - at no point is the a.otua.1 experience 001'1:fueed with i ta <mn image,

only the real water-is given us to drink.

And so we arrive at the point where the law of three force~
can be applied to our eve:cyday- life,.

But how do we learn to

apply it to ever:,da;y life - whera is the place to begin?
pla ce to begia is the med.1 ta. tion.

The

If we could understand how

these .six oombina.tions a.ppl.3' to the meditation• we should see them
-i n eve17da1' life ..... :l. t could not be otherwise•

For what we find

in the treasur.r goes w1 th us into the market place - that is how

the meditation works.
Now the meditation itself is based on the law of three forces.
The word itself ocmtains these three forces; ,.. and when the word is
:repeated they form themselves into different eombinatione, producing
different effects an the cosmos -tlsat exists within us.

And who

we come out from the -medi tatiOD -a.ad go about our everydq life in the

cosmos that mn-rounds us, theae same cembinations of forces are

refleoted in. every-thing we do.

!t is in this way that the will

of the creator is expreased in all ou.r actioas.
It 1s said that when the creator meditates, new worlds, new
forms oome into erletence at everr moment.
the word on the level of i '\a origin.

Such is the power of

A.nd on the level of i te origin

we can assume that the seventh eambina.tion, the combination that is
inoomprehensib-le to us,- is the one that opera. tes • ··

-:But on our

own level - the level on wllich we sit down --and s ta.rt to meditate -

we have to begin where we are.

In fact there is on'.17 one way in

whioh we !!E. begin - only one combiaa.tion that will work.

Thie

combination is the one that begins with passive force; the eombina.tiOtt
2 -- l - 3•

And if ws take it in the simple-et

Wa;J",

this passive

:force -means us, sitting ~ere starting to meditate. -- And the word,

which comes from above, -is the acUve force which follows.

Out of
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the interaction of these two comes the third force, the blies that
the medita,tion brings.
Ev~;n ry time we repeat the word the three forces come together, and

every time we repeat it a. little more bliss is produced,

In -this we.7,

little by little, the mind becomes -filled with bli:se - sooner or la.ter
the mind beo.omes eaturated with it.
Now when the mind is saturated with bliss the combination

3- 2- I

The fl.uletion of this oomld.na.Uon is to unite man with

11:11 able to work.

the sou:roe - -to comiect him with the creative principle that exists within
him.

Bu.t normally there -is not -enough of the third f'oroe available, and

ao this oonn~etion eannot be made.

It i& only through the meditation

tha. t :i:t; becomes possi blEh
Now the oombil'ls.tion 3 - 2 - I ends wi ih the active prinoiple 1 and
it is this -a.etive principle with which we a.re united through. the

medi ta tio.n - it is- thie tha. t 'belongs to the source•

When it begins to

work in us it oa.n guide -us in. all our actions during the ~ , for it
comes .f rom above us, from a level beyoad ourselves.

. And when this

happens our actions become creative - they a.rise from the combination
'·

I - 2 - 3•
So during th.e dq it is the combina tie I - 2 - 3 which guides us,
during medi ta;liion it -is the combillation 3 - 2 - :I wldoh reunites us w1 th

the source.

Ea.oh depend.a

.of the other.

011

the other, and the one is the mirror image

But -neithei' of these cambinations is within our direct

control - the only com'bina:tion within-- our direct contl'ol is the combination

2 - I - J, and it is from this that everything begin~•
The fa.et that the combinations l -

a-

I and I - 2 - 3 are not

within our direct control is expressed 1n the system by the aqing that

"man cannot do",

- T'.ais saying does not

me&l'1

th..1.t -man ought to do - that

h~ is able- to do if he makes the right kind of efforts. · -On the contl'a..I'Y',

it means that "doing" comes from beyond Mm - from a place within him
higher tha.J.ti himself.

"Religious people - truly -religious people -

understand this when they speak of God's will.

:But a ID1'thod is needed

of finding the wa:y to God's will, and that is wha;t the meditation is •

. .

.
•
• • •
But o:f' ooursa there is much more to it than that - the picture

•

•
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we have given is onq the barest outline.

All six combinations

are involved in the meditation .in one form or another, and sooner
or later we shall discover what their function is.

Probably

the combinations I - 3 - 2, 2 - -3 - I a.:nd-3 - I - 2 ea.eh have a.

.certain role - although a. subsidiar.7 one - in relation to the first

tb:ree combina.tionu we have alreat\, described.
-

We lia.ve suggested that the combination 2 - 3 - I has a. certain

function in conneetien with the release of enzymes required for the
digestive prooees, and that .thie function operates through tb.e

-Is it not possible that a

stimulation of desires or appetites•

simila.r :t\mction takes place on a higher level~ the -level of the
medi ta t1 on?

After a ~erta.in time, does not the desire, the appetite

Yet if we try to

for the meditation oome to ue na tura.l.l;r?

stimulate this desire a.:rtificia.11:1 by thinking or preparing our
minds, nothing goes right and the meditation will not work.

And then there are- the ,oombina.tions I -

3 - 2 and 3 - I -

2.

1I'he combination 1 -- 3 - 2 has a.lway1Lbeen connected in our minds
with automatic precesses - things that go b7 themeelve11 without our

intervention.

Certainly this description fits -the actual technique

o:t'. repetition - a. prooeae we learn how to do ,v1 th. less and leiJS
in te:r:fe:renoe ae time goes 011 ♦

But wha. t could be the pul':l)oe e of

the eombination 3 - I - 2?

We have learnt to associate this

eembination with erime and with enl, yet we know that the effeote
of the med.1 tation produce nothing but good.

Possibly' it is connected

nth. the power the medi tatJ.on has of clearing away obetacles dissolving 'blooks • which stand in our way and prevent the light

from oiroulating.
•

•

•

•

•

•

These are only' suggestions.

•

•

•

•

But the point, the real purpose

of the enquir.y- is sureljr clear al'iough.

If we oould understand

the me.ch.a.ni<:s o:f the meditation in terms of' the law of three :forces,

what a sa:fegua:rd this would be to the meditation itself!

For the

meditation has often go't lost.

At dif:ferent times in history

people have been given the meditatiOl'l, and then sooner or later
they have started to do it wrongl.T - thg ~Te started

to

ui,e the

we could see where thq went wrong - and how we go Wl"Ong ourselves then th$ medi ta.tion would~

get lost - it would su.rela' 'be

sa.fe indeed.

2 -1. - 3 -

1. -- 2- -

3

Regeneration
Transcend:ental meditation
(aso-ending)
Separation of fine matter :f'r-om coarse
Refining processes (sugar from molasses, steel :from iron ore)
Dige~ive processes
EvaporatioR (a-limate,)
Creation ef· worlds
Creative work, artistic.- creation
(descending)
'Building a hoU8e'
Growth

Evolution
Crondensation (climate)

3 - -2 - 1.

2. --- 3 - ]_

Unien
Remembe~Religious revelation
(ascending-)
Artistic: inspiration
Transc-ending
Transforming negative emotions into positive
Imagination
'Mood-making'

Indoctrination

(ascending)

Creating: ai.ti tudes

Unloaking of energy already present
Creation of desires
l.-3,.;._2

3-1-2.

Mechanical work
'Burning a hous-e'
Combustion in bod;r cmllsSpreading of' rumolU"S', epidemics
Entropy, heat death of · the universe
Reourring- tendencies
Momentum
Disintegration
Elimination of waste matter
Crime, criminal politics

(desc-ending)

(descending)

Release of' pent up energy

'Explosions'

I

It sometimes helps one's understand.ing of these six triad.s if' one
can find parallel

examples on d.ifferent scales.

Suppose we take-

three scales to start with - first, the scale of"' our individua,l life,
sec:ondly that of the life of' mankind, and thirdly that of the biosphere.
To start with the triad r23.

In our individual life we think of' this·

triad. as· that of creative work - work that is inapired by some eono.ept or
inspiration.

We said that the· inspiration comes· from the triad 32I, the

l'ast force of' whic:h gives the impetus, the energy required f'or the creative

triad to work.

At the same time we pointed. out that both these triads

depend on the accumulation of energy from a third triad, the triad 2r3.
In mankind as a whole the triad I23 refers to his great achievements
not just physical achievements, such as the developmen~ of the motor c::ar
or the aeroplane,. (al though these are c'erta;inly examples), but great periods
of cul tura.1. growth, like that o-r ancierrt Egypt, or the Greek civilisation~

or the Renaissance - periods which created new forms- in art~ new ways of
life, new religious understanding:, new social codes.
Now the interesting thing is that behind all these great periods of"
cultural growth the triad 32I must originally-have been at work.

If we
cmuld. get back far enough we should discover how these periods started.,
but we never Oc>n, beeaus-e the third: -rorc_e is always hidden.
All we know
is· that the :further back one goes the more interesting the art, or the
music:, or the philosophy of the period beeomes.
And then on the scale of the biosphere - o~ organic· life on earth - the
triau. I23 refers, of' course,., to evolution - the evolution of spec·ies..
Juirl
as man develops a pr-ot-otype motor oar or aeroplane, and after certain
modifications have been made he puts it into production,- so the Great
Laboratory of Nature develops, every once in a while, a new species of
animal or plant-.
If it proves to be suc:cessful it is put into prod.uction,
and increases very rapidly over the earth's surface.
Eventually:,- the
experiment may be disaarded or modified, but the :form of the original triad
is- alwayer the same - firs't, the creator (the active -force) produc.es a
prototype ( thee passive fbrce), and. then produc-tion or multiplication goes
ahead (t-he neutral force).
Like the stars oft-he Milky Way - :first a
prototype star is produced, then from this prototype all the stars in the
Milky Way c'Ome into being.
star,o-f

a

solar system

But who first thought of irhe

like ours?

~

of' a

That would be the triad. 32I.

To return t-o the biosphere - to the Great Laboratory of Nature.

There

is another thing a.bout evolution.

Nature tends· to specialise ... to

produce species with special characterisi.io:s,. spec:ial abilities.

This

tendency, . whicr.h is the triad 23I, is very important and. nec_essary.
it sometimes gets out of hand, and then there is· trouble.

But-

If the

characteristics are not in line with the general direction, sooner or
later the spee:ies disappears.

That is what happened. to the dinosaurs

out no-one has yet discovered what the purpose of that e:x:perimentwas,. although there axe many theories.
Specialisation usually means that one characteristic, develops at
the expense of certa-in others.

Consider the bat, for instance_- it

has the most extraordinarily- acute sense of' hearing~ right up into
the supersonic· range, but it cannot s-ee - it has lost th~ power of' vision.
Far better to be an old crow,. who can hear and see as well!

Compare- this triad· with the triad. 2I3, and you will see something
very interes ting.
0

The triad 2I3 is c:0nc:erned with new chara.cteristic..so,

new developments,. but they are a;lwa;y-s· in line with the gen~ral direcr.tion
of evolution.

As for- instance the development of warm blooded creatures-,

or the ability to live on dry land: - these are not specialisation, they
are something quite diff'erent.

It is a question whether- the change

leads t-o greater independence, greater freedom from the laws of' one·' s
environment.

And so, too, with man.

If man is going -to survive

his environment he will have to realis-e the a.angers of spec·ialisation.
After a;ll, even the cells of his body,. however specialised they m~ be,
are able to work together- under a, general plan-.
Hbw do these tw-o triad.s- apply to individual man - how a.re t-hey r~lat-ed

ta

hi:s

inner growth, his being?

In order that man's being can

develop as it should, it is necessary for him to follow those capaoi ties·
which belong to his real nature - in other words, to be himself.
Thisis· the triad 2I3.
The, triad 23I jumps in; to take its p'.!,ace as soon
0

a13'

man begins to think - to form

a,

c-ertain picture in his mind. of what

he should do, :or in other words to imagine his aim.
lead.s to the feeling of

1

This inevitably-

ought', to the idea that one has to get somewhere,,

that something has to be changed.

We have no idea what has to be

changed - it is all imagination!
The wrong use o:f the triad 23I is very deep-rooted in the past - not:
just our own :past, but that o:f many school methods, which have becrome
d.istorted and v-.rrongly applied. to modern- lif.e.,

The med.i tat ion is a

way o:t escape from all this - but only if one understandS'.
0

It is- quite

possible to use the- triad 23I in meditation, instead o:f' the triad. 2I3,

in fact, , many forms of meditation do exactly this.

But it is not the

same thing

it- is a different kind of' aci;ivity altogether..

one tell?

How does, one know?

How can

One should be able to tell by the ef'fec.ts of' the meditation.

The

first thing it should dO is to make one more normal - more like other

pe·ople, more eonnec..t ed with everyone.

Secrondly it should make one·

less dependent on the help of a teacher or a school - it should enable

one to get this help from within.
Third.1y it should :free one from the
habit one has of' taking everything personally·.
And fourthly,,
it should :fill one··' s · l if" e with happiness, instead of· weighing it down
with :one,' s· personal psyehology.
understand

La-st-ly, it should help one t-o

triads· - partie.u.larly the dif':ference between these two

3r2.

In na-tu.r-e, t-he triad I32

is probably o-onnec:ted mainly wit-h combustion

with the burning of' high

'I'here remain the two triads

r32

f

and

energy carbon compounds in plants· and living creatures to provide thee
requirements of life.

This process is very strictly·

controlled - it can only· ta.keo place in the· presence of ni t.rogen c·ompounds

or· enz;rmes· - the third, or neutral :forc-e- - and the end product
process-· is- carbon d.ioxide and wai;er, the passive force.

of' the

So· we get the

ord,er carbon - nitrogen - o:xygen, or in our- terminology, active - neutral -

pa.-s-sive ..
On the other hand, the triad I34 is not always und.er control.

On the-

scale of' man's activities it has always· been assoeiated with mechanic.al
actions.

And although mechanical actions are· noir necessarily, evi½ it

was always said that without them evil cannot manif'est..

And with

individua;-1 man this is equally- true - it is when the light we get from
the meditation has begun to fade that things go along mec-hanic.ally-, and
in this situa-tion we are exposed to many- dangers. ,
The triad. I32 is simple enough, but the triad 3r2 is far :from simple
to understand.

It was always referred to

am:ioc·iated with violence.

a;s

'crime' - criminal actions·

But this must be its wrong :function.

In its

right plac·e it must mean something different, unless we are to suppose·

that crime itself has a right place-.

C'erta-inly the destruction which

inevitably :follows the criminal activities of governments and nations

cai.'1. be s:een to have a reason on a much larger s-cale,.

Every civilisation,

every nation, even every race of mankind. must sooner or later disappear
and give plac-:e to another.

But why this: procress should be a-ssoe.oiated.

with s·o much su.ff'e ring is dif'fieult to understand.

On the scale of'

the bi.osphere, it- is rather a di:ff'erent m-e.ti;er.

immed.:i:at-el,)';" di sintegra:tiion:, t ·aJtes· plae-e.

Whem living · matter d"ies,

This disintegration is

a;

carefully organised. process, worked out in gr.eat d.eta;il by the Great
Laboratory of Na-tu.re.

And there is little doubt tha:t this· is the

same triad at work - the triad 3I2 - but the interesting thing is tha-t
in t-his case the disintegration process produces,- s-omething use:ful. - it

prod.uc-es chemical substances which are essential for the growth of plants-.
One can see how the triad 3I2 is interlocked with the triad 213 - the

process whereby· Nature cronverts inorganic into living matter_... the proc.'Elss·
of integration·, which as one might expeet f'rom the order of' forces, is· the·
opposite, the mirror image, o:f disintegration.
Perhaps· if we crould f'ind' examples of these triads· on still larger scales
we should ctisco.-irer rnor-e a.bout their proper :funo·tions.

hydrogen into helium· on the sun,. for instance.
the triad of combustion?

earth arise·?

The burning of

Is this the triad I32,

And if' so, how does the creai;ion

or

life on

Has- this some connec1:ion with the presence in the sun: o:f

carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen - elementa which f:orm the· basis- of' al.J,. !i'ving
things?

It is interesting that .these three elements, taken in

c·onjunction with hydrcraen, were originally used in the system - as the
n-ames of the three fore-es.

This was a long while ago, when the· study

of the chemical elements· was only just beginning.

But the knowled.g e

that .they a;ls,o exist on t-he sun is: comparatiirel;w reaent - and the

:implication is,, of· course:, that t-he two things might be e:onnec-ted carbon,. o:xygen and nitrogen on the sun, and o~gen·, earbon:, and mitrogen,

on the earth.

These are· the two triads I23 and 2I3, the triads: o:f

creation and .regenerat~on.

1· 1111111 1111 1111

Suppose we forget about man's world for a while·, and. turn
to the world of plants.

What goes, on, within the

What is a plant?

tiny world of a daisy, for instance?
Even tinier than the daisy is the s ·eed, from which it c-omes.
d.b es the S'e ed come into being?

When the daisy is in flower d.uring

the summer time,-,, fertilisation takes place.

triad }2I.

How

Fertilisation is the ·

Out o~ fertilisatiorr, c-0mes· the seed, and when the daisy,

wi thers and fad:es in the autumn, the seed falls to the ground, where
it remains-.

This, passive state of" the seed is a stran.ge thing - it
But when the third force,

may go on for years·, even hundreds of years ..

This germination process

the right envii.r-onment eomes, it ger-minates.
is the triad

23I.

But the new s ·h oot has to live and. grow, and t'he lffe pr-ocesses which
go on within it at this early stage are made possible by the triad
the triad. of c-omonstion.

I32,

At the same· time waste products are prod.u c-ed,

mainly carbon dioxide and water, whic-h are eliminated by means- of' thetriarl

3I2..

And so after a Ii ttle while, the time- comes -

just a;bout

this time of the yea:r - when t he young shoot is able to produce enough
green leaves· for photosynthesis to ta..lce place.

The sunlight strikes

on these greew leaves, and the whole complicated process of splitting
the water molecule a.nd releasing free o'X:ygen begins-.

The hydrogen

molecule allies itself to carbon, a.nd. so living matter is prod.uc.ea:.
The whole of this rey-sterious- process, on-which all life on earth
depends," goes· on- in our little daisy-, jusi;
forests of organic· life.

it d'oes in the great

It is characterised by the triad 2I3, a.nd

its ef:fect is to produc-e the

to grow.

aS'

right ene rgy

to

ene;ble the plant

This evolution of the plant, which c'ulminates in its

delicate little flower, i.s the triad

r23.

P-.nd s-0 we come baek onc:e

again to the point from which we began, th0 proc-ess of fertilisation, ,

and. the tria,d 32I ••.••,.,
321
231
I32
3I2

2I3
I23
32I

fertilisation
germination
combustion or re-spiration
elimination of waste products
pho-t.osynt.hesis
growth or evolution
fertilisation ........ .

It is extraordinary to think that the little d.aisy contains
the same six triads as the solar system?

Incidentally, I read in

the papers that the sate,lli te which the Americans have, dispatched
to the planet Jupiter reports· the existencre o:r vast elec:,t rical. st-orms

on the surface of the planet.

This- would. see em to indicate that

nue:l.ear f'is:S-i:on takes place- in Jupiter's- c:ore, as· it d.'oes on the
S'llll,

anff that one d:ay, perhaps-, Jupiter will become a star.

A vecy

0

big 'perhaps-', for none of us will be there to see it happen, but
interestingnone the less, and in line with certain theories o:f our
system about the planets.

But what is this process

of' becoming a star?

One of"' its main

features· must be, the ability to produc:a he·at - to have its own furna.c.-e-,
as it were-, instead of relying- on heat f'rom outside s-0urces-.

Strangely--

enough, this is· something which man possesses,. and to some extent the

daisy too - it. is the triad we cralled 'combustion' - the triad I32.
In -the sun it takes- plac:,e through the burning- of hydrogen to prod.nee
helium, a,nd. on our sun as distinct from many others, c:arbon, oxygen·
and nitrogen have to be present- as :cAtalysts.
The reason for this
is too technical to understand, but the scientists- themselves are
inc·l ined. to the belief that it has a connection with the presence of
the same three elements in organic:: life - carbon,- oxygen and nitrogen,

which join with hydrogen in forming the basic ingredients of all
li-wing matter.
One would expect thiS' link between the sun and the, presence- o:rlife on earth to be an example- of the triad I23 - the creative triad,

which is of c-ourse quite different :from the triad I32 in its action.

If the sun is able to create· life, which we surely· all believe, then
this would be the

wa:y

in which it happens.

At the same time we have

to remember- -that the evolution of organic life, a.s distinct f'rom its
creation, is an -ascending process, , the triad. 2I3.
Energy is expended
in creating life, but energy is regenerated in the d.evelopment of'
living creatures.

By the first proaess heat is lost, by the see-0nd.,

heat is regained.

These are the two basic- triads, of' creation and

regeneration with which we began.
· So here are three, out of the six triads, on this, enormous
sca:le.

To discover the other three is not so easy, for we know so

little about- the origin of the solar system, or how it was eonc,eived.

Nor do we know what its- eventual fate will be, and how i't will
sooner or la:ter- die, and be destroyed •• u

Let us get back to fundamentals, a;bout these six different triads·.
There are two triads; which begin with the active for<re - the triads.,
I23 and I32.
What is t-he dif"ferenc&betwe8n them?
With the triad
I23, action. (I) meets immediately with reais:tance, or inertia (2), and
usually a· good result £:allows (3).
With this triad y.ou ha.v.e t:o
keep pushUJg>; all a.long tile line - it- wont t:P along; on its, own.
Wit-Ji,
the triad I32, things · go along by th.emselves.
The active f-oree (I)
gives t-he initi811 push,, and the wheel goes- on turning under its· own
momentum (3) until the energy i&· exhausted, which is, the· pas-sive :forc:e-

(2) at the end:.

Then there are tb.e two triads: whicil begin with the passive forc:e the triads - 2IJ and 23,I. .
The triad 2I3 is the s-epara.-tion of" f"ine
matter from e:oars:e.
It is typical o:r maJ\Y manuf'aeturing proc:enes,.
Coarse ma.1tter (2) is: subjected to a' powerful source of" energy or heat (I),,
which break81 it· down, and enables a more purefied substance, to be
erlracted(j). This is -the Wa.Y our digestive prooessworks - the :food!
in the stoma.oh (2) meets· with powerful enzymes (I) whi~.h break it down
and enable more puref~ed substances (3) to enter the bloodstream.
The triad 231 is essentidly different.
It is· the- wq in wkiah
pewerful sources of' ener.gy are, unlocked.
In, the:c triad 2I3 the
highe&t level of: energy c:omes: in the middle, out in this triad iit comes
at the end'.
like magic,

Two lower le-vels of· energy produce s: kighe!r - it: nunds
8lMf in. a; nnae i it is,.
But the,, high energy- must obvious-J.;,r

be latent- in the passive f'e1'n {2) at 'the , begtnnillg-y andJ wken 'th.e' righ-tic

e:onditi.onsbem:,me available,

(3),

it- is· released: (I).

ambina.tion look - if' you know the combination,, you just turn up the·

right

numbers, and t-he door openSc••••

Surprisingly, , thier triad is, a: very common one ,- in f'aot we are using

it all tke tim•·•

It is· the wa_y in whie-h desires are created.
But
it al&'O a.ppears, in ot"her former - in proaesses, which we never connect
in the ordinary wrr:,.
The germination o:f seeds,, for instance, great
soienti:fie disc:overies,, imagination of all kinds,, . apee:ialiS'atiO!l', ani
posstb-ly t!ie,, production of nuelear energy.
And then there are the two

triads: which begin with the third or

neutral fera_w - the triads 321 and 3I2.
The triad 321,, like vhe
triad 23I we have just been dis:miseing, ends: with t-he Mghe-st level
of' energy(I).
But it begins: with the neutral foro:e-, (3:,), which implies
0

ba-lano:e-, or in a psyc:hologica.l sens~, emotion.,

It ithere:fore h.a.t the

sequence, emotion - thought- - a.crtion.

This triad, too·, , has, may ·

di:Cferen.t meanings,. but if one remembers that iit is1 the, mirror imag&
of ' the creative triad, I23, this usually helps, on& to understand! it-.
In one form or another it is, a getting: bsck to the origin of" t-hinga-, a

f"o~ of' union wi-tth the aouroe of' CTeation.

This o:an be taken on m~

different level&" - t-he conception o:f a work of a.rt,, the emo-ti'o nal
realisation of truth, or simply,r t-lae a.otivity &f' helping: otllel! people.

The triad JI2 a--1~ begins with emotion,, but t-he ao.tiv.e fera.e-, comes
in the mid:dle,; not at the end.

Often· this, triad refers to t:he

explosion of· pen1t up energy,, as for ins-tanoe whe-n one' a, f"eelings, {~) on. a
a:ertad.n subject have been building up for a • a:onsiderable irime,,, and a
oh.a.nee r"emark :f'lres- them o-rf. (I)...

At tl:Le end of• the story is the

passive-· ~ore• (2), whicm implies that one:i'e energy is, exhauried:.

Blrt

this triad obviously has, other meanings, - possibly it refers: to- o.erta-in

na.ture;l proce1raea, suoh a.a· the-, di.sintegra.tion or d:ec:a.r of' certain
On the sc:a-le of governments, and
unwanted subs-tanoeS' in nat'a1:'enations,, it- waa, origina.-117 referred to as 'crime,'.

You will have realised by now that some triads: seem to be betterthan others, - less, likely- to go wrong.
This ia. because o:t the: level

o:f' their origin.
level possible.

The triad~ I23, 2I3, and 32I originato on th• highest
There is only one higher- lev.vl - that o'E the absolute,:,

on whieh the action of the three fora:es· is ine'Omprehensible to us,.
tk.e- tria.da I32, 231,,

3I2 originate, on, the· next level below - t-he

and)

level on which meehaniaal all:tions- begin.
be of much importance· "to

But

1lll'

This· might hard1y seenr, t-o,

on om"' level., but aotual'l.T it ia, beeauae

it is , taese th:rH triad.a, which a.re added at each suoaessd.n level, and
refer ~o its own. peculiar eharac:rteristies.

So what do they mean OD! our level - what are the peculiar
characteristics whioh belong, exclusivel.J' to man?'
The triad I32 ref'ers:
to- our turning: thoughts,, , the triad 23r refers, 'to our imagination, a.ndi the
Thea. t-hre-e ohara-oteristies, are

triad JI2 ref'ersc, to our suffering..

not necessarily wrong, in themselves- - they are, connected with. thee wq- we

are:, made, - but when, wa do tb.e- meditation they tend to get Mgld.iptc,.
and we feel the-y are preventiDl,t· it" from,

working-;♦

This is not aotuallyr

true - it is'. our- attitude to them which pre'VelriB' the medi ta:tion from
working, not t ·h e o-haraoteristies-: themselv:es.

- - - - - - - - - -- - - --

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--··-~

--

-
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About. turning thoughtlr - the triad I32 - the right thing 1lo do is, 1to
leave tkem alone - not t-o mind about- them.

You remember t-he lrlory a;bou'I;

When the party b.a.d begun and: h.e- knocked wt the

the, uninv.d.1tad guest?

door,. the owner or t -h e house did not push him o:rfr, or tell liim · t -o go awq,,
he asked him, in politely and gave him a.- eea't in a, quiet place,, with plenty

of' magazines, to read.
party0

,

After a while he got bored.

he said·, "I'm going hl>IH'~

"Th.is isnt- much of' a

And s-o h.e left •••

About imagina:tion - the triad 23I - the answer is not quite so simple.

This triad has many different f'orms.
It us-ually means one is trying to
get somewhere, or starting of'f.' with a pree-onoeived idea, or doing; it in one·' s
own wa.y, whio-.h aeem&• much better than the wa.y we were: told.

Onc:e one has·

had 1tha:t er.tra:ordinary experience of" the mantra· coming from beyond one,

ot: doing what it has t:o do,. regard.leas.: of what one. t=h.inks, -the probllem·
ceases, to exist~ longer.
A:ndJ laatly, about- negative emot:iens·.

I remem'bel! hearing an answer read,,

wh.ieh the Shankaraaharya * had given 1to s,o meone who asked him, "What is the

right attitude • when oue. ia assail.ed during: medita-tion with negative t'houg):i:te
0

His, reply was, "In suck a,, eircumriana.-e t-he rig,llt attitude
* Sh.ankaracha rya. Shantanand
is'. "I e'Oultl.n.t care less"tt.

and: f'eelings-"?

These three triads:-a.re referred to in the Gospels-, particularly, in th•
I~ you remember. the seed, which

parable of" the sower and the seed.
inaidentally is described later as-, the
fa,lls· in three different pla<res.

"word",

is thrown

~

the so~ and

It falls- by the wayside, and- t-he f'owls,

of thee, ail" - our turning thouglltJ3, - o:ome down and ca:rry- it- a.way.

Thie is

It falls,. also on_- ston;y
grOUlld;
~d m!ems:i at :!rin:t
.
- --- ..
--·- - -io be,

the triad 132.,

doing well - this is , th&' triad 23I, whicrh always- gives- exe'i tin& resul t.s,,
peak e:xperienees-.

But- as, it has: little deepness o'f' earth -

only on imagination - when the sun eomes, up it is s-crorahed.
seed falls· among-; tho'.Pns,

aJll

it is, based

Andl las.,t ~ "trhe

- which prevent it :from ~ow.ing_,and choke it-.

This - ia the triad 312, the triad o~' negative emot-ions - the cares, and' troubles·
of t-he world.

But- some aeed: f'a.-J.ls, on good ground ,.-".""
the triad
2I3.
'
-- - .
--- -

G'ood state or bad,, it- makes, no di:fference - ther~ ·i1i" Jtl>'thi»,g t-o be· dlone- : '

itself'.

-exca.pt to~: to-llow the ma31tra, and' -- the, r ~ will l~ok -after ·

--

"Jesus:, said: See, the 1T-ower went- out-, h& filled his hand,
he threw.

Some seeds, fell non the> nad; the birder oa.me, they gathened them.

Others• :f!ell on the :rroak and did' not atrike root in t-he earth and dJid. no1t
produoe ears.

And' others, :f"ell on the thorns;

th.e worm ate t-hem.

good fruit-.

they cl'loked the s.eed and

And1 others fell on t-he gpod earth;

and it brought forth

It bore sirly per measure and one hundred twenty per meaaure".

5.10

In order to und.erstand triad.s, we have to thinJc of them, not
as fixed events, but as moving and changing all the time, flowing
from one 1evel into another, appearing and disappearing.

For

triad.s are seldom separate - they form themselves into chains or
processes.

And these processes are either ascending or descend.ing

nothing can ever remain on the same level.

Let us try to express

this in the following Wa:J:2 ••• I •• •3=2 ••• I.•·• 3=2 ••• I ••• 3==2 ••• I ••,. 3=2 ••• I.•"• 3 etc. ete ••
An example of this particular process would be the d.igestion
of food.

Food enters the mouth (2), where it is attacked. by various

digestive juices

(r),

and prepared for entry into the stomach(3).

The food in the stomach now becomes the passive force(2) in the
next triad., and. is attacked. by various active enzymes(!) which
rend.er it into a suitable form for entering the bloodstream (3).
In the bloodstream the food now becomes the passive force in a
third. triad(2) where it is conditioned still further by various
sedretions (I) which enable it to become absorbed into the structure
of the body cells (3) •. And so the process continues - and a:t each
step the substance of the food bec~mes more and more rarefied •••
This process is obviously an ascending one, the reason being
that the third. force (3) is higher in level than the second force (2).
This is alwa;y-s the case - active force is highest in level, passive
force is lowest in level, and third force is intermediate.
A typica-1 example of a descending pr-ocess would. be the triad
This oould be expressed as follows:-

An

example of this process would be when a house catches fire·

and is burnt to the ground.

A match(I) is thrown inadvertently

on the floor and catches the curtains on fire(3), and they are burnt
to a cinder(2).

As a result of the conflagration the curtains have

meanwhile set on fire(I) the pelmet and the panelling in the r-oom{3),
which begin to burn merrily (2).

These in their turn set light-(I) to

the floor joists(3) which begin to blaze ••••and so on and so on.,
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No question about this triad being a descending one!
in the case of the triad I.u.2 •• .,3 it is not so obvious..

Rut
This

is the triacl of creation - the wa;y in which d.ifferent species grow
and. develop in the biosphere, the wa;y in which our own bodies grow,
the building of great achievements, physical construction processes,even jus~ hard physical work - any process- in which active effort
is continuously meeting resistance, and good results follow:-

But why is it a descend.ing process?

Obviously, because the

third force(3) is lower in level thaw the active forc:e (I)

but

in· fact because it is a process which moves all the- time from
unman:i.fest to manifest - and when,. in the last extreme, everything
has been created, has bec-ome manifest, motion eventually ceases.,
These three processes are going on all the time, everywhere
around us - in our work, our lives, our daily conversations. Yet
how seldom do we see the difference between theml
wonder why nothing is achieved.

And then we

And why is nothing achieved?

Simply because we are using the wrong triad •.

What a wonderful

d.iscovery to make!
But there is a much more important thing we can learn from
studying these different triads.

Each of us has a burning desire,

d.eep a.own inside him, a desire to find his wa;y to the kingdom of
heaven - to find how to get there at will~

Suppose we could

d.iscover the right triad - perhaps that is all we need.

But-

what is the right triad - which of the six would it be?
If we look closely at these six triads we notice that three of
them are d.escending processes and three of them are ascending.

The

descending triads are I •• 2 •.• 3, I •• 3 •• 2, and. 3 •• r ••,2, and the
ascending triad.a are 2 •• I •.• 3, 2 •• 3 •• I and 3-..-2 •• I.
descending triad. is the triad of creation, I •• 2 •• 3..

The first
Although of

great importan-ce in other respects, this triad is not for ascending
it is not for going inward towards the centre."

Nor can the other

two desc:ending triads be considered, for one is concerned with
involuntary actions, the other with destruc-tion or disintegration.
Of the three ascending triads the first one seems the most likely
2
choioe, the triad •-• J:•• ~
The difference between this and the
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second ascending triad 2 ••• 3 ••• I is very important.

The triad

2.;;. I ••• ,3 can take us to the kingdom of heaven - it can ta...'k:e us

all the way.

But the triad 2 ••• 3 •.•• T is often' mistaken1for it,

and that is

why some people cannot get there, for they

use this triad instead •.
With the triad 2 ••• 3 ••• I
what we are seeking.
create desire.

By

we make a picture in our minds of

holding this picture in our minds we-,

Desire produces efforts - we try to bec,ome, or

to obtain what we are seeking.
way

But desires created in this

are very unstable - the pendulum swings and we are back at

the other extreme.

And even supposing our desire was achieved,

what really is it?

H may be a false pic::ture, an idle dream.

But with the triaa_ 2 ••• I ••• 3 it is
we reach the kingdom of heaven....____ -~
1-Q

different.
-_,r1,-

,-Y""O •

_

_

_

1-_

Whether

..:r

~(~~-~

but i~ we do get ther~ it really is lthe kingdom of heaven
that's the import ant thing.
,p,wt~,.;~,-t~
!

1r ... 3

The triad 2 •••

And it isnt ever ·

ends with the third force.

the same as· we•
If there is

enough of this third force· it can lead i ~ ti:;! ~tc.J!'.J ~he thr-~e , 1
.
.
.
3 •• • 2 • ••,I •
Th"
. d is/\
.
ascending
triads,
the triad
· is t r1.a
_~
,_ •
It is like a single event - something that comes on its own.

As

if the dye in the cloth were suddenly fixed - but you cannot say
just how or when it will happen.

Like everything else connected

with this method, the matter is not in our hands!

' ' .,

5-l3
Ih the last chapter we were disaussing diff ereni.- proc:essea-,
particularly the piroo.esa, by:r whi<ili finer levelm of· energy are, ex:t.l!ac.te.d

bom t.he, :f:o-Glt we eat, the airc-- we orea:the- ancll the impressions= we ~-tv..
We called; 1this process, an as:oendlng'. one, and we crompared it with other·

process:es., in Nature whio.h a.re descendlng, like 1the• sun's, nadiattons.,,,1
which give ou't tremendous, quanti'tiea: o:tr energy

whic:n is ' non-reversible,

and will1. soonen· m- l ta:t'e r bec.ome exhausted.,
Now both 1these pnocess.-es f:'olIDow o:ertain laws· - llaws, whio.h are,

universal in oharao.ter and hellp 'to explain a grea:t ffla.I\Y things-- we neve1r
knew be:ftime.

Suppose we examine·· the first ofr' thes-e two· pno:ctes:ses; in

more detail - let us try wsee what aetua.Ut happens:e
We said' tna.1:' the f'oo,t we eat enbrs the stomach and is1 attacked' ~

various· enzymes, which separate, out finer matter from i-tt, , suoh as·
oarbolzy-dr.ates, fats· and proteins, whioh are:, able.> t-o pass: through the

walls, of' the stomach and enter- the ble:od'~tream.

D-J.agranunatie.al:lw

this a.an be expr.asaed: as a ' .triad' or. e:ombination o:tr timee ftoro.es., 1thua:-

emr,ym·as,

aarbo1"vdratea, :trata,
pr.ot eirut e:-t-c:.

food

Actually of· cours-e it is~ far more aomplicated than that - 'there,
are: severall proc:esses whio-h have t-o take· plac:e:, bef"ore.> the:, food gets;

Bu:t- genera:lltr speaking,: they are, al.l of:' this
type - ct-ense matter iet attacked liy'r s:ome powenf'\11 agent· which bre.ak&: i1t
down, and' enablea: finer states, of· matt'er t:o b:e erlra-oted frrom it-. The
same thing is true o:tr many manufacturing; processes,, . sueh as., 1the
as . far as:: the sbmaoh.

pnoduct'ion of' petnoleum fr.om oru.d'e oil', ozr of' high grade:, st-e&l. :fmour,

The agentrvhioh breaks down the raw- materiali - - in, this

iron ore.

case, the enzymes-, in the st-omacm -

ilt _-· on

a higher- lleve-I:_ t-ha.n ei-ther-

o.fr the other-- two elements, t'he t'ood: is, lowest in levell., and:: the
carbohydrates, :rats a.nd pr:ri'eiJUt,, which are the entf product'- ofc' the-

pnoee&S', are on a level which is intermediate.
Now in al'l proc:e-eses, of· -this- kind the naw ma:terial -

t-he f'oodl - ia:

the passive: e?l'ell&nit, the agent- - the enzymes - are:, the, ae1d va ellememt"
a.net the:, end prmiucrt of the proceBS" - the a:arlinh;rdrattes - a:n· ne~1..ker

active no:n- pa.asiire:-, - they :~

• a; third element: whieh in• this,. aase

happens tto be the resuJLt-. of the proc:esa,,.

and)

whieh for lack of' a bettimr

word we c:al1 'mt-ermecliate---' .-

intermediate

passive

It will be appreo:ia.ted' that there arec really timee thing&'. whio.h
determine the- nature of this- triad:- ..

'F'here is the' nature, of' the

t'hree f:oras, t:hemsel.ves- ~ aotiva, pasaivec andi intermedia.t& - and· here
the point'- isc that there- a.lwa;ys, hava tv be

only two:,- nothing would' happen.

~

f _orc-ea - iif'' ther:e:, mme

There, is the lleveli on whicm these

tlmee :fi:oro:es· opera.ta, - and here the point' is, that the aativ.e for.c:e, :iia
a-lwqs, hig'1'1eat: in leve1::, 1 the pal!S1ve f':orae lowed in llevel',, aud' the

third' f:onc::e intermediate:.
0

And t!hirdcrw- there ia tihe' orden- ini which

the thnee fc0roes_· o-ome in the triad - - in, this eaae pass:d.veo ffora:e f'timat:-,,
a-cti.ve :force second anti intemnediate force thirdJ.

As.1 we s-halJll

presen-t-J q see:,, it': is this-· order- of:' the three £:ora:es: whieh d1et81'lldnes, t-he-·

difi".erenc:e between one kind oft-- pr-o:oess: and" a.not-hen-.
Iiet us nt>w o_onsider the-, other.- erampie - the sun' B' radiations,.,

This

proc::ess-, which is:, a deso:ending : one,. cam be expressed' diagrammatieallllyr

as fc:rUJows-:-

(s:ee ov.er)

sun's:
radiations

m-eatioa- 0-£
lli--ving :ftonm.

organic, ma-t;teron.: eart-h' s: surf!'ace

This ia, the creative process.

The sun'a- rqs, are the· aot'iva,

principle, on the Highest level, the organiC" matter of. vhe earth'a
surf'"':ac-e:· is· t'he: pa.SBive: princriple-, on the lowest llevelL, a.ndi the: liid'ng
0

forms- which a.re oraa:tadJ

are t'he t'hird princ!iple, on a.m intermediat&

level'.

- i 1t will be s-e:en. that there are, still the nm& three: for..o.ea as, then

wera in the previous esampl!e, and3 they riamf in the &a.me· :ir&lJatton; t:o:
each other- as: regardJ!t lJevelJ.,, but' their ord;11zr or· s:equemr.e iin the tr.iiad
is, dif'cf!erent~

intermedlbde

The question now a.riSQS - are there other- order& in which thes:a
three,:f:oroes can aombine, and: if so what proo:esses do "they repres:-ent?
Theoretio.al'.cy-, a little:, ~lementar.y mathematics will' show usc t'.ha:t- th,are
can onl!y be sir di:ff'erent: orders in which three f'oro:es· can c:ombin&,~

as.· fol:Lows :-

·-

--.::_

active: ~·.. in~e.~ediate .- .J:!a,ssive

pass£l\T~ - .a<tti,re -Jnt~med1ate: '.
pa~SiV'(l·':, ,i,ntenned1ate, - active"
irlermecliate - pasaive - r~i.'ve·

intermediate, - active - passive.
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Taken to i b

logical e:onalusion,, this: means; that there can-1

onil.yr lie s:d.x- ditr:trerent:c

ways, in: which· things-· C:&ni
happent,.c- that
a;lll t-he
..
.

,

ditter.en1t. pnoc.essea: and events: which talce pllaee: in t.he whol.le
univ;en.&e. are redueible 'fto sb •

Thi&;

id'e:a i's,

stamt-l Jing•; :L'nl

111~

its.:: s.i.mplio:ity:, that one f'ae-lls: lioundJ t--cr examine· it- f.ur.ther~ and to
dis-crove~ Ur it is re-al~ tzme.

Bu1t what d:b these six di:tr:trere-nt• pro-o:esses mean?
O:rm-- of' -the·
keys: to an understand!i:ng-: of· their meaning: :t& c1conneet'ed wi1tlh t:h&·
fone:&- we have eallled 'intermediate•.
Or<finari~,, the idea t-.hat
this: thi.J?d
0

f"OlWEJ·

dif'f'icul-t 11-o

exiats is: not- und'e rriood:,, andJ we: find! i.--t, very

&e.e: -

in faot, it has· 'ha.en s·a;:iid 1th&t man-,

in the

ordinary mliY', is, 't-hird f'orea- blind'•·
two ~orces- is, clear enougp. - semefl.mes wa call t-hemi acti.va and! passive,

som&times: efiorl and res-iatance-, .

re~:.td.~,, or poait:ive and; negative-.,

force- and inertia,, aation and
Bh:l

WEI'

canm,t:

S'8:El

that a t:hird

f,oroe:· a,hr~s:• has, to be present - H has: 11:4- ba ther• or nothing· will.

happen..

Sometimel!f-'

w&

oan rengnise: i 1t in the fo1W1 of'• 11-he envi:uenmed:-

in which things-•hap~. s.omet:mea, it: appears: as the , nsulv,, and
aometimea: it. appears as:'. a balancing- element between-, 1rhe· ot-her 1iwo

:f!:oro:es,,, like, the f1ll.cmwn of· a- balance, or the axle:- of a· whae.1.. Bid
alwa,yEB it haa- t:o be there, an.di t:he trol'lll· in which i 1t appears depe-nct-s,
to some ertent-- on the omen in which it c.omea in the triad - whetlielt
i-t- ~mes., last in order. or seo:ondi, or f'irs:t.
Now- the idea- t:hat there are: t-hre:e f'orcs-s behind al]. phenomena in:
It oo:ours:, in a- :f"orm known, to all!.
the- uni verse- is not: a new idea-.

o-e·

US',,

in the Holyi 'l'rinity- of- <niririian tradition.,

The., Father is

tha· active· prine.iple-., the Son is: the· pas--sive prinatple-, . and' the· Hol;r-"
0

Ghod is the- third or intermediate· principle, wa. have- juat- be.en
0

describing:..

But: t~s, i~ on- a · very high leve:l;

:rtil.~

a.ntf i1t ia: ve'1:'y

diffi011lt~:·-t~ ,ttnd~EJtand'.
·what i ~ means. , Yet ac.tu~~ ·tilea-·' ar&
the a.a.me three f'orc.es,. on whatrier level:. they IDaa' lie; and when

Ohriat tells: his diam.plea: that he will be ret:urnli.ng · t-o :t-Jia, Fattha-,,
anti t ih at he will ask- the: Fath.en to a.end t:he· Holy Ghost, , the C,om:roirte,.

who willl llead them· int:o all tr.ut-lt, - perhaps, we c.am s.-ome1times cate:ltJ a
gl.jjmps-e: of· one off: t:hes:e s.ix triads.•.••••

And the other place where we a.ome aoros.s: 1the same-, thne-e :fol!Cl.ea·
i&'.

in the Shankarac-b.a.rya!s: tradition, in the.· idea of abs.olut'e - blliB8 -

nnscci.ousnes.s ..

Here aga.i.n the idea is, on a verry high level, and
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perhaps for that very reas-on; we s:ometimea fail t:o see how praetio:a.11
it is:.

For the word 'aos-olut:e' refers t:o one's, identity, one's ']['.

And a:ensaiousness is= awareness of this·

attenvion on what one is doing.

':rr• -

awareness of~· ones:el:ft -

In; this senae·· the a.baolut'e ie, fille

active force, aad aonsciousness is the passive..

And· fie bli&l!t whic.it

a:omea from: awareness: - fr:om attention 011; what one is doing - iS:' the:
third tronce - -the last ef t'he timee f'orc:es in the triad..
So the
triad of! creation is:- not so: far awq - it is" really just the saine,
triad as, that which nfers on, all' ordinary level to- oreative worlt: work carried out with aare and attent;iorr-- work-whiah we enjoy.
On a l'a.rger scale thiEV triad ref'erSo 1io all work carried cmt1
a.gains~ resistance whieh leads 1;o a good result - t'o mam'agreat
achievements: in the physical f'iel'd, for instance - the development::
e:f new areas of the earth's surf a.ea,. the build1ng of new roads, and
railwq&, a:rry enterprise whio.h requires long and sustained effort.
But the nerl triad is, very dif'ferentc.
It also begin!!' with the:,
aotive fOI'oe, but the third' or intermediate> force C£imes- nert".
This
implies that attention and: effort are not" required, for the third
force takes their: pla,ea,.
We cmi imagine t-he, vhiro' force as.'. a kind of·
fullorwn, or an arl'e about which the ot'her two· f:orces are turning..
Ones S'.ta.rt'ed,1 the process, crentinues on its own,.) llike a· revolving
wheel~.

Every kind' of mechanicllll.. a.ativity bellongs

1to this,triad -

ever;ythl.ng which goes by itself.
We are all· of

US'

:familiar with the wq in' which the firstc triad:

passes int'o this one,. at a certain stage in carrying out some new
aotivi ty.

At first t'he work is arduous and difi'lcul1t - iit requirea1

a. great deal of careful attentd.en.

But 'tlhen, gradually, it' gets:s

easier, and' one finds it is going on its o~

This, is ialll,wry

natural,~ rigjltr - until on:e makes a mistake.

Fox,:· one of' the,

oharaoteristios of' this triad' is:that it: is· 1t0t' adaptablle -it:: <nm
only do) what it has" learnt how tto, cto, and n-0thing elaeo.

This., pointa;

to• the fa.et that the third fora.-e is connected in snme wq with melllOJ?J':·•
To stu~ this triad on a larger sea.le we have only t'.o read t!he
newspapers,.

Inf'1ation, eo:onomio: orises, the growing, !la.ck- oft' controlL

in almost every field of social and: poli tio:al life - a.lll these are,

an indiea'tioni.

But the next t'riadi, which starts· wi1th the passive:

f'oroe, is of quite a di.f'ferent order:.

As we have geen in, the e:n.mplle

with which we started' - the erlraotion of' £1:air matver frem the fc:>:od'

we eat - this triad is, c:-onoerned 1, ; basically, with tihe sepa:natiion

of fine matter from o-oarse.

On a social and

e<n>nomit s:oalJ.&, i1t

refers, t:o man's ability to talce the raw materials, of:' the earth' S:'
surface aml c::onvert them int'.o substa.nces of:' a higher.- levell, such

steeU f:m,m , ir:onore, peffol f:rom crude oil, o:_ertain foods, such

~

al!t

sugar and3 Eflua,ose, perfumes and' c::osmetios andi a- whole liest of

ohamicalr substanas, a-J.il' of. whioh have 'tio pass, 1thnoug,h a serie83
of ref;i.m.ng p:no-oesses;,, usually with the help of certain oatalqats, ;

whioh perf'.orm1mu.ah the same funo:tion as the eney11aej:j in our- own.

digestive proaesaes:.,
Now- the f:ourth triad: a.lao starts: with tihe pamri.ve force, . bn:tt

as in the case of the sec::ond: triad, the third ol'r intermed1i.at'e · :ft'or.u-e,
c.x,mea,

nem-.

easy t:o 8'8e.

Thia:: triad ia: a vecy imperian1t one, but it:: is, no1t

S:Ct,

Psychologically,. it mea.Blf' the.t we hold sc0metning,, in:

mind whio:h creates desire, and' this:: eventually- leads: t-o action ..
As an example,, if:• one passes the same advertisement; d-a;r af'ter da;r,
sa.,-ingt for instance,, 'llttin,nemr, is:· good for ;yeu •, aooner on- lateone will buy some of the atuf'f\ ,

This, ia, a kind of magic - andJ

although it se81DS" innoc.ent" enough it pl~B"

human af'fairs.

a.n,

enormous· pari in .

No'ft only · advertisemetrts-,: but' fashion, . the stage,.

films:, televiaion, sport - all tihese:-and! llla.Jl1' other aspects of
secial.L life- are- :f'ull of -this:· triad.

In, a wider. s:ens:e i ti- is'. what

makes the wheels go round, - it is the wq in whioh man ereat-ea
the ene:ngy he need;s:, for action:..
And· ffl.nally, there are tile two triads which begin with the
third' fonce..

When the thi1'd force is at the beginning,· one aa.w
0

be reas=onably c.ertain it" is:· hidden- from us,_

In the firat o:fr these

. two triads it refera· to a particular state - a deeply emo-tdonal l:Ftate
which lead.83 'fto fr.1111 · attention, . and ends with rigtit.- acdion.

is the triad of , artistic inspiration - of the annc.ept!ion. of a
of'~ art.,

This;

womc-

When, a cromposer seetf:'. or heara, in his · mind' the whole o1r

a symphony in evecy detail - a.s Mozart used< 'tic do - and' afterwarda
all that nmains:- is :for him to sit down and· write it out - that is:
an e:xrample..

But of c:ourse the writing, outi- part is, a d'if.ferent:

triad - probably the first one on our list
getff' :from _inspiration
other- triad in motion.

- and the energy on~

- the active force at the end - set& tthe · · 1

s·o the two triads, are often interlooked.

This• triad has been called the triad of'.' s-el:f'.' nemembering, . ,

and there is a wonderful era.mple of- it in the New Testament,,; ini
0

the parable of the Good Samaritan.,_.

In; fa.et the New Testament' is,

full of descriptions and hint&' about thea-e six triads, one oft the
cdearest, perhaps, being the parable of' tile wheat and the tarea,,
whiah is· a de&eripti.on of the third: triad on our list - the' separdian

of fine matter f'-rom coarse.
Finallzy-,the sixth triad also begins with -the third' or: intemnediiate

force, in the form, usually.j of an emot'ional sta:t«y but: often a
negative attitude or grievance of &0me kind' which has- lieen. liui].t: up,
Suddenly the active
principle, in the form ofa ehanc:re remamc or an unexpected evenu off
some kind f\irea o:f:f'• this pent up energy and' one biowa-. one's:, 1top,.

The result as we:- know iB" prettiy dismal, and tthat is: wl\r the tm.ad:
0
•

ends- wi v.h the pasaive - the lowest" in level of the tlinee f'-broea·.,
On a. large acalle-,~ in the field:· off polities, andl s:ocial beha.viouir,,

this triad is usual]¥ Q.'Gnnea:ted with viol:enoe and' crime - and there·
iEr plenty: of evidenee of its:: being deli berateil;y uaed.

:Dni a sena& i1t

is:, all too-- easy - :first a.n atmosphere of dissatisfaction andJ
inti.olera.no.-e is liu.il-.tt up, then same ehalme evemt spanks- off a
revolution or a. seriefl' of rtotl!f, and s:ooner or later the nation· is,
reduo:ed' 1to a state of chaos.

A:t this-· peintf the aggresso~ n.ation-

stepB"' ilt' and takes oven control ......
Now- the point to nemember: ilt! trying -to think- about these ah
triad.Ef il!f that there is no question of right an<I wrong - we cannot

sq that one trta4 is, good and' another bad-.
has

a;

m.ght place - a. purpose in the scheme

Even tha l!ast tniad.

or· things:.

It ia,

a:onne«te<I, usually,, wit'h the destruction 0£ unwanted material., and
it ocnura everywhere in Nature - a.a: fer irunano:e in vhe disintegra:t±on:
and decompoaiti.on oftl-iv.ing matter.

But semetimea,- aa· in hur-.a

af-f'airs - it getg:, out of handl,-, and then, the results are veey· unpleas:ant-..
It has: a certain taste, whiah we learn t'o rec:ognise and avoid' - in

f"act, ea.eh of these sb triads has its· own: ta.ate-,, its:- own. pecui,.1j/a.;r<
quality, and' a.11.'hough we have- 1to a.tart thinking about them, ini a l~aall
wq, s,ooner or later: we learn how t'o senae the d:1.ffareno:e between; them,
1torea:ognise them instinctively, so- to speak..
,--

-~

According, t:o this teaahing vhere was0 alwqs saidl it• be, a seventh
triad: - a triad whieh waID bey-ond' maa·' s, comprehension-,, anct above allL
ordinary laWS:'.. This -triad: was

said to man:d.feat only on the ]even

o£-- the Absolute - it'- is t:he wq in wliie:it worllds, are creaied.l - -tlie
way in whieh tihe Universe ceme& inte being.

m

~- it: eaeh- :fcmee

the triad: o:an acrt in: vhe- capaci'fly' of' a:B8' other- f'or-ce-,, andJ t-here

is: no- separation oetweea thent- they aet

the idea is, the same

as,

the:· C:briatian Trinity..

a&'

one..

Ini this semre

t'hat of 1the one and: indivisible:· na;ture_, o:t

And· there is- a hint: of the:- same-- idea

m

the:, meditation - f'or t-he· meditation, when: i't reaches, i.'tit uil!tima:ht
stage~ alJso- become-a one• and indivisible - tlie ona- wha, iis: medi-tating:~
tl!ie-

mantra,, and: 11he object of' med:i.tation : ~ eBe· andi the· same

tlung..

U one remembera, t-he diagram of trhe eircle:, one aan s-&e
that- thia· IIIWlt 1\:e_· 1!u1.. For at it.he een'ime=• ~hi:ng: is one - no1i:hing·
is, separate a::rr, lcmge.,

Posai. b:l,y it would be easier t-o visualise these six triads if'
we use- a· kind o:f shorl'haadl..

Suppose we call the active foree:• I,.

the pass-i.ve:• force 2 and the intermediate force 3.

Then 1the-- f'irst

triad will b• E - 2 - 3,. i.e,•. acttive - passive· - interm.edlia:te, 'the:
second) will be, I -

amt ao on.

3 - 2, the 1third: 2 - I - 3, t-he f'omrth 2' - 3 - I,,

But: to gat an idea ef th& real meaning: of' each t'lr.::ilad

we hava 1to- :find: m&n7 examples= - and partieu1ar~ example-a on

Here is an a-t-t;empt 1i:o- deaeribe thenll en the
dif:fterent- aea.11as.
se:ale of· l'lla1lJ1 a, ae.'tivit:ies,, on t:he lines, we have, been d:isc.wming:-I-2-3

orea.1; i ve work

I-J-2'

meahanicalL aation~

2-I-J
2-J-I

ref':ining·pp-oc-essea

3,-2-I

artis~ic inspiration

J-I-2

crime,

Bu1i: if we

magia, imagination

~

detl'f;ruation.

the, seal.e:, t-o that of o-pga.nic life,. the,

:follJowing;descrip't-ionswould be more appropriate,:(seec over)

J

I-3-2

evolution of lliife
instinct in nature

2-' - I - 3,

photosyut-hea:is

2-1-r

specialisation

J:22'-I

beauty, fashion

3-I-2

decompos..i'tion

I - 2 -

Amr on 1the ac.ale: of the wholJ.e universe - on a cosmic

scale, - 1the, ah tm.acfs, eouldJ be d'eaoribed in t-he following,: wq-:-

:t-2-3

c:-ea:tion o£' wor-ldir

I:-J-2

entropy

2-I-3
2 -J- r
J- 2 - :t

regeneration

J-:t-2

des<truation.

d1t"f'erentiat ion
oone~p1;ion
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One of'!:' the most important: <:dues t:o an under&tanding o:tl' t'he idea,
CJ£, triads' is:, the f ao:t t'hav ~e human mind has_: tlmee di:ff'erenv. parts.

These· three different parts of' the mind ara, £.ilndamental.! - they 1:ielJong;
to our essenee - and they are nef'l1eo.ted1 ilt' ever;rthing we do-..
the wor-lJd'

~~Ul'ld-,

And! as-

us, is a refleoticm of' t'he worlJ.d within us, we s-e& t-11.e

activities-· which go on in the world- around us· in t 'he s:ame terms· - we-·
cannot s:ee them in aey other· way ..
Let' us go- back to the liegjnning and try ta rememl:ter· how we origina-llyr
:f'."ornm.lated~ thes-e- three parts,

ot· the mind'..

They were:· shown as three

c·omrentric·· areas· in· the crlrole-, as f'ollJews :--

We said.' t'ha.t -the out-side area - ie;

~~~ -_ p_lla«&

whera

all 1the-

everyd~ f'uncrtions o:r t'he mind are Bi. tua.ted, sua:h as spE1eeh :ftormale:t'iicm,
logiaall ttought:, voluntary o-ontrol of movements,. awareness- ~ - seD11at±omr

am'r many other things·.

Taken in a broader sens:e,, this- outaide area is

like a mirror or a screen imwhic:h IDaltT - but 1,y· n.o means, all] - of'the
things whiah go on in· the worl\i around us· and "bhe world: within us; ar-e:,
ref'l.eated:•.
The midd1ec area,' 1s· more hidften from

WI.

It include& alll our- d.r.eanla'""

our emotional states, our real des-ires,- and particularly our emotiona]
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memory..

Probably all' our memcn,y 0f t'he palJ'tf and: the :tu.tu.re

ia,

hidd'em sonrewhere ire this part of the mind, but' of c:ourse t'here is
mr pl"!o-c,f".;.

Certaidy this part ha.l!t a. quite different' ti111& than the

ord.ina.ry logical mind, and' a quite different. kind: of memoey.. But: in
the usual wq of· life we are not: aware-of its existe11C:e, and r:nal1T of
the tlhings it is try-ing to t'ell us-. pass· unnotiiced •.
The. o.entl:!al.

area

is even more hiddem from us..

But as:: it_

control& all the vJ. tal functions of the boey-, and as, i tl isc alwqs: awake,
even when, the rest of us is as:leep or una:oll'Soious, we know it, i1t, where;,
our real nature is, anti where t-he o:entralJ s-ource of energy is, situated1.
JiFor this reason we o:all8d' 1this part of us the power supp~, and we saidl

that once again time is quite different' in thisc area - in fact, time
does- not really em.st, for eve~hing· is al'wa;ys- there - all the past'
and the filture · ~. l.;;ti<l; o'tit'- side- by side,- like a map.,
':....,_-.--· ·- __: -----~~!:'----·-._

Now it is: obv.ious that these three parts of the mind intter~ wiiah
ea.eh other all the time, and" that everything we do- must' tto-- s:ome en-enit
involve all. three of them.
three- forces

0

-

In:, this sense they o:orrespendc

and we aan imagine that

a;

w

tlhe

kind of in'tierplq ia· going;

on.
_ . between them; like· the censtantlly changing themes, of•
a- musioa.l symphony.
We can imagine., the c-en'tral area ta-· lre::
the active fora:e, for it i& here that al1 a.crtion originates-.

The outsid~ arua that of>::' a reflect'or.

will be the passive forc:re, for its, :fim<riion is·
A'nd the middle:- area, ,

wlii'c-li:1 ±ill,' the s ~ ,

oft emotiw· ard memory-, will be the intermediate or third foro-.e..

And

when aey'thing happens - when. we take some ao:tien, or make some
decision, - these tlmee parts, of the mind will' interao:t with ea.oh
other in a. c.ertain erder - one part will o:ome first- in·· orden, anothenpart sec:omi, and a third part will c.ome last.

Let us- a-all the active :foroe in the central area f'orc:e no. I, tae
passive force in the outside area force no. 2',, and· the intermediate·
force in the middle area f'orce no. 3.

Then by following t 'h e diftL"erent-

cnmbinations on the right hand' sidle ef tae diagram we are able t.e
follow what happens. (see diagram over)
The first thing we notice is- that there are two triads, which
b:egin with the active force, i.ec. from t-he a:entral area, two triad.a·
whie:h begin with the passive force, i.e. from the out&.ide area, amt two·
which begin wi1h the intermediate force, i.a. from the middle area
of' the daagram..

The two triads which begin with the a;ctive :tioroe

-

----·

-

- - -
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are aono:erned with action, - they are concerned with doing thingec-· wi th our ao:ti ve lif'e every dq.

Im both cases:; the energy is fl.owing

outwards- fronr. the ce?Itre, and irr ttle triad L-2-3 it is:- followed' by
a.wareri.eset in° the outside area,. which leads=- tro emotion or memoey · in

the midlile area.

This ia: the:· creative tlriaci',, and' in· 'this:· oaae- iit

ref era , 1:e the creation, of memory..

In order tto create memcn,y - e~analL

memory - we hav:e t'o be aware of':• our aei.iona--.

We knmr tilis, 1to lie

&o! -

aation which demand-a= oUlt flull attention is remembered~ - not: only do we:
create in o~l:i-elvee- 't~e memory of:' how t'o do it,, liutt: e:frt'en· enough the won

lead& tlr. nemembering ourselves at the same time.

Sa, tihie, triad - the first one on our liat - is a very important:

001&,,

and: it., is- inteneertingc; to wata:h and aee how often it aomes· to us · during;
the d~, and what c:onnection it hair with the half' hour..

IC the hall1r

hour goes:- as it should, awareness will ame natura.lzy- - (
- in fact the degree of our

awarelWSfl

is the bes:t' check. on·

how it- ia, geing..

But the second triad, I-~2, ±s qp.:lite a ctifl'eremt ,
0

mat1ter - it- means a«tie>n. of a kind! whiah is c:arried a-long by' memoey action which gees b;r itself';..

And" in this c:ase tlur puaive :ff'orce -

awarenEJBa, - o:omes last - in otlum woma, we bec:.ome· aware ot.· what has
happened: after -the event.

So· t-his' triad is· the opposite, of' t-he

first', fer it leads: t-o mechanic.a.l.ness, and event:ual~t-o tile
disappearance., •~ memot,- - t:o s-ltrep • .
The nerl two triad.a, a.re aoncerned wit-h mtlditation - wifil the,

But- t-here ar• ma.ny
dif'r-eren1t wqll' of d0ing· this, , some of whioh are true a.nd: otuel!l!l~ :false,..

proc-ess of' gc»ing,- inwards towards the centre.

How earrwe--diriinguish true, fr-om false~
Now this, mrihod of medi tatien we: have been, gi van fs, dii'T:.erent-.

fl!Onr, all: ot1her. me.thods we have

&Ver

heard' about- - it: is diff:ered. illl

one: impertant: respecrt,, that we donit formulate, in our. minds wher«• we,
a.re trying · 1to gp.

Bt

not- hairlng: a;q pre:ClQneeiv..ed piot,me in our·

minds dlll!ing; meditation we a~idJ t'he n.eeessit.iy, for l!I.U"tlggle.

We diomtt

QJ>pose-, an_ythiug,, beaawm- there is actua-11)' nothing · -to oppose ..
Supposa,) for in-stam::e,, we try t-o achieve- nillneBll' o:fr mind, as
maley' syatemfl'. cto:, then:1 i1t- immect<i.at-ely:, bec:omea: neeessary to-.- oppoae
aJJTt-hing,· which preens= tUt n-om e-ti11~

arisell..

01m

mind.a, - and so a· eon:tlliiat

Or suppose· we set- out.· t-o achieve- a o.-ert'ain e11t0tionaI, state,

as:: aertain religious:- teachings adve>cata,, then it- iimmediateiu- beaomes
nea.esaary t:o oppose, an_ything~which is · aont.rary t.-o that state - and so
a aonfrict arises.
But suppose, as in t-his· met-hod of'· maditartion,, we,
decide' quite: simply 1to f'oll'ow tha· mantra· wherever- it taken us,,. and

leave the rest be-hind', t-hen we avoid th& necessity :Cor struggle or
c-onf'liri-.

And' ao t-h& mantra, carries us s-ooner or later t-o the c.-ent~e.

That is the d'iff'erenc:e betwe:.em 1the two triad'e; 2-I-l and 2-3;-l!.

Wi1t.h t:he triad 2-I-} we> start by being pas&ive.
it doesnt:. matter - we· &tart f'.ront where we a.re..

Good state or bad

The· active f'orae

which c:ome~ nert iZF the mantra - it separatea, the :tine· from the eoars·e.
!net if w« allow it- t-o do so, it will draw the attent·ien toward.ll the

centre,, ffon 1tu:t is where-, the vibrations fl!om; tile mantra- ar& c:oming:
from·..
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T'he- triad' 2-3-::C is- quite a , d'if":feren:t nettor.

M~ methocfat

of pr(Wer- aruf meditation use· this, triad - they b~1t' wi-U-h a
ccm:ept-, or a- picture of what

in

Wl!'·

we,

,J and

want

1iT holding t-his. piC!tur:&·

mind: we, are, lifted' ·t-o-, a liigti level of emotion.

But+- t:he

"htouble is i;hat t:h• whole thing depends, on our: own1conc:eptionr a.mif

t::hia: c::oncspti.on: ma;, be quite false.

Like:, one vh0; ia-. courting his, -:

beloved - he build• a- false pici:.tUITe in hill' mindl of what &he isi like·.

her he oaDl').ri ere& hel!' as, s-ae reai~
he,. amt slle tUl'ris: ·out. t-o,·u -nmehoqr

Being so ' attracted' by 1this idea ot

And 1then one: ct;ey- ha· marries
quite - daffenent-•.••••
How cum, we reCX>gnise t-hie:· triadr?

ii,,.

end - the ao.tive ftbrc.e .

This,

Part:rtv, by the f'ora:e at -the

f'Ol'Ue'

is:, very- unstable- - it'- is;

exhilarating, ., ancf may- seem, t:o lif-t- 'be right- up· imto: heaven..
the nert morning things- are not

wa;r, into depPession.

~

~

But:

good' - t-b.ey- have- swung:· ~e,- o1ther

Of'ten t:his- comes· from hearing'.· wonderfhl id:eas· -

but the trouble• is that this· triad' makes one- d:ependen't on hearing:

wonderf'ul idea - oe c:annot find theur insid:e· onesellf.
Yortunata,,ly the meditation takes us aw~ from all these problems'. it makes everything more' bal~ced.

And one of the reasons, for 1thi~

lies in, t 'h e faat t'hat the triad 2-I-l, ends'. with the, int'e rmedi.ate or

t-hird fern&.

The thir~ foro:e: in this, place in the triad haB a- very

m>od. effect - aa, i tl ha.ii in the tiriadr L-2-3' - and wheni enough ott' the

right eneirgy halr•been producect in this wq amf riol!Hl in <nm
heart~
, the triad 3-2-I il!J able to work·.
This t:riadi begins- wi1th
the third' fo2tae - and :.:

i it is, 1ihis: tniad; which

un.ives- us wit-h the snuree, and' emd>les- us ·t:c.-. remembp.
So in order to be able to :Jl"emember we have t-o collect and: store:·
the rigllt kind:

Q~

energy - and: t-here are:, only:1 two wa.ye=: of' doing,: t-hia -

:tirat, ljy,· the ttriad I-2-J, when we are, in aetion,, and' secondl:r b.r' tha
triad: 2-I-3, d:uring meditation.

The, other timee triads:-, whatever

their· purpose may be: in other fie-.lds:•, a.re not going to he:lp us, muclt,

in 1:his- ona,. particularly the, t'ria:d 3~r-2,, which would!

&eem

1t• desi~oyr

the precioW!t materia-I we are- ti,ying· to ge-t :ror memory, rather tha1t

fnerease- it ..

6.1
'!'he six viads - an

imaginary

conversation.

- When we do the mo4itation we start from where we a.re.
state &r bad, it doesnt matter.

we ascend to a higher level.

Good

If we use the right triad

No mistake abou-t it - we ascend

from a bad state to a good one.

- What triad is it?
- It depends on being passive - we know if we are a.oti ve it
doesnt work. . And there a.ro only two triads wl:dch. begin with

passive force.
food table.

There is the triad O C N - the triad in the
This is a cosmic triad - it originates on the

level of consciousness.

Then there is the triad ON

c.

This

triad originates on a lower level - the level o:f' functions.
- What is the difference between them?
- You can tell the difference by the force at the end.
triad O C N~ nitrogen is the end product.
the end product is carbon.

In the

Xn the triad O N C,

'!'he triad O CB leads to sattva,

the triad ON C leads to rajas.
- So the triad O N C isnt the righ.t one?
- It doesnt bring us to the kingdom of heaven.

It brings us to

a different kingdom of heaven - tlw.t is the trouble.

We try to

call to mind what we want - we make a picture of what we want to
be or where we want to get - and it seems very wonderful.

But it

.leads us nowhere, because the kingdom of heaven isnt -really like that its just an idea we have about it.

And so we begin to force,

and the meditation doesnt work.

- So what is the right 'triad?
-

The right triad is the triad O C N.

You just do it - you dont

make any picture or have a:ny preconceived idea - you just go a.head.
And presently it comes to you - there isnt any mistake about it.
It is there - it exists within you.
without any effort on your part.

So it comes quite naturally,

6.2
- Then is the triad O ll C a.lwaJ'S wrrm.(f?

They are pa.rt of the

- Bone of the six triads are wrong ..

order of the universe, so how could they be wrong?
just that we dont understand.

It is

Th.ere is only one wa:y a

thing can be done.
-

So what is the triad O N C really for?

-

The

triad ON C is the way man calls to mind what he wants.

All his dreams, his ambitians, his desires come about through
this triad.

And if' he goes on calling to mind the same desire

for long enough, he creates will.

And the stronger his will,

the more ef':fort he makes and the more suffering he will endure
in order to get what he wants.

:Bat of course he

~

want the

wrong thing, and then it is all a waste of time.
- How can we be sure we dont want tho wrong thing?
-

The meditation brings us to ourselves, and then there is no

longer ::my question what we want •••••

- Are anJ' other triads used in the meditation?

- If' we manufacture enough nivogon, through the triad O C N,
then the triad N O C will begin to work.

It is this triad

which brings us to ourselves - which brings us there so unexpectedly,
during the meditation.

And at other times, too, it comes

unexpectedly', like a. miracle.

All :forms of revelation, the

sudden realisation of truta, artistic inspiration and so on

belong to this tria.d.

You see, the carbon it produces is on

a very high level - it is the divine will working through one.

That is because it is a cosmic triad - it originates on the level
of consciousness.
- Is there another triad that begins w1 th nitrogen?

- Yes, there is tho triad N

Co.

This triad can be very destructive.

J'us t as you are getting there a bogey man comes along and s tea.ls
1 t all away - an old la.g, full of mistrust, :fea.r,prejudice or

something o:f the sort.

6.3
- Wha. t can you do about him?

- Invite him in and make him comfortable, while you continue with
the meditation.

Presently he will. get bored and disappear~

- Has this triad. any useful purpose?
.... When you. come

to think a.bout it, certa.in things have got to

be destroy-ed - old worn out truths, for instance, metruMls that
no longer wor~-!-:.rorgotten teachings, past experiments.

But the

world ,nr· too full of destruction - too
tu.11 of destruc-tion and
'
:·· ·

violence.

You haw only to read the newspapers •••••••

- And during the day, when one is active, what triads does one use?
There are two triads that begin with active force -

'l'h.G i"iPst. is one of the three cosmic

C O N and the triad "C N O.

triads.

the triad

It is the triad of' creation.

All right action comes

from this triad - it always creates something new.

And it

produces unity and ha.ppin0as - you see, it ends in nitrogen, like
tho triad O C lf.

ll' the meditation is successful, then this

triad follows naturally, f'or the one helps the other.
- How can one tell when one is using it?
-

When you speak or a.et from yourself - when it just comes out

of you from the right place.

the carbon - is you.

You see, the active principle -

There ia no pretence abou"t it - when it

comes from yourself' it is right.
- And the other triad - the triad C NO?

- This triad is comieoted with mechanical actions - actions that
go by themselves.

into p ~ .

On

Directly our £'unc1.ions begin working it comes

the level of consciousness it is out of place.

So it ca.nnot be used in the meditation?
- It simply gets in the wa;y - turning thoughts and so on - they

just go by themselves.

:But they dont matter -

they a.re not of the

least importance, provided one does not struggle with them or

take any notice of them.

Like any other disturbance, then are
ways of a.voiding them.

In fact, it is the same w1 th each of

the three triads that originate cm the level of our functions.
If it were not :for them the med.11.a.tion would go perfectly every
time.

You see, -the medita:tion is not concerned with functions,

it. is concerned with ·consciousness.

So these are the only three

things that can stand in its way, and once we learn to recognise
them, they will cease to worry us any longer.

That is the

great secret - it is only beca.use w e ~ about them that they

matter.

- There is one more thing I would rather like to aek - what part
does attention plq in the medi ta ti.on?

- :tt is attenti.on taa.t

brings the three forcea in the triad together.

- How do you mean?
- I:f i-t were no~, ~or attention, the three forces would not be attracted

to- each other, and so nothing would happen.
- So how can I increase 11V' attention?
_ ~ mant:r& itself crea'tes the attention.

to do

'!'here is nothing

zoo

have

a.bout it.

- But I thought we bad to hol.d our attention on the mantra?
- No.

Thei-e is no need to worl."¥ about attention.

If you continue

to repeat the mantra, you will find. it increases naturally.

The

nearer you get to the source of the mantra, the stro!D.ger your attention

becomes.
- But how
-

The

can it ge-t stll'onger on its mm?

man1:r& produces 'the right energy" and so your attention increases.

You seet a.t'ttmtian is a. matter of ener§' - energy on the le"Tel of
consciousness.

It is one of the characteristics of the nitrog911

produce<i by the meditati.s.
the force of gra.vi ta.ttan.

llitrogen holds e v e ~ together, like
The more n1 trogen there is, the more

ever.ything is connected, and so the more attanti.on one bas.
- So what should I do a.bout attention?
- Do the med1 ta ti.on.
- P,.nd during the dq?

- Do what you have

to do, and enjoy it.

the more you will find to enjoy.

The

more nitrogen you have,

As time goes on you will :find your

life is filled with a:ttenti.on more and. more.

6.6

ON THE SUBJECT OF TRIADS•

What

an extraordinary thing it is that we are able to explain

the meditation so clearly in terms -of our own ~ystem - I mean- through
.t-he food -t able and- the idea. of triads!

-For the triad which oecu:ra- -throughout the food table

is

the triad

of 'regenerationt 1 and ~hrough its use in the meditation we beeome regeneratea in ..spirit.

{Not without- reason did the- Maharishi oall it the

• spiri tu~.l re-generation movement.')

-It is -this triad which begins with

_passive -foree; · and--i:f it is suocess:fully .caPri&d -out, third · foroe -or sa.ttva

i s the result-, for it oomes last in -ol!der.,
But only a -small part of' aur -t ime is spent in meditation - the

rest is spent going about our daily work.

-And: -if in our daily work we

are- helped ·by the meditation, perhaps -more than anything else it enables
us to use eur -energy oreatively.

When this happens it is the ea.me triad

as -that in the --ra-y of ere-atiOl'l and the - table of hydrogens which is being
used.

It is this triad which begins- with active force; al'ld if it is

successfully ·carried out.,· once aga-in third force op sattva is the result,
-for it cemes last in order.

There are theref'ore two ways of' increasing sattva - o:f manufacturing
it, so to speak..
action.-

-One way is through -medita t-ion, the other is through -

-What is - this mysterious - thing· aattva?

If there is enough

of it, we know -that at- some unexpected -moment the triad which begins with
t-hird force ea.n com& about;

·and when this -happens a ··pea.rl ·drops

unexpectedly into our hand-s - a pearl -from -the bottom of the sea, perhaps.
But what -exactly is sa.t-tva - how can we understand it better?
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Whe-na- man uses a leve-.r, his hands on the lever are the active
:fo:r-ce, and -the weight he is lifting -is -the passive force.

'!!he ful crurn

-of the -le-ver is t-he third f'oroe, -for it -is nei-ther active nor passive.
But-· is not -the real -:functi-on -of the fu-lcrum to--join -the -other two f'orces

together - --to eonneet ihe whole -apparatus -tog-ether and enable -it to -work?
In the -same way; when dough is leavened,- it - is- -the le-aven which eormeets
the diff'erent ingredients -togetb,er and- enables th-em to became bread.
so with the-kingdom-of --h eaven.

And

-It is third -force which connects together

and unites, -and-enables things to circulate.

-'The kingdom -o:f heaven is

like-unto -l eaven, which a woman took,- and -hid in three -measures -of meal,till the whole -was leavened•.
So here at last is a practical approach to the study of triads
one that we can use every day, whether we -are spending our money in the

ma.rket place, or back -in the treasuey :filling our pockets with gold.
a.re we a~ longer in doubt about what w-e have to do.
ascending, the othe-r descending.

Nor

For -one triad is

Only there-f'ore by being passive -can we

ascend toward heaven - by --being active we -cannot under -any circumsta.nee climb
-upwards.

Nor can -we, by -being passive, create a -new heaven upon ea:Fth - to

do so requires -ac-tion, requi:res effo-rt.

And although -the ~rocess in this ca&e

is a descending one, none the less, -e-a.ttva -is-the result.

But what -about the other three triads -- how do they fit into the
scheme o:f things?-

The answer is simple - -if we know -wha-t the first three

triads are, the others are --not that !

For exa.mpl-e, once we have
1
experienced wha.t the right triad for the medita.tion
one that produces

l~i--the

sattva.;, we shall kn~lw~~ethe other -triad -which begins with passive force is
like~ . -- For i -t is s-omethi:ag whi-eh -begin-s in. the -same way -but ·-h as a dif:ferent
resul.t ; not necessarily a bad result, -even- perhaps a brilliant -one, but
different. ( An example -might be w:ha.t the Maharishi baa -called 'mood-ma.ld.ng').
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In the same way, once we have experienced what the tria.d used during the day
is like - the one that produces . sa"ttva, we shall know at once what. the other
triad whieh begins with a.oti.v-e force is like~

For it is · something which •

starts in the · same -way but has a. different result; once .again, not necessarily
a bad result or a wrong one; but different..

(.An example might be 'blowing

-off steam' - and ons of' the best ways of doing this is -in laughter • . What -a
wonderful thing laughter is! ) ..

And then there is the triad which begins with third force.

As

with the first one, the f'act that i t begins with third- -f 'oroe means that we

cannot see -where it comes · from ·- it happens unexpeetedly.

But unlike the ·

first triad, which ends in-the -creation of something -nm,, this triad ends in
the des truotion -of what is -old

~

· casting off of old ga.J:.>ments.

the elimina t-ion of' useless ma. teria.1, the

F.or just as death has to oome before we a.re

-born again, so everything old has to go in order that -new may come.

But how

or -when is beyond our direct control .......
"••••• and beneath he.r smile I suddenly felt that in my soul the flower
of some bright under-standing was opening.~•~••and the terror -of -death
b~gan to -depart from me.~ *
(* Tarot

1

pen pie ture t
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Th.e Empress - P. D. Ouspensky' s New Mode 1)

TRIADS.
I)

T"ne triad we have called 'creation' has the order of forces carbon -

oxygen - nitrogen.

We have expressed this by saying that the creator

(carbon), in the process of creation produces a prototype (oxygen), £ram
the evolution of which the created world becomes mani£es~ (nitrogen}.
( The Absolute creates a Galaxy, and from that gala:xy the whale Universe

evolves)

(Nature creates a cell - the germ cell - and from that cell the

whole body is derived)

(God created Adam, and from Adam crune a.11 Mankind).

- There are examples everywhere, on every see.le;

it is a process which

moves from the unmanifest to the manifest, from a hidden source to an
ordered and visible result.

2)

Now there is another triad, in which the order of forces is nitrogen -

oxygen - carbon.

'!his is the triad we have called 'artistic creation• or

the influence of higher worlds, or the force that is necessary to fill an
interval in the octave, and so on.

Its action is not so clear to us - it

is difzicult to understand logically, it is more elusiv~.

But there is one

thing about it we never noticed before - it is the exact oppesite 1 the
mirror image 1 of the first, the creative triad.

What could this mean?

If the first triad moves rrom a hidd&n source to an ordered and visible

result, this triad moves in the opposite way - backward toward the source.
If we trace each step backward one by one, we find they involve first, the
rediscovery of · the prototype from which the present state of affairs has
come; and then reunion with the one that created that prototype.
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3)

Many examples come to mind, and many different meanings can be found.

'11here is the idea. o:f movement into the past, of reincarnation, and of
recurrence;

and there is the idea of finding the source - o:f tracing the

original, the pure unspoilt form from which ~ngs as we know them now were
If lfa.n could rediscover Adam, he would then find God;

clerived.

we know to be true.
applies to our system.

and

this

But in a less abstract, a more practical sense, it
For what in fact does the rediscovery of the system

First, the finding of a prototype - the system as it originally was,

mean?

eomplete and in its true form;

and then the sou.roe :from which it came, with

an understanding of those who created it, andwby they gave it to the world.

4)

It would obviously be wrong to assume tbat the triad n i t r o g e ~ *

-oxygen

Fould

-=

image of' the triad of creatiQD;

/

but curiously enough it helps to explain

certain things we had already ascribed to it.
for instance have a strange taste a.bout it

already knew?

->--

only be taken in this sense, . as the opposite or the mirror

or

Does not artistic creation

remembering something we

Is it not always £rom a hidden source - from a higher

level than oneself - that the inspiration comes?

And on a larger scale,

do not a.11 great movements in · art be.gin with a return to something more

primitive, more original than the over elaborate and over developed art of
the times?

(* Colir~1 s corr e ction )

5)

And then there is the question of evolution - evolution on the scale of
It is especially

humanity - and its relation to past and future.

interesting at this time, when so many of us feel that the future of
humanity is at stake, to read what Mr,. Ouspensky says in the New° Model on
this subject:-

'Evolution, i.e. improvement, must come from the pa.st.

It ·is not

enough to evolve i.l'l the future, even if this were possible.
cannot leave behind us the sins of our past.

that nothing disappears.
existence.

We

We must not forget

Everything that has been is still in

The whole history of h:umani.ty is•the history of crime',

and the material for this history- continually grows.

We cannot· go far

The past still exists, and it

£orwa.rd with such a past as ours.

gives and will give its results, creating new., and ever new c~imes.
Evil bege1:s evil.

In order to destroy- the evil-consequence it is

necessary to destroy ~he evil-cause.

If' the cause o:f the evil

lies in the past, it is useless to look for it in the present.

And

ma.n must go back, seek :for and destroy the causes of evil, however

far back they may lie.

It is only in this idea that a hint of' the

possibility of a general evolution can be found.

It is only in

. this idea that the possibility of changing the ka.nna of humanity
lies, because changing the karma. means changing the past~•

(A New Model of the Universe)

(Chapter XI.
•

•

•

•

pp 432-433.)
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Everything in its origin comes from above, and everything
that comes from above is good.
all tru.th.

These two principles underlie

Creation is a descending process , from above to

below, from u.nmanifest to manifest, f rom light to darkness, from
consciousness to sleep.

The origin of creation lies with the Absolt1.te.
is above allt and in everything.
creation takes place.

The Absolute

It is through his will that

Whether it is a uni verse that is cree,ted,

or a man, or a cell, or a planet like the earth, or a new species
in orga..'1.io life, -the process of ore~.tion is alweys the same - it
follows the same laws.
The Absolute creates a plan of the universe - this is the first
step in the process of creation.

Like a seed, this plan contains

everything -l;hat the universe might become.

At the next step,

movement begins and the universe begins to unfold, to come into
being.

Certain possibilities contained in the plan are realised,

others remain hidden, unmanif'est, to be realised perhaps at some
o-l;her time, in some other recurrence •• ••
And as more and more details of the universe come in-l;o being,

the world becomes more and more fixed - under more and more la~s.

Finally, at the last step in creation, all choice and all flexibility
ha~e disappeared.
When this point is reached the manifest universe
is destroyed, and a new universe is begun.
But everything good
remains - it remains hidden in the plan, the seed, for this is
eternal and cannot be.destroyed.
And certain traces, certain
memories also remain, to become manifest perhaps in the new universe
to be created.
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Ma.n;r of these t'hi~"'S would be clearer if• we· understood more a.bout
the la.we- or prino-iples· which li~- b.ehind the process o-r· creation.

These

laws are basically very simple - they depend on a formula or.· inoreas i:ng
numbers - but we ha.ve

vo remember one thing. The~crea.tor himself· is

above all - he is a.bove the level of all laws·.

And as he has, made us,

in his· own image he has- ma.de, us · ab-le t-o erea.te - able to crea:te , our

own· laws, just as· he has created his..
It is- £or this reason- that
we have -the power to choose, and it is -for this re~on too that evil.
oa.n a.rise. Bil.t how can we have the power to choose, t:o create our own laws·,

and yet be under the laws· of all creation?· ln one aense there is
nothing man oan do, he has no o-hoio~, in another sense he is his· own,
master, a sel.£ creative being - how can this be?
If we study the w~ in which crea.tion develops through suoo.essive
stages, these things will become much clearer. (see f'ig.5 : ) · It will
be seen tha.t ea.oh level 0£ creation contains t-he swn of a.ll the, lawswhioh come from levels above it, plus three laws of its own - three·
laws·particula.r to itself.
It is in these, t·hree laws that the -power
of ohoic:e· exists· - the power t'o orea.te· of one·' s own will..

And it:

will be seen, too,, tha.t the higher the level o£ creation the more
importa.no.e• these thre-e la.ws; possess~
Creator·

Level I

3 la.ws

Level II

3 + 3 • 6 laws

Leve--1 III

3 + 6 + 3 • I2 laws

Level IV

3 + 6 + I2 + 3 • 24 laws

Level V

3 + 6-+ I2 + 24 + 3 = 48 la.we

Level VI

3 + 6- + I2 + 24 + 48 + 3 • 96 laws

The ores.tor of the universe is above all.

creates the first level of creation - level I.

Fig.

5

Through his will he
This level is·undeJ.?

three la.we- only - three laws· of' its own which were given1it' by the
creator, and enable it to orea.te.-- ot· its own will.
Levei. I creates level II.
Level II is-therefore under-three laws
f'rom level I, but: in addition c:ontains thre.e laws· ·of" its own - laws·
which give it the power t=o create·. of its own will~ jus"!i as · level

r

was given· this·power by the ores.tor of the universe ..
Level II creates level ·III.
Level III ia therefore under the six
laws which belong to level II, and also the three laws which belong to
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l'evel I.

In addition:, level III contains 3 J.:aws of· i,t;s own., whio-h

give it t 'he: power t:o create- of its, own will.•••
Level I I I creates· level

IV.

IV is- therefore under the

Level

twelve :taws· which belong t 'o level III, and als·o the_, six laws· which,
belong t 'o l 'evel II and -th& three laws· whioh be]ong t'o level I.

In

ad.dit'ion level. IV contains three · laws of its, own, which give it; the ·

power to create- of· its own will ••••
Cbntinuing in this wa:;r, we find that t •h e number of laws is

doubled at eaa-h suc:oess.ive level, until by the sixth level' there ·
are ninety six la.ws in all.

Of these ninety six laws· ninety three,

are derived from· levels above, and thre-e only belong to level
0

v:r.

At this level in the universe the· power to choose, to orea.te· of one,•s
own will has· virtually gone.

The levels in fig 5 are levels of being.

We can express them

in a different' wa::r, as concentric. rings within the circla· •

For it

doe~ not matter what the ~irale represents· - provided it referg t~

a. compl'ete- world, a c-.omplete , entity, 'the prinaiples will alw~s~ be ·
the same.,:-

' l 1, .

' ,·

, •
, _,; .

•

C ~II

._ .

_,. .

'

'Fig. 6.

.,.

'

I
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As we have already said, the oi.raie of fig ..6

ca.n refer t 10 a:ny

It can represent'· a. planet like the earth,

complete entity or l-rorld.

or a sola.r system, or a oell or a molecule..

But let us take it to

represent: man - and in this context' there a.re two ways we can think·
a.bout it •.
The f"irs.t way is in relation to individual man - in fact, in
relation to ourselves:--.

How do we recognise levels of 'being,· - how

do we know them in ourselves? · ·c1ea.rly, there is one way - the:, hil.ghe=cthe level of·our being the fewer the number of laws-we-are·und.er-.

And

the fewer t,he number of laws· o:ontrollingus, the greater our·power t'o
o-hoose,. to o.reate· of our- Ol·m will, to realise ourselves-. ·
It depends where our centre of gravity is.
If t,he whole of· our
time is spent near the outside edge of the circle, life will be very

onmplic~ted and difficult ..

Many different desires, many di~ferent·

In particular we shall
find that there is no time :for a.nyt•hing - no time for what we reallyBut if we can find a wq of reaching the centre of the
want to do.
ci.role,. not all the time, but for one or two special periods during
the dey, it will have a very profound effec.t.
Sooner or later it
will shift our o:e11:tre of gravity nearer the oentre of the oiro:l.e, so
that more and: more of what we do during, the d~ will begin to e:ome-·
from here.
Eventually everything we do will come :f"rom the centre,
interests will pull us this wa,y and that..

1

i ts:elf.

And: then life will be very simple - we sha.ll know what we:,

have to do.
That is what is meant by the power to choose, to create-- of our
own will.

On this level it cannot mean· otherwise than doing the

will of our creator,. for the area.tor has made us in his own image,
so that we can carry out the plan tha.t he conceived.

The s-eo.-ond wa::, we can think about the circle of fig.6 is· in
relation to mankind..

It is here we have to introduce a new idea -

one that is foreign to western thought.

This is the idea that men

a.re on different levels - that throughout mankind there are·different
levels of men, as different from each other, in their being; as rooks
a.re diff"erent from plants, or plants are different from~animals.
Olearly, it would be neare-st the a.entre of the circle tha.t we
should expeo:t to find men of a. higher level.

But wha.t kind of people,

would they be, nearest the centre?
We said earlier that everything tha.t comes from the centre of
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the circle is good.

Those people who belong to the C'8ntre are

therefore good, and their actions produce nothing but good results.
They cannot do harm, or ea.use suffering to others, they cannot make
mistakes, they are free from the law of accident, and their influenc8·
will shnw i t 's elf amongst many people and over long periods of time •.
Being near the c:entre, which is· the place from which ea.uses, originate·,
they are able to introduce new eauses· into life.
They therefor~
have much power, but this power oan only do good.
The idea that
there can be a great evil - a power t-o do ev:il on a high level - is
a wrong idea., for as we have already said, evil is never c:onscious-,.
only mechanical.
But what kind of people would one expect to find on the outside
of·tne cirole7
People, surely, who live under many laws, and have·
very little freedom of action - very little choice.
Those who are
under t'he influence of crowd psychology, for instance, who behave,
and act as part of a crowd - these are the ones who live under many
laws..
In comparison with them-, people who live as individuals,.
whose life can be called their own, ar.e already under much fewer
laws, yet even they are. far from controlling their fate- virtually
anything can happen to them; for their life ha.s no direc-tion. It is
only when a. man begins to search for truth - when he becomes

dissatisfied with life as· it is, and searches f.or something above
him - it is· only then that he ma;r discnver an aim;. a. direction in
his life.
This in it:self' will free him from many laws·, but if he
is a.bl'e t-o contact others who are, searC'hing, and even perhaps already
know the wa::,, he ma::, eventually find a c-onneotion with those who
live near the centre· of the circle:.,
And when this happens he· will
0

become free-..
The idea that only· a few people can become free, when the rest

of humanity is suffering and helpless, seems at first very difficult·

But this is because the idea is misunderstood.
For
what is the purpose of becoming free, of esoa.ping from·many laws?
Surely, to help hwnanity, to relieve the Suf'f'ering- of others. For
suffering-cannot be ohanged on its own level - this is as true for
each of:• us· individually as· it is for the, whol·e of· hwnanity.. Attempts
to struggle with evil only lead to greater evil - it is only by
asoemling t'o a level above evil. that evil. can be removed.
to accept •.
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The point that came out of' our discussion last time is; that
man is, under dif'ferent lawa-.
The lower his duension the more
laws: he is under;
and eonsequently, the less he is :free: 'to d'o.·
what he really wants - the mon his soul is bound t-o a rigitt set

of.l'Ules:.
But what is it that c:ontr0ls the number of laws a man is under?·
How does, it c:ome about?
Is:,i~ just fat~~ or does:· i~ depend on his

own will, his own power- as a sel:t"-creative being?
Indiv.id'12al.Jq,
man has the power- to f'ree himself from certain" laws- - somettinea· this
ias a- good thing; sometimes not-.
But speaking on a big scale,. the
scale of all humanity-,. man' J.!e' 'to be- under- an increasing number o~
laws, - it is one of the principles on which he is a.i-eated.
Supposawe forget about man for a moment, and e.onsider The creation
of the universe:-

vn
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You will see- that creation begins f'rom the oent're of the:
circle - i1t is· from here that it begins 1to unfold.
At tb.e centre,
of the eirole itself there are: thrae principles, but they- are., one:
a.ndJ ind'iv;isible.
As yet, the universe· is unmanifest - it has- not
yet o~me into being.
But at the :first point- on the spiral there
are -bb:Pee separat« forces.
This point is like the aro:h.it-ec.t's plau,
before it is given to the builder.
At the nerl point the plan is:
putt into action;
and here there are six foro.es·, ~ :O:-om the
level above, and' tlmee on this level itself.
On the next level
trhe nwnber or·:eorces is, douol:ed.
How did this nome about?
You
will see that on this level there are the qriginal three f' oroes:,
plus.stile six forees·belonging to the next leve·l, plus time& f o~s
belonging ~o this level itself'.
All these fore.ea: added -uegether
cx,me t-o twelve.
By t'his time f'orc-es have become more rigid, and have turned: int-o:

laws.
And: on flle next level their number will be doubled again, to
twenty :four; on the next level t-o f'orty eigh:tt, and :finally on the
lowest level to ninety sir.
Alwqs the same prine-iple applies·
ea-eh level O'Ontains the sum of a.11 t-~e laws- above it, plus· th:N.e,
laws of' its own.
Arithmetioally, this means t:ha;t the numbe1r
o:f laws· is, d;oubled.
Let us sa,.y that
a. man of· one·d:imension is under ninety six laws; then a man of 'two
dimenrions will be under :forty eight· laws,, a ma..n: of three: dimenaions
under twenty four,. a man of f'our dimensions under twelve, a man of'
five dimensions under six forees only, and a; man of s:ix di.mensi.ons.,
under- the 1tlmee: prina:iples,::from whiah creation began..
And you will
And s-c with man, the same principle applies..

see that a, man of' six dimensions - a teacheit, as we called him - is:
above the level on which actions begin, which explains a great~

things about him.
A man of' six dimensions never uses force - he carries out what
Christ sa,.ys in the Sermon on the Mount - " •••• but I sa,.y unto you,
that ye resist not evil ••• "
Ono.e forae is used, t-he causes of'
evil are created, and it is in the very nature of a man on this,
level that hec o:an do no evil.
But a man of' the level below a-five dimensional man - has to put crertain things in ao.tion. He
has vo start a school, perhaps, or even a new religion.
Like the
ean-ly Christian saints, who did just this - inevitably evil arises
alongside the good, and as we know t:oo well, this evil gradually

inareaaes, for the number of laws has been doubled, from three ~o
si.x, and three of'these laws arise on this level itself.
On the next leve,l - the man of four dimensions - the munber. of laws:
is doubled again, from six 1io twelve.
Three of these lamt come b!om
tha highest level, six come frODJl the level below-, and a, further t:hr.ee:
arise on this level itself.
Al.re~ the situation is. becoming more·<romple:r - the clarity of man's e ~ ideals, has become distor.ted.,
And yet the man ot·faar dimensions is alwqs searching: - s--earohing:
for something beyond his nach.
What is he searohing :tor.~
He is
searching 'f'or a wa;r of escape f'rom the laws he i& under.
Sometimes,
he f'.inds the wrong we:, o~· escape, and ge't& himself unden more, law&
than evel!'.
But if he is wise, he will turn to those who have escapee!
she~.
Such men will help him -to findl his own imler- principles,
And then he will beonme free.
his own laws:-.
"Let him who seeks, not cease seeking until
he finds, and when he finds, he will be troubled, and when he has been
troubled,: he will marve1 and hec will reign over the All."
Below this level, as we discovered last ~tme, it_i~no~very easy
to define the dif'ference between one dimension and anofller.-, and perhaps
t-hat is why' in our system- they were taken as all on one level. And if'
one is honest about it- one haa· t'o admit that taken on a big scale,, tke
scale of all inankind, it is:onl.y a comparatively few people who want
to escape from: the laws -thq are under.
There are those who .2!12!
wanted t-o escape, but the traditional rules: of the lif'e they lead, the·
lack of time, the womnes and cares o't their·working ctq have made them
forget.
There are others- who were brought- up f'rem ohildhood' in'to, aritual belie~, an aocmp~ed ~orm of religion, and they would never dare
And t'here are- e-t:ill. othas- - an even grea.te
consider 8:tl'J' alternative.
number - who never t:hink in this wq at all, f'or their lif'e is, taken up:,
with simple ordinary- things--.
And yet, in spite of' all thi&', the
urge t-o escape is alwa..YB there - it is a ve"IJ'1' strong :force which exists:
deep dowir within humanity.
No wonder, for it comes from the creator
himself' - the creator of the universe.
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Now we said ~halC in the or~n of creation there are threa·
prinoiples; and it is only reasonable to ask ovselves: what these
three principles are.
This is not an easy t'hing, 'to answer, but: wa·
aan get a hint of their real meaning,: from the tradition: behind 'fihe·
medita:tion, where they are described as "Absolute - C:onsciousness - J3lisalt,
The Absolute is that which is ewrnal, f.or it continues t-o exist-

whether the universe comes into being or dieappeara,..
gives everything identtty,;

It is that which

and in man it is that which makes, each

person himself, unlike any other.
This absolute identity is "the: one
most permanent:: thing we possess, for wha:tenr happens t-o US' it- is:
alwa_ys: there:.
Consciousness· is· awareness of ~his: identity - it is iihat whiob. enable~
us to sq ' I am' •
Bui; in man this oonsciousnoss· - this awareness of • I' ia- alwqs flue.tuating.
It comes for a moment· and then disa.ppearEt again;
and: because of these moments of eonsoiousness, we take it for granted we
are conscious all the time.
Th.is is not actually so, and: it is only in
a· man of.• very high level that consciousneas- is- permanen-t.
And then there, ia, J3liss-.
The word, bliaa- refers, to ecstasy or
happiness:,. or what is, described in the system as, positive emotion.
In
its real na.tur.e eveey-thillg- is: bliss-, but'.; in the ord'i.nar.r wq we cannot:

expemenc.-e it:-.

Wh;r are we unable 11.o uperienee iv?

Simply beoause:we

oanno1t see deep enough into the heart of things ·.
To find 1:rliss-, we have
fir~ to look inwards, and -that is the purpose of me<Iita1;ion •.

Now the meaning of these three principles runs tln-ough the whole of
humanity, but on each succeeding level it changes.
On t-he highest
level, where there are only- three prined.ples, every-thing is in aaoordanoe
with the will of the Absolute
But on the nerl level, where there- are six forces,
tlmee of these come from the level above, and three from this level itffli.
And so there is not only- will, but self' will - and these two rir.eams - will.
and self.• will - can be traced throughout all mankind•.
In the same wa;y Consoiousness, which on the highest level is a
reflection of truth, of real knowledge, changes on the level below in~~
two things--.
There is tru:t;a,. and there is:· man• s: own idea of· truth, his·
opinion 0£.· knowledge.

onoe again two d:i:f"f'erent- a:treams arise,trut-h, and relative knowledge-, which leads-eventuall;r t-o ignoranae and
imagination •.

And so
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And so, t'oo,

with Bliss-.

On the highest level everything ta, b'liss - .,

ev.er;y1:h.ing- is happiness al'1d: posit:ive emotion.

But sooner o~ later man

loses t 'ouc:h with the source of' bliss, and it is then that su:f'fering arises.
And' so there are three t-hings vhicm have t=o be transaen.dett,., in order

that man can beo:ome bt'ee f'rom the laws he-is underr.
is, his own will.

, The first -thing

For it is only when he begins to 'i '°&el the pull of a

higher will than his own,- the will which comes in its origin f'r.om the
Absolute - that his own will can eventually :find ita: ~ight: place.
The aeaond thing which baa- 1to be trs.nsoencled is, ignorance, oJr
imagination.

For man is capable of imagining almost an,yt,hing, and'

a:ll sorts of f'ancifill ideas get in1to his mind and lead him aatr~.
It is; only when he finds:- knowledge based on pure Consciousness- knowledge which c:omes from beyond him, and ~uld not possibly be of
his own maki?Jg, that he gets on the road towards truth..
third 1;hl.ng which has t'o be transc:rended is suf'f'ering •.

And.' the:

For there- is

no need f"or man t-o suf'f'eJr - it is not an essential part o1' his being-,.

He was born to enjoy- life - to live it t-o the full.

And if through

the meditation he o:an reach the place of ha.ppiness,within him, soone2"'

or later his suffering will d'isappea.r.
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- There is a. way of describing the ray of creation we never thought
-of before.
- Which wa7 is that?

- From within instead of without.
- How do 7011 mean, from within?

- 'Phe ra;y of crea. tion

ens ta

w1 thin us, just as it does outside •

..,. But sure].Jr the scale is too big - we were told man does -not exist
in the r&7 of oreation?
- Re does not erlst among stars and lPJ]arles, but the principles

are alwa7s the same. - Every-thing created, however big or small,

follows the- same laws•
- You mean we contain the same triads, and all the same orders of
laws as there are in the ray of creation?
- Yes, i-t is just the same. ·
- Then what corresponds to world I, world 3 and so on?

- It is the spirit -which oorresponcls to world I.

On

the level

of the spirit the three forces are one and indivisible, just as
they are in :world I. ·

:But what do you mean by the spirit?
The spirit is above all.

It is .the origin of everything in us"

:But on the level oi' world I it is beyond our experience - onl;r when
it manifests on the level of world 3 -or world 6 can we begin to know
anything about it.

- Then what corresponds to world 3?
- It is the soul which corresponds to world 3.

In world 3, if

ynu.

remembeF, the three forces are no l~nger one a.nd indivisible - they
have become three ·· separa.te :forces.

- And what do these three forces mean?
- They a.r-e three di:f'ferent parts of the soul.

The soul is like a
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big store, whioh has everything in it a man could ever want.
is the place where all man's desires are realised.

It

And the store

--has three large -departments, each quite distinct from the next.

'l'he -:first contains what-is absolute in
his real nature. -

3lall. -

his -i-dentit:,, his I,

The second -contains man's consciousness - his

direct perception of -truth, his real knowledge, above the level of
words. -

And- the third contains bliss - it is :full of -bliss, full

of real emotion, -love, mercy, faith and many other qualities which
-words oanno.t express.
- And wha.t --oorresponds to the next level, the level of world 6?

-- It is the mind which corresponds to world 6.

On

this level, if

you remember, there is a difference ...;. it is the pl.a.oe where

mecba.niealnesa begins.

I never understood what this means?
It is li-k e an archi teot who designs a house.

The spirit is

-the architect, the or-eator of the -house, and the soul ie his

- -conception, .hia design.

Only -on the level of. mind -does actual

oonstruotion begin - the mind is like the builder, appointed to

oa~ out the work.
- And the builder can make mistakes?
- Perhaps. - Blt in any oase he -h as to get on with the job and
start doing things -he has to set everything in motion, or the
house will never get built • . -- -A nd that is wher-e mechanica.lnesa begins?

- Yes,- things go along by themselves - up to a point they should.

-- And the soul is above all that? -- Yes,-- mind is eonoe:rned with functions - it is where all movement
begins.

But the soul is above functions - it is direct experience

of being.
·- So

you cannot find the soul by thinking, however hard you tr:,.

· - No; something quite different · is needed.

- :But tell me, w~ -is it-mind .has six forces, and soul ha.a only three?
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-

On

the level of mind ther& a.re three forces which come from

-above, f rom -the level of soul, and three which begin on the

level of mind itself. - And -what is the difference between them?

-- Well, consider the -.question of will.., :for instance.
of soul there is

~

On the level

one will, the will -which comes from the spirit.

On the l.evel of mind this will is translated into functions - right
:functions produoing c.reative actions. - l:3ut mill.d has a will -of its

own, and is -able o:f itself to initiate actions.

These actions are

-of a different -kind - -thq .la.ck something - integri'ty or rightness

perhaps~ and sometimes produce W1?<>ng results.

- And the same thing is -t:rue in other respeots?
- Yes,-- the same thing -is.. true of- knowledge, .--£or instance.

In this

sense there a.re .two kinds. -of knowledge, one which speaks with .

auth.otlv, from.direct experience of truth; the other which spe~
only of. what -1 t ha.s heard from others.
- And the third force - the one -~onneoted with bliss?

- The .bliu which comen from above, from the level -of soul, is able

-to free the mind.
level of.

But :feelings- and emotions which arise on -the

mind its.elf' a.re -.different.

The;r easil,7 become .negative,

a.nd lead.::it in-so identification.-

- I wonder. wb7, this i.s so'? .. - -

On

the level -.of mind -itself there is a positive and a negative

side to eve1.7thing, but .o n the level of soul there
side __ ever-.;rthing is -p osi t:1ve.
.:

.

•

•

•

•

!!. no

nega. ti ve

Th.a. t is where the diff erenoe lies.

•

•

•

- And what happens on the next level, the level of world I2?
-

On

this level, if you -remember, forces change into laws.

- How do 7ou mean, they change into laws?
- The;r become more rigid, more fixed.
-- .But what ·:!!. the level

or world

12?

-- The nervous ....systems throughout the body.

Ma.n' s nervous system

is under twelve gx•eat .orders of laws - three from the level of the
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soul, six from the level of the mind, a.nd three from the level
of the nervous .sytem itself.
•·- And what could. these different la.wa be?

•... w·e ll, -the laws which -arise from the nel"Vous system itself are
not undez the direction of the mind.

The,- are the laws cor..nected

with reflex actions, a.nd with the autonomic division of the

nervous system.

But those from the level of the mind are

different ·- they come under the mind's control, and a.re connected
. division of the nervous

with the s~alled voluntaey

system.

-And the three from the level of soul?
•- These laws are oonnected with eonsciousnase, with ph7sioal
-awareness of the body, delight in movement a..11td sensation,

co-ordination ot movemen• and mEU17 othe-r things of that kind.
- You mean -it is possible for the soul to influen_c e the body
directly in c"f;his way?

can. ini'.lu.enc.e i. t_

- Certainly-, and the spirit_ /

•

also

The influence of the spirit

is everywhere. · When ·it oircula:tes within the nervous .

system

eve1:7thing works quite. dif'f' erently •

.

.

,-.

·-

- And what corresponds to the planetal:-7 world, which is under

twenty four laws?
- It is the endoorine systems of the body which are under 24 laws.
- And what coul-d these twenty :four be?-

·- There are three :f'rom --the ·--level--0:f soul, six from the level of'

mind, twelve from the 1-evel of the nervous systems, and three
which -belong to the endocr:1Ju3 system itself.

- And what do thq all ruean?
- It ie already -becoming ver:, complex, but genera11y speaking it

-is a queation of tho level -from-whioh the endocrine glands a.re
activated, and the kind of substances produced.
- And -in the case of the last ." three laws, the endocrine glands

a.re aoti va ted on their own level?

Wha. t would this imply?

- With regard-to certain of their activities the endocrine glands
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are under their own laws.

Consider, for instance, the seasonal

activity" ef .the -sex hormone&, or ·the influenee of the endocrine
glands on di-t':ferent stages of growth - puberty, adolescence, old

age andao on - these things are under their own lawsi, they are

not controlled :from above.
- Does an;rone rea.l.ly know how they~ controlled?

·- Some :people sa7 it i& the moon.. ·
.But isnt it -more likely to be pla.netar.r influences

- Yes, I know.

which control these things? . Probably, but so far no-one has found a:ny- evidence •••·•

•

•
•
- You said just now that on a certain level forc es change into laws?
•

•

•

- Yes, on the . level --of world I2 and below•

It is largely a question

of permanence.
- HOW' do you mean, "permanence"?

-- When matter becomes imbued with one ot" othel:' of the three forces
more or less permanentl.7, as
for instance.

on.

the level of the endocrine glands,

Seienoe can actuall.7 isolate physical substances

at about this level, but on higher -levels matter is too fleeting
to be ioola. t~d - eve17thing is changing so quickly.

- And on the level below - the level of world

48 - the forces are

·even more fixed?
- Yes-, this is the level of the J.7mphatic systems of the body.
· - What-do you mean bT "lympha:tio"?- The cellular tissues of the body and the fluids which circulate
in their environment.

These fluids aupp'-7 the cells Yi th the

energy the;r require, and a.re oonvey-ed in a complicated network of
ducts and channels throupout the system.
- And all this is under

48 laws?

- Yes, just think for a. moment what this means.
b ody' are under

48

The cells of the

laws - three from -the aou.1 1 six from the mind,

twelve f r om the nervous- aystems; 1menty four from the endocrine
sys terns, e.nd three laws o:f' their -own•
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- The cells of the body- are certainly well under control.
-you say

Oan

what all these laws mean?

- It would take a long time to work out all the details.

las.t three are importa.nt

~

:But the

-

- The three whioh belong to the cellular world itself?
- Yes, it is interesting to think what special p~operties belong
to the o.ell - something to do with growth.
- You mean the abili t7 the eell ..ha.s of' -doubling itself'?

- Yes,- of increasing, of growing - in much the same wa:y as organic
life increases over the earth's surface •••••
- And so we arrive at the lowest level, the level of world

96.

-- What could :this level rep~esent?

-- The :physical body as a whole.
- Including eve:z,,ything in it?

- Yes, including everything.

Perhaps it didnt strike you before,

-but that is what these different laws mean.

.In the

~

.of creation,

ea.eh level includes everything ...above it, and the -lowest includes
them all.

:But ea.oh level has something of its own - some

chara.cteristi-0whioh none of the-others have got.

- .And what would this-be in the oa.se of the phJ'sioa.l body?
- A certain -mass,- perhaps, and a certain erlstenoe in time.

-- And this mass, this peysical boccy- -is ma.de of oells? - -

- Yes, it consists o:f cellular tissue.

But within and around the

cellular tissue-is a higher and. more energetic substance, the basis
of which is moleoula.r. -

- You mean the endocrine systems and their secretions?
- Yes, and within-and a.round this level is a more energetic substance

still, the basis of which is ionic.
- You mean the nervous · .

systems?

- Yea, a.nd within this- level is mind.

-nervous systems.

Mind is higher than the

Its basis is electronic.

- And within the mind is the soul?

-- Yes, within the mind is. the soul, and within the soul is the spirit.
But spirit is :within and without - spi:ri t is everywhere.

LEVELS & LAWS 7
LAW OF OCT.AVES l/i-6
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What is the law of seven, and how is it oonneC'ted wi tb. the law
of three?
In one sense the law of' seven is an extension of· tlie law
of thr:ee - an erlensi.on of the triads, it contains,,; along th& line,
of· 11:ime.

B.ut the line of' events which f'orma 1:his extension is: never--

a straight line.
In its more perfect form it is: a a.ircle
8.1 a.irele
of seven steps.
Such a1 a.irele o-r events: is called an • octave,,.' - mainly- b;y ana.log;r
with the musical seal&, which has eight not0s·.
But it wouldi be, a
miatake 1to think that every oetave has to conta-'in exacrftly eight'. notea,~
alt<hough the idea has such a long tradii#ion behind it' that we aanno1t
eaail.y- d~smiss, iti0

line of
events,

Vl;f'

v'll

I

I
I

V

"

--

-

-- ---- -

- - -

-----·····

- ~ - - - -
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Now ever;y line of events - every oata.ve - is either ascending_·
o~descend:ing - it either moves from a lower to a higher leve:i,,, or
from a higher to a lower level.
It cannot remain on the sam&' level
indefini t'.el;y, a.nd that is the grea-t mistake we are always making:. We
expeat things to cmntinue i"orever in the same: wq, and tha1t a p:nee;ise.l;r
what they ca.rmotccto.
It was· mentioned just now that a line of events is an extension of
the tmads: it contains.
An ocdave: is, really made up of triad.a,, and
it often happens: that diftf'erent-: triaas enter at dif'ferent:: points e;,long:·
an octave, sometimeEF even reversing its d.iramion.
As we alre~ know,.
triads themselves are either ascending o't! descending - the big ocmave
of crea-tion, fem- instance - tlle rq of creation - is made- up of·
des.cendJing triads, but the oc«tave of different- f"oods - the tfood tablEE> is made up of·ascending triads.
These are perfe<rt examples: o-C what an oc:tave should be, but.· most
octaves connec.ted with man's acdivities are far from per:fect - they
tend t.o go a certain distano.-e and then either fade away o~eha.nge
direotion.
In N~e there &r&'maD;Y different kinds-: of octave t~o,
and these are us.ually more pr.ectictable - in fact man.v of tha,can be
expressed mathematically, which is what a. c:ertain 'branch of.mathematics,
the cMfftrential aalculua, is, all about.
But according t:o this
teaching, in order that a line of events:oan ~tinue to develop in
the required di.recrtion, not one, but> thnee octav.es: are:. l!equired,.. And
a-1-bhough these tlmee, o~a.ves, are s-eld'om pre~nv in man's actinties:-,
;you will findi that in Nature there, are often tlmee quite clifferent:
lines, which interact vi'th each otiier-, and' so enable the pr.ccess- asa. whole to contil'lUe-;
But perhap111 the most important e~ple of this-principle applies
to our own work.
We used ~o be told long ago that in the Fourth W'1'
three differen~ lines of work were necessary - work on oneself, work
with other people. and work for the teaching as a whole.
Butt we ~ook
this idea. in mu.eh too narrow a way.
We did not realis-e tha.t the
whole object of the Fourth Wq ~ the main reas:on, perhaps, f'on its,
existen0$ - is t-o help huma.ni ty-.
And it is this which requires til:Ne

0
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first
line

Il

thii!d

line
seoond
line

IV

Ma.n;r people feel it is a si.mple matter to help
lines of work.
humanity - that it would be quite possi.ble t'o do so if one wer& in
a posinon of a.u'fmority, for instance.
But they- de not- realise
that while they remain on the same level they cannot- help anyone,
let alone humanity.
To help other people,requirea, firs't o~ all,
a· definite change in the level of one-'s being-..
It also requires::
certain knowledge - knowledge which can only (l'()me -to one thl!ollgh a
Sot-he first requirement ~or helping humanity is
cilange in being.

woM on oneself - that is-, the first line.
:But work on oneself. can only-go a certain distance.
Sooner or'
later it needs -tl)·expand into something mu.ah biggere
It needs, tile
help of other people - we all know that - but- it also needa: other~ in this sense: 'other people:' doea nov: mean
people we can help.
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those who are neares-t t:o us-, or in the work:, it means· everyone, wiithou'ft.

exception.

"F·o r if' ye love 1:hem which love you, what reward have · ye?

do· not· even vhe pub:lioana the same:?'

And if ye salute y:oUl" brethren_

onl;y, what' do · ye more than ot'hera-?

cto, no'f; even it.he, pub.lic:ans so?

•••••• But: I sq unto· you, Low your enemies . ...... "

'11his: sqiing, "Love• your. enemies", eml!lodies one of 1tlle moat unpo~~
principles:, of' the Fo'Ul".th

Wa:r, , and

it· is· the centre of: gravity · or the:

see.ond: line of work - ofwonk with o1iher people.
And work with at-her
people, if• it: frollows t-hi& principle,, c.an give the required impetus, to
t-he f-1.rst line, . to enable it- 'to-, continue.

The sudden'. realis-Mi'on,.,

which comes- from doing the medita<tion, that one is. oonne~ed with o'ti:hEm
people in a Wf13 one never saw bef'or&, and t-he f'eelling:· of" lOV,8 which
c.omes with i-t - this can help the f'irs-t- line as, well as· the second·. For
in order vo help other people a, certain t'ria.d is, required - a °h'iad which
begins,wit'h emotion.
But· emotion by- i he-1:f is not enough.
And if t-he see-ond line iao 1:o,
aont:i.nue, know-:t.edge- iB" a.lso required.

Fo~ ins,tance, in order 1to help,

ot'her people· we have 1to understand that everyone has his own octave,. his

own line of e¥l>lut.ion, and: it _is importanit t:o know what point he has:
reached along thia line, whether he has: trav.ielled. along the same. line:be:f'ore, and man_y 1.hings of this kind.
Otherwin one ma_y hinder ra1ther
than help him,,
Know-ledge of this kind belongs t-o the third line of? womc - and it-. isobvioual)' not' an ordli.nary kind· oft knowledge.
Sooner or- later i t can
lead' 1to something mue:h bigger than helping other· people - it· can lead t--0
'the disoi>v.e:rr;y of.• truth, and. the possibility of· help~ humanity as a· whale.

So

man'Et evolution cannot succeed unless, it :follows 1the principles of:

the law· of'· octaves, and t-his, f'act lllUS-t obvious:-~ be known to· schools, c4.

the Pourth Wq.
involve?

But- what, in a pra.atica.l sense, do these- principles,

What do we ha.V& t:o do'l.·

Ao:tuall.Y' it<- is very simple.
The finrt line• is connected with d:oing.
the medi ta:tion, for that is 1!1'0mething which is personal for each of' ua it is:: not a. thing t-o .b e, shared wi vh other· people-, sncl even.· -talldng,.· about

it with other people

can

e-ometimas ElJ)oil it.

The ncond line is ccnne~ed wi'tih our activity during the da.Y•
Last time, if you remember, we read aomething the Maharis-hi had
sai~ about this, -

" ••• •• •. regular and continued practice of. ........

meditation •••• ~- has-• t·o be i:ollowed by activity,

b8o:ause activity- after
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meditation brings an infusion of transcendental Being invo the
nature of the mind and through it- into all aspec:ts of one's lif'e

in the relative field.
this infusion crontinues

With the constant practice of' meda.tation,.

vo

grow and when it is full grown crosmic

consciousness will have been attained."
So the aec:onct line is- note difficult' or arduOUS' in any we::, - ii::

does, not:: require any great e'ff'ori or special sacrif'ice, and not'hing
about our life has vo be changed.
Provided' we do the meditation
regularly; the higher energy we get from it:: is bound t::o o:ome out'- in
our relations with other people. and this by its·v8"l!y nature ia b:ound
to help them-.
And: sooner- or later we s:ha.11 be on the wrq to doing:
what Christ mean&: when he Sll;)"8' "Love yoim- enemieB"•••• "
Pon a- man
who has attained eosmiC) consc:iousness aould hardly do otherwise.
But if the first and' the second lines a.re able to bring us--~ s-oomr
or later, ii.o the level of ®smic consciousness, wh3" does- t'here have
to be a third: line?
The third line is there 't-o ensure that the·
tradition which gave us i:he £irst and second lines, is able to CtOn1tinue ..
It <ronsists, really and truly, in helping that tradition - and! of" course,
there are many different ways of doing this.
But first we have 1t.ounderatand - we have to find the real meaning of all the knowledge we
have been gtven over the last f'"Orty year~, and then 1to reformulate this:
knowledlge in a language suitable for the western world today.
If we
eould db this we should be helping humanity, for it would ensure that
the truth is not, loat.
Unfortunately truth is very ea.s:ily lost - it disappears~ very
quickly.
But onc.e it has been f'ormula:tect it can survive for a. long
time - sometimes for thousands of years.
Consider the New Testament,
t'or instance.
Certainly it has beaome distorted, misunderstood,
tmmect 1to mean the opposite of what was intended.
But ~or those
who have ears vo hear it is still there - the truth can a-till be f'"oundJ.
In the world today there are a great ma.n,y different organisations
aonne<rled with helping humanity.
Some of these organisations are
religious or esoteric, others a.re socialistic~
And it is intereatingto apply the law of' oetaves to these organisations, for i 1t oan show
us what is right and' what is wrong about them.
Most social
organi&a.tions, f-or instance, omit the first line al t'ogether.,
They
are not a.ware,
the lev&-1

or

they-will not ace:ep"ft, iihat man i'B able ito· c:hange-

ot his, befng, even ltess· that such a thing_ is necessar,y.

And
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&o thq oan achieve nothing - even aometimes they make matters worse.
Religious organisations are often nn better, :ftor they lack

real
method of work on the f'l.l'.St line, and this gives- gkind of falseness
t:o_· th&tr aims.
But: some 1"eligi0US' organisations, and.' manr esot:.eric
an_;i-

s-chools- possess rea.l methods of' work on the firrt line-- - method&whioh
are ba.s-ect on tra.d'i tiona.1 wqs· of' thee past..

Tkeae:· methods- are long-

and arduous, a.rul' they can only be carried out suoo-essfull;y under
spea:ial c:ronditions.,
Mu.ah misunderstanding_· has· arisen beeause t-his, poh!tis· not· realised'..
Certain organi&atione have b-ol"rowed 1the practica1
methods· of these traditional wqs-, and have tried 'to a-pply them.for use
in t-he ordinary cond.iti.on.S' of life.
This- can lead to wrong- results-,
and to a- great deal of. wasted ef'f'ort and suffering.

So, work on thee

first line hast~ bathe r:igh~ kind of work - it has t-o be suited ½o
the c:onditiona in: whio-h we live.
And then• there are ~rtain organisations which have reaehed a-very
high level of wol'k on both the first and the second line&.
But liecaua&.
certain knowledge was.· misaing· fronr the, third lin&, their won has·

produced' t'he wrong
of· Buddha..
There
but ~hose who came
t'o do it-wrong.

effect.

One· suo-h example refers 1to-the :followens-

is a- theor.y vhat Buddha himself had3 t-he meditation,

after him missed t-he most important point, and began

As a result of doing it wrong they began t-ot-ea.oh

mankind that the ul tima:te a.i.m in life is t-c> reach a- statec of'· nirvana,,
or not-hingness,.,

And t'here are some who maintain t-hat the ef":fee,t of

their teac:hing:- has· been, t't> sap t:he vitality of Ind'ia, even until the
present-: d:a.Y.

Gertainly the medi ttrlion· ·itself' was lost, and' i t was

oniy redi.sc:overed: a faw years ago,. in the forties, of t-his century •.
Another example, and one muc-h nearer home,, is tha"t of the monastic-

The monastic,; tradition a.lnreached. a veeyhigh level of'work on the first and second lines-.
Buv al.though work
tradition in Europe.

on the t'hird line also reached a· very high point-., &0mething- was,
misundem1tood - something about evil - the id:Sa, thi:tt man's nature

is

evil, that evil has• to be :fought and eonquered, especial})" the &vil.

wi1thin one,, and it.hat'- man• a, evolut:ion cran

from t-he wor-J.ct.

only- take place in seclusd.an

'!'he c:onsequeno:es· of.. all theseo wrong, i.deas, .a'l!e rsrttm

with us- t:od.'c\Y, and pei,haps, t-hat is- wh,y there is so much conf.:liat in
t'he world •.

But if you want ·an era.mple of' these tln!-ee ]ineg of'wol!k in 'their
mori perfecrt'- form, you have, only t'o stu~ the GospeJ.s,..

F"or oblri.ous-Jzy-

Christ- understood the law of octaves,, a.mi his aim-- above all else- waat'o helc'p humani-ly.
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The idea that man cannot d.o, that everyihing happens·, is a very
stimulating idea, for it leads· t-o the question 'how do things happen?'
I:f' one onuld see the world as it really is·, wi t-hout· t-he illurri.on t-hat
we can a-lt'er aizy"thing, what would it' be like?
First,, we s-hould see, that everything-- is subjeo.i; to law.
Even
a:ce:idents:- arec subjeC't t-o law, . as every sta.tis.tic:ian- knows,. .
Ao:e.idents
happen when different lines cross- one another - lines o~ cause and effeet.
If you are walking along the pavement from a ton, and a-t the s-a.m&
moment a brick falls off a building onto your head, tha-t is two lines
1

crossing each other.
But lines- of c:ause and effec:t are also subject to law.
One mighisuppose that every line- is different, but a:ctuallythey ail have something
in c:ommon.
or· octavea.

They follow a· certain pattern, which is· known as the law

In the

la si do:·, was- us:ed as.:

syriem the diatonic major scale, do re mi. fa so1
a; Wt!J'Q

of expressing this, law.

If ;rou imagine

some en-t'erpri" starting, like a new busine-ss: or- an archi.tec:tu:nal practice-,
you can S&ec· that it starts-- with a fun4amental impetus' - the note DO.
The sounding of" tkis fundamental DO carries, it along through RB and. MI.
Bu:t'" s:ooner or later the-- impetus f'ad:es-- awq, and the ente-'t"J)ris-e begins
to- falter.
Thie:: dropping back~ or 'reoaa-sion' 8.8' it is, called nowaday~,
e:oincid.es-- with the interval MI - FA, which is• only a, semi tone, eompared
with the major and minor tones-- of the first two in~ervals.
If nothing e-omes· along to revi.ve the pracrlic-e, it m~ fold up and
disappear, whioh is what so often happens.
In fact, man.v or- our
a:ctivi ties- never get further than the first interval MI - FA.
But i:t
they get past this interval, which may come about if the original impetus
is-- strong enough, they will continue through the notes FA, SOL, LA, SI,
and f'ina,lly o.-ome to a halt a.t the seo-ond interval SI - DO.
DO·

RE

MI

FA

SOL

LA

SI

DO>

-L..-----•-·----• ..•..•... ~•---------------·········1

This is· a- pic.t ure- of· an is-olated: line of oauf!te' and ef'f ect - if• such a
thing were pos-sible.
In practice, of ooura&, there· a.re s-o many' o~her
lines-- er-ossing· it in all directions, that it gets· very mu.cm distorted, and
m~ even ahange direo.tion C'Ompletely.
But in certain eases·, espectially,
in c:Nartain c~smie processes, it is essential that the line contimie~
without- interruption past the inte-rvals.
This would apply:', for instance,
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t-o the line of growth, or to the evolution of s.pecies:.

But how doe-s

~at she does, isc very simple - she s-o O'Ontrives.· t-hings
that several octaves oV,&rlap one another-.
When the :first octa,re, would.
normally come to a halt-,a seoond octa-w starts- with it& fundamerrtal oo,
which carries t-he :finst octave a-cross, the int-erval.
When the s--ecrondi
na-ttlre' do it·?

oo:tave in:· its, turn begins to falter, a third' octave cu>mes· in, and so on.
In this wtq the eont-inuity of". t-he prooes-s is, ensured:DO'

RE

MI

FA

SOL:

LA

SI

DO

~1--w•r-.--!•••••-•--------- t•••••••'
DO
J

RE

t

MI
FA
1.-••-.•• !
DO
RE
t

t

SOL
I

LA
t

MI
FA
t
•••••• '

SI
DO
, ... .. .--. !
SOL,

LA
t

SI
DO
t
• ••••••'

But if nature has learnt how to d.o it, wb,y oa.maot- we?
It was
said:, earlier·, that man cannot do·.
If he crould. learn from nature,.
might he not :find t-he, wq?
That was- t-he real point a-bout this- teaching.

It was: int:ended t.o

show the · wa.Y. in whic-li man ·has to go t-o :find the' ltingd011L o£ heaven,.. ·

In

order t-o reach the kingdom of heaven one oc.1iave is not enough. After
a li t-tle while it will crome to a halt - it will get no further.
Butif three octaves-- are going simultaneously . -they will get . t-here> - pr-ovided

of' c-ours-e they are the right oC'tave-s, in the right relation to each ot-her.
Yet no-one understood wha-t this mean~.
It was ta.ken to refer to
different degrees of effort, different levels of work, and things of

But in :r-acrt it is s:omething· quit& different .- it refers: to
the meditation.
During-· the hal~ hour there have to be the-ire three
octaves - that is what those who invented it must have discovered. And
they so contrived it that it all happens- naturally·- it is designed t:o
take pla-c:e in a natural wa;s-, just as Nature does- it.
that- kind.

Over and above the law of' ea.use and ef'fecrl is another law - th.e law
of fate.
During the course of one's lif'e there are o:ertain things'. usual~ very big things::, like birth. and death or- :falli.ug · iri lave, whi.~
cannot really be explained, either by the law of aanident or the law of·
c:ause and3 effect~
The ti.JRe, and place of ona's· d'eatl\, for- ins~anoe·-iii ·may appear to be an a:ccident:, but actual~ it is- one'B'. fa-te t-o d~
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in that w~.

And nothing one might have done, or left undone, would
have made ax,.y- difference - that is what seems so stranee.
Sometimes when people fal.1-in lo-ve they feel the influenee 0£
fate.
They will sq it f'eals- as: tt everything ta beil!g, done: fo~
them by somebody else - there is nothing they have to do, for the,
decisions- are already taken.
And i-t seems familiar, as if it had
all happened before ••••
This is" an important clue - it means that :fate belongs- to the fifth
dimenai.on - to reaur:renoe.
Cause and effect belonga to the fourth
dimension - 1.he line of'' passing time.
:But f'a;te is, :five dimensd.onal,
and. t-his- implies that there is, something Ertill higher: - s-omething

belonging to the sixth dimension, which could :free ua·ft-om the law of
fate.

Thi~ higher dimension is the law of''will.
What is meant by will?
Not' self will or wilfulness - they c:an
change nothing.
A man with a strong- will mq be, even more helpless

than a man wi 1:hout- it.

But real

will - will 1:ha.t comes: ft-om a;bove

one, and yet is within one - how can it: be found?
To f'lnd it- means- to experience it-, and probably for you and me the
meditation is the only way of' doing this.
When the meditation changes
something in one - when one is released quite unexpectedly from a
lifelong burden, or when one :finds certain things become possible which
eould never have happened be:fore - then perhaps in
the beginning of' will.

a;

small way it is

Fate is what alwqs.,happened, will is quite new.
A great artist
c:ould never be bound by :fate.
Shakespeare, for instance, will never be
writing the same, plays,, the same s-onnetS',_, over again.
Nerl time he will,
be moving on vo something else

- a new adventure, a new experiment.

But

it is never one's own will, it is always-: beyond one - every great artist
k:nows · that thia· is so.
In this work there is a great deal which is old - old ways of' t-hinkiner
and behaving, old attitudes,, old fears, old imagination.
If' we hang on
to these things they will become part of our fate, and E:W'entually
they will die wi-frh us.
But if we search only :for what is: new-, things:,
will begin to mov~- we shall move into a new world
a world quite
diff"erent from an;ything::we hav&- experienced before.
And so next time
we shall make a new beginning •••••
"Therefore every scribe which is instructed unto the kingdom of heaven
ia like unto a man that ia a.n householder, which bringeth forth out 0£
his, trea1'ftll!'e things:, new and old·."
Matthew I4, v.52.
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Dear Dr Roles,
This week's material brings back memories 0£ many ~ruitless hours
spent in trying to understand the octave!

Why

did it never lead

anywhere - wha. t is it tha. t was missing?

I am coming to the conclusion that in order to understand octaves

you have to begin with t:ria.d.s - perhaps that is what we never understood

before.

Triads explain the'na-mre of events at a given moment;

that moment into time, and you have octaves.

extend

Octaves a.re the extension

of triads in the fourth dimension - their extension in time•

:But not all triads - that is the interesting thing.
octave starts.

has happened?

Sooner or later it will change its direction.

Obviously the kind of triad has changed.

was an ascending triad and now it is descending.

Ara there

Suppose an
What

Perhaps 1 t

But what changed it?

certain triads which have a. discrete action at certain points

in the octave?

How much is known about such triads?

If we understood all this better we should
a. lot of fruitless effort.

obviously save ourselves

So clearly we dont know what to do when the

octave changes its direction - so clearly we still go on doing the wrong
thing.

Why

do we do the wrong thing - why cant we see what to do?

suppose we consider an octave in this

wa;y

as a complex chain of

different triads, in very much these.me way that the scientists consider
an organic molecule - as a complex chain of different groups of atoms.

Now the organic molecule represents a certain pattern of reactions - a
pattern, shall we say, 0£ physical reactions within the structure of a
living cell.

In the same way our octave represents a certain pattern -

a pattern of psychological reactions in the field of human behaviour.
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We can, in fact, imagine that each individual person has a characteristic
pattern - an octave of this kind which we can oall his 'gestalt ' - ·his typical
a.~d inevitable reaction to events in the world around him.

In the world of animals and birds .the octave chain is fixed - each
member of a given species has exactly
the same octave.

How can it be, for instance, that evecy cat in the world

goes through exactly the same movements in washing i tsel£ with its

tongue?

Why does every duck behave in the same way, every hen, every pig?

It is

this fixture of the same octave in .all the members of a given species

which enables ma.n to predict exactly what an animal will do - which enables
him to catch golden eagles, for instance.

:But man himself is different -

- in man there is a different octave - a different pattern - for each
individual person.

Each of us has his own characteristic way of

doing things - he starts in a. certain way, meets up against the sa.me
kind of difficulties, solves them by the same methods, ends up with
the same sort of result.

And all this is independent of the

circumstances - it is the same whatever he is doing, more or less.
Now I know this is rather a sore subject, because in the old days
we used to

think all this was connected with our •meehanioalness' ,

and as we had got the idea that meohanicalness was wrong, we thought we
should try to get rid of it.

:Bu.t the surprising thing is that the

meditation doesnt work that way at all.·

I dont know what you feel,

but I get the impression that the meditation has the effect of :filling
the intervals in these octaves - of. making them more fiexible, and
filling them with life, so that they begin to grC'NI new shoots, and
eventually perhaps to flower, and so bear fruit.
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The analogy of a growing plant is an apt one, for it is very
illuminating to study the actual processes that go on in plant biology,
and to relate them to this idea of an octave chain or pattern.

We find

that in the main stem of' the plant, so to speak, three octave chains

are interlocked.

There is the growth of the plant itself - its evolution

from a. seed - which we can imagine as forming the main structure·of'
the stem.

Then spiralling round this stem are two further processes -

the respiration of the plant - a process in which fuel is converted
into heat - and the regeneration of this fuel through the process of
photosynthesis.
So far so good;

but what of the.other three kinds of triad?

Do these also f'orm themselves into chains, or have they a different
f'orm?

We know that somewhere hidden within the structure of the

plant, for instance, is the peculiar infiuenoe which causes it to
specialise - to develop those special characteristics which make it,
sa:y, an apple and not a pear - or even a cox's orange pippin and not
a bramley seedling.

But haw this influence works we are far :from

olear, even thou:gh we know the form of the triad which belongs to it.
Clearly, this triad interpenetrates the whole octave chain, f'or
it exerts its influence on every pa.rt of the plant structure.

But there
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is another triad of quite a dif:ferent kind - the triad responsible for
the fertilisation of the plant.

Occurring as it does at a particular

moment in the development of the plant, and being responsible for
initiating a whole series of further chain r0aotions, this triad

clearly fills one of the intervals in our octavo.
is :filled, the plant eventually bears :fruits

I£ the interval
i:f it is not, the plant

continues as before, grows tall and even flowers, but this one thing

is missing ••••
And so in time the plant grC1111s old-and dies - returns to earth

and feeds it by deca.,-.

The last of the six triads has come into

its own - has taken charge, and the.octave is complete.

The hands

o:f the clock have turned full circle, and somehow, somewhere, a seed
begins to

grcm••••••

:But perhaps the greatest miracle of all is that

here, in this tiny seed, the whole structure of our octave is eontainedl

Yours,

J/J
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